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ABSTRACT
For a timing-critical system, it is mandatory to guaran-
tee upper bounds on the execution times of its programs.
Such bounds can be derived using worst-case execution time
(WCET) analysis. WCET analysis for multi-core processors
is challenging as the behavior of one processor core in gen-
eral depends on the behavior of the other cores. A common
option to reduce this dependency is the use of time division
multiple access (TDMA) bus arbitration.

We consider a multi-core processor with a shared TDMA
bus. A system schedule for this processor assigns hard real-
time tasks to processor cores and determines their execution
order. A bus schedule determines which processor core is
allowed to access the bus at which points in time. The
WCET of a program executed on the processor depends
on the choice of the system schedule and the bus schedule.
We propose a framework that aims at reducing the overall
WCET of the system by simultaneously constructing both
schedules. Furthermore, we introduce a system model that
allows to describe the considered programs in a simple way.
We subsequently discuss how to overcome some restrictions
of our system model. Finally, we sketch possible evaluations
of our framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
For timing-critical applications, it is mandatory that their

response times do not exceed the deadlines defined by the
physical environment. A timing-critical application may be
implemented by a composition of several programs. If there
is a safe estimation of the WCET of each such program,
we can give an upper bound on the total response time
of the application. In many cases, it is important that
these estimates are relatively tight in order to verify the
timeliness of the application. WCET analysis is commonly
used to derive an upper bound on the execution times of a
program and thereby estimates the WCET of the program.
The WCET analysis of programs executed on single-core
processors is already studied well [1].

Multi-core processors typically share resources—like caches
or buses—between several processor cores. Some of the ad-
vantages of multi-core processors are reduced weight, reduced
production costs and a good ratio between performance and
energy consumption. Therefore, it is a current trend to also
use them for the design of timing-critical embedded systems.
However, the resource sharing leads to the cores behaving
in a different manner than with dedicated resources of the
same capacities. We refer to these effects as shared resource
interference [2]. As a consequence of this interference, the

behavior of one processor core may depend on the behavior of
all other processor cores. In this case, a precise WCET anal-
ysis is challenging. It is no longer sufficient to focus on one
core’s behavior in order to derive a tight upper bound on the
execution times of a program executed on it. To bound the
complexity of such an analysis, existing approaches mainly
concentrate on bounding the direct timing penalties due to
shared resource interference, e.g. the time that a processor
core is blocked at the shared bus before its access request is
granted [3, 4].

In this paper, we focus on the interference caused by shared
buses. It is common to assume that the shared bus must not
be accessed by more than one processor core at the same
time. Therefore, there is typically an instance defining which
core is allowed to access the shared bus at a particular point
in time—the bus arbiter. We say that a processor core is
blocked as long as one of its access requests is not granted
by the arbiter. Obviously, the blocking time contributes to
the overall execution time of a processor while executing a
particular program. Thus, it is important to also consider
the bus blocking in WCET analysis. In general, the precise
consideration of the bus blocking experienced by one core
requires the examination of the concurrent cores. This makes
WCET analysis complex. However, in combination with
TDMA bus arbitration, the bus blocking that one processor
core suffers from does not depend on concurrent cores. This
allows the WCET analysis to precisely model bus blocking
without modeling concurrent processor cores. In this paper,
we assume a system with a shared bus arbitrated according
to a TDMA policy.

TDMA bus arbitration bases its decisions on a static bus
schedule that assigns every time slot to the processor core
which is allowed to access the bus at that instant. A pro-
gram’s execution time heavily depends on the static choice
of this bus schedule. Thus, the eased analyzability comes at
the cost of having to choose a bus schedule. This choice of
the bus schedule should ideally lead to low WCET bounds
for time-critical programs.

We present a heuristical framework that optimizes the
system schedule and the bus schedule for a given task set
and a given number of processor cores. The optimization
goal is to minimize the WCET. The framework is modular
in the sense of defining an interface for heuristics that select
the task to be executed next on a particular processor core.

Throughout our paper, we make the following contribu-
tions:

1. A simple system model for hard real-time tasks with
access to a shared bus
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2. A modular framework for the optimization of the WCET
of hard real-time systems

3. Approaches to apply the framework to real-world sys-
tems

2. SYSTEM MODEL
Our model is denoted by the following characteristic pa-

rameters. It consists of several equal processor cores, a shared
bus and a set of hard real-time tasks. Each task may request
access to the shared bus at several points in time during its
execution. Assume for the moment that every access request
to the bus is granted immediately. Figure 1 depicts an exem-
plary task. It has two bus accesses (marked purple) at time
units 1 and 3, respectively. The second access is twice as long
as the first one. The execution time of this task—assuming
that both access requests are granted immediately—is 6 time
units. Note that it is a fundamental assumption of our system
model that every task is characterized by a single execution
behavior and thus also by a single execution time (we will
sketch in Section 4.2.1 how to support tasks with several
execution behaviors).

Figure 1: An example task

In our model all tasks are released simultaneously at time
unit 0 and have to be executed exactly once. We assume that
a task can be started independently of the progress of other
tasks. In addition, there is a static assignment from tasks
to the processor cores. The tasks assigned to a particular
processor core are scheduled non-preemptively following a
static task order. The use of non-preemptive scheduling
offers several advantages for hard real-time systems [5]. We
refer to the combination of the task assignment and the task
orders as system schedule. Figure 2 shows an example of a
system schedule.

P1 : τ3 τ2

P2 : τ5 τ1 τ4

Figure 2: A system schedule

The example system schedule assigns five tasks to two
processor cores. Tasks τ2 and τ3 are executed on the first
processor core whereas the remaining tasks are executed on
the second one. Furthermore, the presented system schedule
describes the task order per core, e.g. task τ2 is executed after
task τ3. According to this system schedule, both processor
cores request access to the bus at time unit 4. However, the
shared bus can only serve one processor core per time unit.
In the following, we introduce a bus arbitration to guarantee
this.

Our system model uses TDMA bus arbitration. That
means, the arbiter has static knowledge about which proces-
sor core is allowed to access the bus at which point in time.
This static knowledge is present in the form of a bus schedule
which maps time units to processor cores. Note that we do
not rely on periodic bus schedules. An access request of a
core that is not allowed to access the bus is blocked. Figure
3 shows the system schedule of Figure 2 supplemented with
a bus schedule.

P1 : τ3 τ2

P2 : τ5 τ1 τ4

bus : P1 P1 P1 P2 P1 P2 P2 P2 P2

Figure 3: The effect of a bus schedule

Note that processor core P2 is blocked at time unit 4 because
P1 is allowed to access the bus. Thus, the considered pair of
system schedule and bus schedule leads to a response time
of 9 time units for task τ4. As a consequence, the overall
execution time (maximum over the response times of all
tasks) also amounts to 9 time units.

Intuitively, we assume that the number of time units that
a task is blocked just adds up to its execution time. This
assumption is commonly known as timing compositionality.
For a detailed discussion of timing compositionality we refer
to an article by Hahn et al. [6].

For the next example, consider the same system schedule
and bus schedule as in Figure 3. But this time, we replace
τ4 by τ ′4.

τ ′4

Figure 4: New task τ ′4

This leads to the access of task τ ′4 being interrupted. Accord-
ing to our system model, interrupted bus accesses have to
be restarted from scratch. Therefore, the system schedule
and the bus schedule lead to an overall execution time of 10
time units for the task set (as shown in Figure 5). Thus, the
number of time units used for interrupted accesses also adds
up to the execution time in a compositional way.

P1 : τ3 τ2

P2 : τ5 τ1 τ ′4

bus : P1 P1 P1 P2 P1 P2 P2 P2 P2 P2

Figure 5: An interrupted and restarted access

Problem statement: Obviously, the system schedule as
well as the bus schedule influence the overall execution time
of the system. We assume that the task set and the number
of processor cores is already given. Based on this input, we
try to find a pair of system schedule and bus schedule leading
to a short overall execution time for the task set.

As our system model assumes a single execution time
per task (ignoring possible bus blocking effects), the overall
execution time of the task set and the overall WCET of
the task set coincide for our system model. For the sake
of generality and comparability, we will only use the term
overall WCET in the rest of this paper.

Finding an optimal static multiprocessor schedule is known
to be a hard optimization problem already in the absence
of accesses to a shared bus [7]. Therefore, we focus on
developing a heuristic approach that finds a pair of system
schedule and bus schedule leading to an overall WCET close
to the possible minimum.

3. APPROACH
In this section, we present a framework that allows us to

heuristically optimize the overall WCET of a task set on a
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Data: tasks: set of tasks,
n: number of processor cores,
th: task selection heuristic,
bh: bus schedule heuristic

1 (sys, bus)← empty schedules for n processor cores;
2 while tasks 6= ∅ do
3 task← th(tasks, sys, bus);
4 p idle← find first idle core in (sys, bus);
5 sys← add task in sys to p idle;
6 bus← bh(sys, bus, ”partial ”);
7 tasks← tasks \ {task};
8 end
9 bus← bh(sys, bus, ”complete”);

10 return (sys, bus);

Algorithm 1: Optimization procedure

multi-core processor system by choosing a system schedule
and a bus schedule. It is centered around Algorithm 1, which
is similar to the approach by Rosén et al. [8]. In contrast to
the work of Rosén, however, our algorithm is parametric in
the task selection heuristic. It integrates the construction of
the system schedule and the construction of the bus schedule
by alternately adding a task to the system schedule and
building a part of the bus schedule.

The algorithm takes as input parameters the set of tasks,
the number of processor cores, the task selection heuristic
th and the bus schedule heuristic bh. The task selection
heuristic th selects one of the remaining tasks to be added to
the already existing system schedule. It may base its decision
on the already constructed parts of the system schedule and
the bus schedule. The bus schedule heuristic bh continues
the construction of the given bus schedule.

Algorithm 1 starts by assuming that none of the processor
cores is assigned any of the tasks. We call this an empty
system schedule. Analogously, an empty bus schedule is yet
undefined for all time slots. In line 3 we select one of the
remaining tasks to be added to the system schedule. As
a next step, we consider the first point in time for which
the bus schedule is yet undefined. Now, let p idle be one
of the processor cores which has finished the execution of
its assigned tasks up to this point. Line 5 extends the
existing system schedule by assigning the selected task to
p idle. The task order of the system schedule is extended
such that the added task is executed after the tasks previously
assigned to p idle. After this extension, there may be points
in time for which the bus schedule is not yet defined although
no processor core is idle. Therefore, line 6 continues the
construction of the bus schedule until one of the processor
cores is idle again (”partial ”). Afterwards, we remove the
selected task from the set of remaining tasks (line 7) and
repeat the previous lines until no task remains (line 2). As
a final step, line 9 continues the construction of the bus
schedule up to the point in time at which all processor cores
are idle (”complete”).

4. FUTURE WORK

4.1 Access-Aware Task Selection Heuristics
The quality of the results obtained by our framework is

mainly determined by the quality of the heuristics used for
the construction of the system schedule and the bus schedule.

P1 : τ1

P2 : τ2 τ3

(a) System schedule created by placing
the longest tasks first

P1 : τ1

P2 : τ3 τ2

bus : P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P2 P2

(b) Optimal schedule

Figure 6: Influence of the system schedule on the possible
execution time

τ :





τ ′ :

(a) Simple overlay

τ :





σ1

σ1 σ2

σ1 σ2

τ ′ : σ1 σ2

(b) Access-aligned overlay

Figure 7: Computing a single execution behavior

Thus, it will be our main goal to develop and compare
different heuristics.

A recent approach by Rosén et al. [8] presents a rather
simple task selection heuristic which can be used in our
framework. In combination with our system model, this
heuristic boils down to selecting the longest remaining task
to be scheduled next. An exemplary system schedule created
according to this heuristic is depicted in Figure 6(a). Note
that any bus schedule added to this system schedule leads
to a blocking of at least 3 time units for at least one of the
processor cores.

In contrast, Figure 6(b) shows that it is in fact possible
to come up with a system schedule that fully utilizes all
processor cores without necessarily delaying one of them.
Intuitively, this is possible because the system schedule ar-
ranges the tasks in a way that no bus accesses overlap. This
motivates us to develop task selection heuristics which try
to reduce the access overlaps. In order to do so, it is manda-
tory to take into account the access behavior of the different
candidate tasks.

4.2 Generalizing the Approach

4.2.1 Tasks with Multiple Execution behaviors

3



bus : P1 P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P2

(a) Legal bus schedule

bus : P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P2 P2

(b) Illegal bus schedule

Figure 8: Bus schedule with bus-processor ratio 4

Our system model assumes tasks with a single execution
behavior (ignoring possible bus blocking effects). This as-
sumption guarantees the efficiency of our approach as there
is no need to enumerate many different execution behaviors
per task.

However, real-world tasks executed on modern hardware
platforms typically exhibit various execution behaviors. We
aim at supporting such tasks without giving up the efficiency
and simplicity of our system model. In order to support a
task with a set of execution behaviors, we propose to replace
this set by a single execution behavior. For every possible
bus schedule, this single execution behavior should lead to
an execution time at least as high as the maximum over the
execution times of all members of the original set.

One possible way to obtain the single execution behavior
is to overlay the execution behaviors of the original set. The
principle of overlaying is depicted in Figure 7(a). Essentially,
every relative position of the resulting behavior is marked as
access if at least one of the original behaviors has an access at
this position. Note that the resulting behavior may contain
strictly more time units of bus accesses than every original
behavior.

Another approach to the construction of the single execu-
tion behavior aligns the accesses of the original behaviors
before performing the overlay. Figure 7(b) illustrates this
approach for the same set of behaviors as already used in the
example of Figure 7(a). The intuition is that we number the
accesses in the increasing order of their appearance per exe-
cution behavior. Subsequently, we add the minimal amount
of margin to the execution behaviors such that all accesses
with the same number start at the same instant. We see that
the resulting execution behavior contains one time unit of
bus access less than the result in Figure 7(a). However, this
comes at the cost of a longer execution time (8 time units
compared to 7 in Figure 7(a)).

4.2.2 Task Dependencies
So far, we consider a scenario without task dependencies.

However, supporting such dependencies in our approach is
straight-forward. The task selection heuristic simply has to
return a task for which all predecessors in the dependency
graph already finished their execution.

This treatment of the task dependencies may—in certain
situations—lead to the task selection heuristic not being able
to select any of the remaining tasks. We can simply solve
this problem by allowing the heuristic to return a dummy
task of length 1 without bus access in such cases.

4.2.3 Less Fine-Grained Bus Schedules
In our system model, we assume that we can define the

bus schedule at the same granularity of time units as the
execution behavior of the tasks. If we assume that our tasks
are defined at the granularity of a processor cycle, then for

many realistic hardware platforms the bus schedule will not
be definable at the same granularity. It is common to have
an integer factor K defining the bus-processor ratio for a
given hardware platform. Then the value of the bus schedule
may only change at integer multiples of K.

∀n ∈ N. n 6≡ 0 mod K ⇒ bus(n) = bus(n− 1)

Consider for example a bus-processor ratio of 4. Figure 8(a)
shows a bus schedule that conforms to this ratio. The bus
schedule in Figure 8(b) does not conform to this as it changes
its value at time unit 3.

Our approach naturally supports such restrictions by using
bus schedule heuristics that only create allowed bus schedules.

4.3 Evaluation
We plan to extract execution behaviors (as defined by our

system model) from real-world programs. Subsequently, we
intend to construct task sets based on these behaviors. We
will use these task sets to compare the effectiveness and
efficiency of different task selection and bus schedule heuris-
tics. Additionally, we will compare the different heuristics to
provably optimal results for relatively small examples.

Furthermore, we are interested in how the different ways
to generalize our approach (cf. Section 4.2) influence the
overall WCET obtained by our approach. For example, we
want to find out which is the best way to replace a set of
execution behaviors by a single behavior.
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ABSTRACT
Allowing virtual functions for safety-critical (embedded) sys-
tems allows for easier programming, but makes static pro-
gram analysis harder. Classical analyses are too imprecise
or too expensive to resolve computed calls introduced by
virtual functions in C++. We present an approach that uses
the DWARF debug information as an additional information
source to resolve computed calls. We evaluate our approach
on a set of example programs on which a value analysis
cannot resolve all computed calls. Our approach resolves all
the computed calls without increasing the cost of the value
analysis, but still needs to be tested on real-world programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.5 [Software Engineering]: Object-oriented Program-
ming; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program
Verification; D.3.2 [Software Engineering]: C++; D.4.7
[Software Engineering]: Real-time systems and embedded
systems

General Terms
Verification

Keywords
Computed calls, static program analysis, DWARF debug
information

1. INTRODUCTION
Safety-critical (embedded) software ideally runs through a

verification process. This process aims to provide guarantees
for every possible execution. The behaviour of a single exe-
cution depends on the program, the state of the underlying
hardware, and the environment – input or sensor values for
example. These configurations can be unknown. A verifica-
tion by running the program for every possible configuration
separately is expensive or infeasible. An abstract interpret-
ation in the form of a static program analysis considers all
possible configurations in one analysis run.

One example is a stack analysis. An embedded system
provides a limited amount of memory and a program must
stay within this limit. Therefore, an analysis has to provide
an upper bound on the maximum amount of memory used
by a program. A part of this amount is the needed space for
local variables. The compiler introduces additional memory
use. For example, if one function calls another one, the
compiler introduces code that stores the address where the

execution of the program has to proceed when the called
function returns. A stack frame for each function instance
contains this information. For each function call, the program
creates an additional stack frame and puts it on top of the
stack. If a function returns, its frame gets removed from
the stack. Therefore, an analysis has to find the maximum
height of the stack.

For some function calls, the call target or whether a con-
crete call actually takes place depends on run-time informa-
tion. A stack analysis needs to account for every call target
that is possible in at least one execution.

1 int main ( int argc , char∗∗ argv )
2 {
3 foo ( ) ;
4
5 i f ( argc != 23) {
6 bar ( ) ;
7 }
8
9 return 0 ;

10 }

Figure 1: Excerpt of an example program with two
function calls and a maximum of two stack frames
on the stack at once. Whether the second call takes
place depends on run-time information.

main main main main main

foo

bar

execution progress

max. stack usage

Figure 2: Different stack heights during an execu-
tion of the program from Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows an excerpt of an example program with
two function calls. The first call happens in every execution.
Whether the second call takes place, depends on the input
values. For our static analysis, we have to consider the
highest possible stack. This is the one for an execution where
the second call actually takes place.
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main

foo bar

Figure 3: Static call graph of the example program
from Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representations of the stacks.
The size of each box represents the size of the stack frame.
The dashed lines indicate that the corresponding frame will
only be there in some executions. For a guarantee over all
possible executions, we have to consider this call.

Figure 3 shows a static call graph for this program. It is
static as it shows a call edge for the second function call. The
a3 tool from AbsInt uses binaries as inputs and transforms
them into a graph representation. Besides the stack usage
analysis, the value analysis and the worst-case execution time
analysis use this representation as well. Note that we use
this graph representation without the source code.

Virtual functions as part of C++ can lead to calls with
more than one call target. The compiler automatically re-
solves calls with only one possible target. If there are more
possible targets, the compiler introduces a computed call.
This is a call, where the program can look up which function
to call at run time.

C++ programs generate objects from class descriptions.
Every class description is a type. Objects start with a pointer
to their corresponding class description. This class descrip-
tion starts with a list of pointers to the functions that this
class implements itself or that this class has available because
it inherits it from another class. We call this list a vtable.

The example in Figure 4 shows three code snippets. All of
them show virtual function calls. The compiler can resolve
the first one. Only one call target is possible and therefore,
there is a concrete address for the function call. For the
remaining ones, it will produce computed calls.

For the second example, a precise value analysis can still
track the possible targets after the condition. Using the
results of this analysis, we can create a call graph, containing
two edges for the two different possible call targets. The
value analysis has to keep a separate value for each possible
dynamic type. This increases the cost of the whole value
analysis.

For the third example, the precision in the value analysis
is useless. We analyse only a part of a program. The only
information for the first call is the static type. However, the
binary contains no types. A value analysis can track the
pointer after the assignment in line 4, but after the store in
line 6 it loses every information, since this is a store to an
unknown memory location.

An analysis using static type information can resolve all
computed calls from the example above to generate the
call graph. Since compilers can optimise their output, it is
hard to interconnect points in the resulting binary and the
source code. Therefore, it is hard to transfer the static type
information from the source code to the call in the binary.

DWARF is a standardised format allowing a debugger to
read additional information for the current state of the exe-
cution of an executable. This debug information contains the

1 C c ;
2 c . cook i e ( ) ;

1 A∗ a ;
2 B b ;
3 C c ;
4
5 i f ( ??? )
6 a = &b ;
7 else
8 a = &c ;
9

10 a−>cook i e ( ) ;

1 example (A∗ a , int∗ l o ca t i on , int number ) {
2 a−>cook i e ( ) ;
3 B b ;
4 a = &b ;
5
6 l o c a t i o n ∗ = number ;
7
8 a−>cook i e ( ) ;
9 }

Figure 4: Code snippets with virtual functions of
different analysability. The classes B and C in these
snippets extend A and have own implementations
for cookie(). Note that the store in line 6 is a store
to an unknown memory location.

static types of variables and a relation between registers on
the binary level and variables in the source code. Combining
all this information, we can find a safe (over-)approximation
for the set of possible call targets.

An advantage of reading the DWARF debug information
is that it is similar for different compilers and platforms.
This reduces the platform dependent parts of our code to a
minimum.

1.1 Contributions
We introduce an extension to the current analysis frame-

work of the a3 tool by AbsInt. This extension makes the
DWARF debug information available to analyses. We use
this additional information to resolve former unresolved com-
puted calls originating from virtual function calls. With this
extension, we can analyse programs that were only analysable
when manually annotated.

These are our contributions in short:

• We implemented a static reader for DWARF debug
information in the a3 tool by AbsInt. A debugger inter-
prets this information while running an instance of the
program. Our implementation can extract information
without having a running instance.

• We used the additional information to analyse com-
puted calls originating from virtual function calls for
PowerPC.

• Computed calls originating from virtual functions were
not automatically analysable. Therefore, programmers
omitted using them and example binaries are hard to
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find. We evaluated our approach with artificial ex-
amples. This shows at least that an automatic analysis
of these calls is possible.

2. OUR APPROACH
Our approach consists of two parts. We implemented a

static reader for DWARF debug information and scanned
the binary for patterns of computed calls.

The DWARF format uses compression. When a debug-
ger uses the DWARF debug information, it has a running
instance of a program. It is only interested in information
about the current state of execution of the program. The
DWARF format takes advantage of these restrictions. A
debugger can resolve relative addresses during debugging.

Even the incomplete, relative information can be useful. A
debugger can jump from one type description to its base type
description, starting from the current this pointer. Without
a running instance of the program, our implementation can
only store all the descriptions and their relations. This
suffices to reconstruct the complete type hierarchy, but is
separated from a concrete object. A debugger needs to
know how to interpret the value of a local variable for a
certain state of execution. Therefore, the DWARF debug
information can contain a frame base relative location of this
variable. The debugger knows the current state of execution
and can resolve this location. Our interest is only in the type
of the variable, but not the value. Therefore, it suffices to
relate the offsets of the load instructions in the binary to
these relative locations.

We store all read DWARF debug information into a sqlite
database.

1 lwz r9 , +0( r9 )
2 addi r9 , r9 , +4
3 lwz r0 , +0( r9 )
4 mtspr ctr , r0
5 lwz r3 , +8( r31 )
6 b c t r l

Figure 5: Typical assembler sequence for a com-
puted call on a PowerPC.

Figure 5 shows how a typical instruction sequence for a
computed call on a PowerPC looks like. The first instruction
loads the address of the vtable. The second instruction adds
an offset to this address to load the second entry of the vtable.
The address of the second entry is the address of the first one
plus the size of one pointer, 4 bytes. The third instruction
loads the address of the call target from the vtable. Instead
of adding an offset to the address of the vtable, optimised
code loads with an offset immediately. This platform uses
a special purpose register for this function call. The fourth
instruction loads the target address into this special purpose
register. The fifth instruction copies the this pointer. In
optimised code, this only happens if the called function uses
the this pointer. The last instruction is the actual call to
the target.

We implemented a pattern, matching this sequence and its
variations. Our approach wants to use the static type of the
variable via that the virtual function is called. The assembler
only shows registers. If there is a load for copying the this
pointer (line 5), our approach can use the source register

from this instruction. If an optimisation removed this load,
it can use the load of the vtable address (line 1). We use this
order since the pattern matching starts at the unresolved call
in the last line and goes backwards. The DWARF debug in-
formation contains information on which variable is assigned
to which register at which program counter. In addition,
it contains information on which variable has which static
type. From the addition or the load instruction in line 3 our
approach can extract the index of the virtual function in the
vtable. With this information, querying the DWARF debug
information yields a set of possible call targets, restricted by
the static type. At the end, we can add the call targets to
the branch instruction.

Querying for the possible call targets consists of two parts.
In the first part, a query has to collect all implementations in
classes that extends the given static type. Since the dynamic
type can at most be equal to the static type, we need a second
part. Here, the query needs to add the implementation of
the function in static type. If there is none, it has to look
for its parents in the inheritance hierarchy. This is similar to
the first part, but with the difference that this query recurs
only until it finds the first implementation. The first part of
the query analyses the children in the hierarchy, but recurs
through the whole hierarchy. The reason for this difference
is that the static type is a bound on the dynamic type, but
only upwards the hierarchy.

Traditionally, a value analysis tries to find out about these
call targets, but this has limitations that our approach sur-
passes. The value analysis has to keep separate values for
every possible dynamic type. For our approach, the value
analysis can be more abstract and – as presented in the Evalu-
ation – even such a simple value analysis can still refine some
results from our approach. A value analysis cannot find any
call targets if the creation of the corresponding objects lies
outside the analysed part of the program. Our approach only
uses the local information at the call site and the DWARF
debug information. Therefore, it needs no knowledge about
the creation of the object.

3. EVALUATION
We evaluated an implementation of our approach on a set

of example programs. In this paper, we only present two of
these examples.

Figure 6 shows the inheritance hierarchy of one of our
examples and where we have implementations of our function
of interest. An additional mark shows where in this hierarchy
we can find the static type of the variable, via which we call
the function. Our approach adds the implementations from
B, F and G to the call graph and omits the implementations
in C and E. This is a safe and precise approximation. If the
dynamic type for this call is different from D, a following
value analysis might declare a call to the implementation
in B infeasible. An approach that cannot use the whole
inheritance hierarchy has to add all five implementations
instead of three.

In the example program in Figure 7, the DWARF debug
information knows only the static type of this. Therefore,
our approach adds two possible call targets to the call graph,
the implementations from both classes. If we want to analyse
the whole program, then it is already guaranteed that this
call will call the implementation in class “Derived”. A simple
value analysis on a graph containing both targets from above
can declare the superfluous call edge infeasible.
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A

B” C’

D E’

F” G”

Figure 6: Inheritance hierarchy of an example pro-
gram. A is the most general class. A virtual
function has an implementation in the highlighted
classes. The implementations in the double high-
lighted classes are part of a precise solution. We
call the function via a variable of static type “D”.

1 class Base {
2 public :
3 virtual void funct ionA ( )
4 {
5 }
6 void funct ionB ( )
7 {
8 this−>funct ionA ( ) ;
9 }

10 } ;
11
12 class Derived : public Base {
13 public :
14 void funct ionA ( )
15 {
16 Base : : functionA ( ) ;
17 }
18 } ;
19
20 int main ( int argc , char∗∗ argv ) {
21 Derived der ived ;
22 der ived . funct ionB ( ) ;
23
24 return 0 ;
25 }

Figure 7: Program where the static and the dy-
namic type of “this” differ. The call in “functionB”
calls the implementation of “functionA” in class
“Derived”

4. RELATED WORK
Both the works of Jones [2] and Shivers [4] introduce con-

trol flow analysis (CFA) considering functional and object
oriented programming languages. Their work can resolve
computed calls, but they have additional information avail-
able since they work on source code.

In [1] Dewey and Giffin present an analysis that finds
vtable escape vulnerabilities. They search for a pattern of
an invocation of a constructor to find vtables. Since we have
to be able to analyse parts of programs, we cannot find all
vtables with their method.

In [3], Köster finds that it is hard to interconnect program
points on source code level and their corresponding instruc-
tions on binary level. Current techniques only allow for a
mapping between entry and exit points of functions.

In [5], the DWARF debug information is used to find the
addresses of vtables. However, they assume code for which
the compiler will never produce the computed calls that we
want to analyse.

In [6] Tröger and Cifuentes present a static analysis that
finds the call sites of computed calls, but for the call targets,
they use a dynamic analysis at run time.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
From our examples, we can conclude that our approach is

effective. For profound conclusions about its efficiency, we
need more real world example programs. Since our approach
only looks at small portions of the program under analysis,
the efficiency only depends on the size of the inheritance hier-
archy. The size of the overall program has no direct influence.
For the precision, we have to compare our results against
the results of a more expensive value analysis. However, our
examples cover all the scenarios that can occur in real pro-
grams, but real-world programs, in addition, have different
importance and frequency for those different scenarios.

In the future, we plan to examine more instruction se-
quences for computed calls on other platforms. Furthermore,
we plan to perform more experiments.
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ABSTRACT
In multitasking hard real-time systems, each task’s response
time must provably be lower than or equal to its deadline.
If the system does not hold all timing constraints, WCET-
oriented optimizing compilers can be used to improve each
task’s worst-case runtime behaviour. However, current opti-
mizations do not account for a system’s schedulability con-
traints. We provide an approach based on Integer-Linear
Programming (ILP) for schedulability-oriented WCET op-
timization of hard real-time systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main issues for the compiler is to determine

which tasks should be optimized to which amount in order
to achieve a schedulable system while complying with the
limited hardware resources on embedded platforms. Cur-
rent approaches on sensitivity analysis are able to provide
WCETs for each task which will result in a schedulable sys-
tem. However, these approaches are performed on a system-
level basis, without respecting the compiler’s low-level op-
timization capabilities for each task or the system’s specific
hardware capabilities and restrictions. As an example which
will be used throughout this paper, many embedded plat-
forms provide a very fast but small memory, called scratch-
pad memory (SPM). Putting a task into the SPM reduces
its execution time, but the SPM is usually too small to keep
all tasks - sometimes even too small for one complete single
task. We therefore aim for integrating schedulability analy-
sis into an optimizing WCET-aware compiler framework.
The key contributions of this paper are:

• We provide an ILP-based method to determine which
tasks should be optimized to which amount in order
to achieve a schedulable system.

• We provide approaches on both dynamic and fixed pri-
ority based systems.

• We provide initial evaluation results which show the
potential of our approach.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief
overview of related projects. Section 3 shows our underlying
approach. In Section 4 we integrate the approach into a
WCET-oriented optimizing compiler framework and provide
initial evaluation results. This paper closes with a conclusion
and future challenges.

∗This work was partially supported by Deutsche Forschungs-
gesellschaft (DFG) under grant FA 1017/1-2

2. RELATED WORK
In [7], Liu and Layland proposed an iterative approach to

calculate the response times of a hard real-time multitasking
system.

ri = ci +

i−1∑

j=0

⌈
ri
Tj

⌉
· cj (1)

In their approach, each task τi is defined by a priority i, a
net worst-case execution time (WCET) ci, and the minimal
period of two consecutive stimuli Ti. The system is defined
to be schedulable, if each task’s WCRT ri is lower than or
equal to its deadline di. Since then, response time analysis
has been intensively studied, and more flexible task models
have been proposed. Huge progress has been made to pro-
vide tight bounds on event-driven task sets which are not
strictly periodical [1, 5].

However, those approaches don’t give hints on how an un-
schedulable system could be turned into a schedulable one.
To the best of our knowledge, the first work covering the
issue of modification of task and system parameters was [6].
In this approach, a constant factor was introduced which
scaled all tasks equally up to the system’s first deadline
miss. Analysing how system parameters may be tuned to
keep or to establish a schedulable system is called sensitiv-
ity analysis. Since that first approach, sensitivity analysis
has been improved massively. A method to sustain schedu-
lability when adding a new task to a feasible system which is
scheduled using EDF is described by [11]. Arbitrary activa-
tion patterns are analyzed in [8], and [9] proposes a method
to perform a sensitivity analysis on distributed systems. Ad-
ditionally, theoretical approaches have been introduced for
parameter tuning of rate-monotonic scheduling in [2].

Although providing a system-level view on a system’s sen-
sitivity and robustness, those approaches either focus on
task stimuli relaxation or do not offer clear optimization
hints for optimizing compilers. They do offer sets of valid
system parameters but the system engineer is still required
to manually choose a set and try and optimize the tasks ac-
cordingly. Depending on the system’s size, this may result
in a tedious challenge. We therefore aim at providing a new
approach which can be tightly coupled to both existing and
future WCET-oriented compiler optimizations, allowing for
a largely automated design and compilation of hard embed-
ded real-time systems.
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3. APPROACH

3.1 Task Model
At the current state of our work we focus on strictly peri-

odical preemptive systems. A task τi is defined by its WCET
ci, its deadline di, period pi and execution period Ti. We
currently assume that each task’s deadline d is lower than
or equal to its respective period T . In case of fixed prior-
ities, the index i denotes the task’s priority, with 0 being
the highest priority. We assume all timing values to be in-
tegers. This may be achieved without loss of generality e.g.,
by using CPU clock cycles as time unit.

3.2 ILP Model
We use the formulation provided by [10] which models the

WCET of a task using integer-linear constraints. A task is
split into its basic blocks, which are defined as an instruc-
tion sequence that must be traversed from top to bottom.
Therefore, e.g., any branch instruction must be the very
last instruction of a basic block. Variables are introduced
for each basic block’s execution time. The accumulated exe-
cution time wi of a basic block i is defined to be greater than
or equal to i’s execution vi, plus the accumulated execution
time of its successor j:

wi ≥ vi + wj (2)

Multiple successors are described by using multiple con-
straints. The ILP can then be solved using an objective
function which tries to minimize the accumulated execution
time of a task’s entry block. This block provides a safe
overapproximation of the task’s WCET. The model can be
accompanied by further constraints to perform ILP-based
WCET optimizations. E.g., [3] used the model to perform
a WCET-oriented scratch-pad memory (SPM) allocation.
They perform static timing analysis on a given program,
once with the whole program in slow Flash memory result-
ing in a worst-case execution time vi,F for each basic block,
and once with the whole program being assigned to the SPM,
resulting in vi,S . Eq. (2) may then be extended to

wi ≥ vi,F − bi · (vi,F − vi,S) + wj (3)

bi denotes a binary decision variable which is set to 1 if
the block is located in SPM, and 0 else. Additional con-
straints are added to respect the SPM’s overall size and ad-
ditional jump instructions. Without size constraints, the
ILP solver would simply assign the whole program to the
SPM. When minimizing the accumulated execution time of
the program’s entry block w0, the ILP solver will minimize
the overall WCET of the whole program. Additionally, w0

will be a safe overapproximation of the program’s WCET.
In a multitasking environment w0 corresponds to the task’s
WCET c. Our approach integrates the model by Suhendra
et.al. and illustrates its usage using a slightly improved ver-
sion of the SPM allocation as an example for multitasking
optimizations. The improvements are mostly technical and
will therefore not be discussed any further.

3.3 Dynamic Priority Systems
We will consider systems which are scheduled using Ear-

liest Deadline First (EDF). For a system which is scheduled
using EDF, [7] shows that the system is schedulable iff

∑

i

ci
Ti
≤ 1 (4)

With ci being the WCET of task i and Ti being the minimal
period between two consecutive task executions.

For dynamic priority systems where each task’s deadline
equals its period, the system may easily be optimized in a
schedulability oriented approach by choosing Eq. (4) as the
ILP’s objective function. If the optimized system’s workload
is lower than or equal to 1, the system is schedulable using
EDF. Timing overheads inflicted by the task scheduler may
be modeled by additional tasks.

3.4 Fixed Priority Systems
Currently our approach for fixed priority systems covers

periodical systems, but should be adaptable to more com-
plex systems like event triggered multitasking systems. We
define a set of n tasks τi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, each with a period
Ti, a WCET ci, and deadline di. τ0 is defined as the highest
priority task and τn−1 the lowest priority task, respectively.
ri is defined as the WCRT of τi, i.e., the maximum time span
between a task becoming ready for execution and its end of
execution, including all blocking times by other tasks. In a
first step, response time analysis is performed by iterating
over eq. (1) until one of the following conditions occurs:

• The resulting ri does not change for any τi, and each
τi, ri ≤ di. In this case, the system is schedulable and
no further steps have to be performed.

• The resulting ri does not change for any τi, but for at
least one task τi, ri > di. In this case, the system is
stable but is not schedulable.

• At least one ri might get larger than the task’s period
Ti. In this case, the fix point iteration is aborted and
the system is said to be unstable.

We define the maximum number of preemptions of a task τi
by another task τj as pi,j . If the task is not stable, we define
pi,j to be the maximum allowed number of preemptions:

pi,j =





⌈
ri
Tj

⌉
if ri ≤ Ti, j < i

⌈
di
Tj

⌉
if ri > Ti, j < i

0 if j ≥ i

(5)

Based on eq. (1), the schedulability of a system can be ex-
pressed as a set of inequations:

c0 ≤ d0

c1 +

⌈
r1
T0

⌉
c0 ≤ d1

c2 +

⌈
r2
T0

⌉
c0 +

⌈
r2
T1

⌉
c1 ≤ d2

...

cn−1 +

⌈
rn−1

T0

⌉
c0 + ...+

⌈
rn−1

Tn−2

⌉
cn−2 ≤ dn−1 (6)

The system is schedulable if all equations hold. We establish

linearity by substituting
⌈

ri
Tj

⌉
cj with the precalculated pi,j .

The WCETs ci are left as ILP variables and may be adapted
to achieve a schedulable system. Our approach will now
optimize the system performing the following steps:

1. Calculate the maximum number of preemptions pi,j
for the original system, as described in eq. (5).
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2. Create an ILP as shown in equation (6).

3. Solve the ILP, with eq. (7) as the ILP’s objective func-
tion. The ILP will provide a ci for each task i.

4. Re-calculate all pi,j with the newly calculated ci

5. Modify the ILP as shown in eq. (8) and calculate the
relaxed WCETs ci,relaxed.

6. Generate the new objective function for any subse-
quent WCET optimizations, and perform the opti-
mization itself.

To avoid a quadratic problem, it is necessary to assume a
constant number of preemptions during the first iteration of
the ILP. This will inevitably lead to an underestimation of
the maximum allowed WCET for each task. Therefore, op-
timizations like the aforementioned SPM allocation cannot
be integrated in this step of the algorithm. To ease com-
piler optimizations and to reduce side effects, we use the
minimization of the relative change in each task’s WCET as
objective. The target function will be defined as:

min
∑

i

ci,orig − ci
ci,orig

(7)

ci,orig is the original WCET of task τi without any opti-
mizations. ci is the optimized WCET of the task which will
lead to a schedulable system. Using this method, the ILP
solver will propose WCETs for each task which will lead to
a schedulable system, while trying to modify the WCETs as
little as possible.

Next, we relax the calculated maximum WCETs: We use
eq. (1) to calculate updated values for each pi,j . We can
now allow each ci to increase if the increase in execution
time will not change the number of maximum preemptions.
To achieve this, we modify the set of linear equations from
eq. (6). For each inequation, we substitute the task’s dead-
line on the right-hand side of the inequation by

min

(
di,

⌈
ri
T0

⌉
T0, ...,

⌈
ri
Ti−1

⌉
Ti−1

)
(8)

Each task’s WCRT may still never exceed its deadline. As
an additional constraint, the task’s response time may not
be larger than the minimum stimulus interval of each higher-
priority task. This prevents the ILP solver from increasing a
task’s WCET to an amount that would allow for additional
preemptions by a higher-priority task. Figure 1 illustrates

this for the tasks τ2 and τ0 with
⌈

r2
T0

⌉
= 2. Given the new

constraints, the ILP is solved a second time, leading to the
relaxed WCET ci,relaxed for each task i.

ILP constraints denoting compiler constraints like plat-
form dependent lower bounds on each task’s WCET can
be directly added to the second ILP. In theory, constraints
for WCET-oriented optimizations like [3] could be added
as well. However, those optimizations usually do not model
the architectural behaviour exactly. For complexity reasons,
jump timing penalties are overapproximated, and other be-
haviour, like changes in the CPU’s pipelines, are not mod-
eled at all. This leads to an overapproximation of a task’s
WCET when moving individual basic blocks to the SPM.
We use the results from our proposed sensitivity analysis to
formulate a new objective function for WCET based opti-
mizations. Given this objective function, the tasks will be

T0 2T0 3T0

r2,max

time

Figure 1: Maximum response time of τ2 without ad-
ditional preemptions by τ0

optimized with regard to the system’s schedulability, with-
out need for exact WCET estimates within the optimization
algorithm. Normalizing the tasks to account for different ex-
ecution times and considering the necessary relative decrease
in the tasks’ WCET leads to:

min

(
max (c0,orig, ..., cn,orig)

c0, orig
· c0,orig
c0,relaxed

· c0 + ...+

max (c0,orig, ..., cn,orig)

cn, orig
· cn,orig

cn,relaxed
· cn
)

(9)

This objective can now be applied to WCET-oriented com-
piler optimizations as proposed in [3].

4. EVALUATION
We illustrate the approach’s performance on a set of tasks

from the MRTC benchmark suite [4]. We use the WCET
aware C compiler framework WCC which was also used by
[3]. The target platform was chosen to be the Infineon Tri-
Core 1796 micro processor running at 150MHz. The SPM
size was limited to 10% of the total program size. We did
not apply any standard compiler optimizations (e.g., loop
unrolling) to improve comparability for the reader. All tim-
ings printed in this section were obtained using AbsInt aiT
(version 14.04, build b217166). Due to the limited space in
this paper, we only chose a subset of MRTC benchmarks to
show the possibilities of our approach. We tried to model
a realistic system with both small, but frequently executed
tasks (e.g., to poll sensor values) and much larger, but less
frequently called tasks (e.g., I/O operations). We chose st,
lms and matmult, as they had the largest WCET out of the
MRTC benchmark suite on our platform. We then randomly
chose two smaller benchmarks, in this case fibcall and sqrt.
To show the effects of our different optimization approaches,
we chose the periods to differ by several magnitudes. For
simplification reasons, we only evaluated a strictly periodic
system where each task’s deadline d equals its period T .

i Name T corig min
∑
ci min

∑ ci
Ti

0 fibcall 50 4.84 5.62 2.20
1 sqrt 100 88.79 100.03 50.11
2 st 50, 000 3401.87 2570.15 2481.53
3 lms 75, 000 9125.07 7002.59 9125.07
4 matmult 100, 000 2699.29 1831.07 2699.29

Table 1: Dynamic priorities, times are in µs

Table 1 shows the WCETs for each task, without optimiza-
tion, with SPM optimization which tries to minimize the
sum over all WCETs, and the EDF-oriented SPM optimiza-
tion. Table 3 shows the corresponding system load. It can be
seen that the system is not schedulable without the SPM op-
timization. When applying the SPM optimization without
regarding tasks’ periods, the system load even goes up, be-
cause c0 and c1 increase. This somewhat strange behaviour
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Prio. Name T corig crelaxed cfinal

0 fibcall 50 4.84 4.84 4.84
1 sqrt 100 88.79 54.99 51.35
2 st 50000 3401.87 3401.87 3401.87
3 lms 75000 9125.07 9124.61 7002.59
4 matmult 100000 2699.29 2699.29 2699.29

Table 2: Fixed priorities, times are in µs.

Load
Unopt. 1.20

min
∑
ci 1.27

min
∑

ci/Ti 0.74
Opt. Fixed Prio. 0.79

Table 3: System Load

stems from the fact that the TriCore processor performs in-
struction fetches on 64bit memory block boundaries. The
SPM optimization moves parts of the larger tasks st, lms
and matmult to the SPM, therefore instruction addresses of
the unoptimized tasks fibcall and sqrt change and cause a
change in the system’s instruction fetch behaviour, leading
to an increase of the tasks’ WCET. The ILP formulation
of the optimization does not account for this, and is there-
fore not aware of the increase in the tasks’ WCET. This is
a purely random phenomenon which did not occur on the
fixed priority optimization (compare Table 2). When apply-
ing the EDF-oriented optimization which tries to minimize
the system load, it can be observed that the load drops to
0.74, thus resulting in a schedulable system.

The results for the fixed priority optimization are shown
in Table 2. The 5th column, labeled crelaxed, shows the tar-
get WCET for each task, as it is calculated by subsequently
calling the ILP as discussed in section 3.4. It can be seen
that only the tasks τ1 and τ3 are to be optimized. For the
SPM optimization we used, the SPM model only allows ei-
ther to keep or to decrease a task’s WCET. We take this
into consideration and adapt eq. (9) by only adding those
tasks, of which the WCET must be reduced. This results in
the following objective function:

min

(
9125.07

88.79

88.79

54.99
c1 + 1 · 9125.07

9124.61
c3

)
≈ min (166c1 + c3)

(10)
Table 4 shows the resulting response times. We compared

the response times using the approach for fixed priority sys-
tems with the response times which would arise if the tasks
which were optimized for EDF were scheduled using fixed
priorities. Due to the different optimization targets, the
response times are higher when using the fixed priority ap-
proach. However, that approach may be adapted for systems
which are not strictly periodical. In this example, both ap-
proaches lead to a schedulable system.

5. FUTURE CHALLENGES
We provided an approach to adapt single-task WCET-

oriented compiler optimizations to achieve schedulability of
multitasking hard real-time systems. Future work will cover
an improved optimization strategy for fixed priority tasks, as
well as profound analysis of the suboptimality which is inher-
ent for fixed priority systems. We will analyse, if, and under

Name r opt dyn. r fixed Deadline
fibcall 2.2 4.84 50
sqrt 54.51 61.03 100
st 5479.77 8772.81 50, 000

lms 25562.02 26761.40 75, 000
matmult 31477.60 33671.99 100, 000

Table 4: Response time using RMS, times are in µs

which circumstances, the fixed priority approach will out-
perform the system load oriented approach. Additionally,
we are currently working at integrating the fixed priority
approach into event-based systems to perform an improved
optimization of systems which are not strictly periodical. In
the long run, we are planning on extending the approach to
cover scheduler overheads and inter-task dependencies like
cache-related preemption delays.
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ABSTRACT 
Hierarchical scheduling provides a means of composing multiple 
real-time applications onto a single processor such that the 
temporal requirements of each application are met. This has 
become a popular technique in industry as it allows applications 
from multiple vendors as well as legacy applications to co-exist in 
isolation on the same platform. However, performance enhancing 
features such as caches mean that one application can interfere 
with another by evicting blocks from cache that were in use by 
another application, violating the requirement of temporal 
isolation. In this paper, we present some initial analysis that 
bounds the additional delay due to blocks being evicted from 
cache by other applications in a system using hierarchical 
scheduling when using a local EDF scheduler. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Hierarchical scheduling provides a means of composing multiple 
applications onto a single processor such that the temporal 
requirements of each application are met. This is driven by the 
need to re-use legacy applications that once ran on slower, but 
dedicated processors. Each application, referred to as a 
component, has a dedicated server. A global scheduler then 
allocates processor time to each server, during which the 
associated component can use its own local scheduler to schedule 
its tasks.  

In hard real-time systems, the schedulability of each task must be 
known offline in order to verify that the timing requirements will 
be met at runtime. However, in pre-emptive multi-tasking 
systems, caches introduce additional cache related pre-emption 
delays (CRPD) caused by the need to re-fetch cache blocks 
belonging to the pre-empted task which were evicted from the 
cache by the pre-empting task. These CRPD effectively increase 
the worst-case execution time of the tasks. It is therefore 
important to be able to calculate, and account for, CRPD when 
determining if a system is schedulable or not. This is further 
complicated when using hierarchical scheduling as servers will 
often be suspended while their components’ tasks are still active, 
that is they have started but have not yet completed execution. 
While a server is suspended, the cache can be polluted by the 
tasks belonging to other components. When the global scheduler 
then switches back to the first server, tasks belonging to the 
associated component may have to reload blocks into cache that 
were in use before the global context switch. 

Hierarchical scheduling has been studied extensively in the past 
15 years. Deng and Liu [7] were the first to propose such a two-
level scheduling approach. Later Feng and Mok [8] proposed the 
resource partition model and schedulability analysis based on the 
supply bound function. Shin and Lee [16] introduced the concept 
of a temporal interface and the periodic resource model, and 
refined the analysis of Feng and Mok. When using a local EDF 
scheduler, Lipari et al. [11] [12] have investigated allocating 
server capacity to components, proposing an exact solution. 

Recently Fisher and Dewan [9] have developed a polynomial-time 
approximation with minimal over provisioning of resources. 

Hierarchical systems have been used mainly in the avionics 
industry. For example, the ARINC 653 standard [2] defines 
temporal partitioning for avionics applications. The global 
scheduler is a simple Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), in 
which time is divided into frames of fixed length, each frame is 

divided into slots and each slot is assigned to one application. 

Analysis of CRPD uses the concept of useful cache blocks 
(UCBs) and evicting cache blocks (ECBs) based on the work by 
Lee et al. [10]. Any memory block that is accessed by a task while 
executing is classified as an ECB, as accessing that block may 
evict a cache block of a pre-empted task. Out of the set of ECBs, 
some of them may also be UCBs. A memory block m is classified 
as a UCB at program point ρ, if (i) m may be cached at ρ and (ii) 
m may be reused at program point ϥ that may be reached from ρ 
without eviction of m on this path. In the case of a pre-emption at 
program point ρ, only the memory blocks that are (i) in cache and 
(ii) will be reused, may cause additional reloads. For a more 
thorough explanation of UCBs and ECBs, see section 2.1 “Pre-
emption costs” of [1]. 

A number of approaches have been developed for calculating the 
CRPD when using fixed priority pre-emptive scheduling under a 
flat, single-level system. A summary of these approaches, along 
with the state-of-the-art approach is available in [1]. In 2013, 
Lunniss et al. [14] presented a number of approaches for 
calculating CRPD when using pre-emptive EDF scheduling. 

In 2014, Lunniss et al. [13] extended previous works to include 
CRPD analysis under hierarchical scheduling when using a local 
FP scheduler. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
introduces the system model, terminology and notation used. 
Section 3 recaps existing CRPD and schedulability analysis. 
Section 4 introduces the new analysis for calculating component 
level CRPD incurred in hierarchical systems when using a local 
EDF scheduler. In section 5 the analysis is evaluated, and section 
6 concludes with a summary and outline of future work. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 
We assume a single processor system comprising m components, 
each with a dedicated server (S1..Sm) that allocates processor 
capacity to it. We use Ψ to represent the set of all components in 
the system. G is used to indicate the index of the component that 
is being analysed. Each server SG has a budget QG and a period 
PG, such that the associated component will receive QG units of 
execution time from its server every PG units of time. Servers are 
assumed to be scheduled globally using a non-pre-emptive 
scheduler, as found in systems that use time partitioning to divide 
up access to the processor. While a server has remaining capacity 
and is allocated the processor, we assume that the tasks of the 
associated component are scheduled using pre-emptive EDF. 
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The system comprises a taskset Г made up of a fixed number of 
tasks (τ1..τn) divided between the components. Each component 
contains a strict subset of the tasks, represented by ГG. For 
simplicity, we assume that the tasks are independent and do not 
share resources requiring mutually exclusive access, other than 
the processor. 

Each task, τi may produce a potentially infinite stream of jobs that 
are separated by a minimum inter-arrival time or period Ti. Each 
task has a relative deadline Di, a worst case execution time Ci 
(determined for non-pre-emptive execution). We assume that 
deadlines are either implicit (i.e. Di=Ti) or constrained (i.e. Di≤Ti). 

Each task τi has a set of UCBs, UCBi and a set of ECBs, ECBi 
represented by a set of integers. If for example, task τ1 contains 4 
ECBs, where the second and fourth ECBs are also UCBs, these 
can be represented using ECB1 = {1,2,3,4} and UCB1 = {2,4}. 
Each component G also has a set of UCBs, UCBG and a set of 
ECBs, ECBG, that contain respectively all of the UCBs, and all of 
the ECBs, of their tasks, i.e.  G

UCBUCBG




i
i


and 

 G
ECBECBG




i
i


. 

Each time a cache block is reloaded, a cost is introduced that is 
equal to the block reload time (BRT). We assume a direct mapped 
cache, but the work extends to set-associative caches with the 
LRU replacement policy as described in section 2 of [1]. We 
focus on instruction only caches. 

3. EXISTING SCHEDULABILITY AND 

CRPD ANALYSIS 
Schedulability analysis for EDF uses the processor demand bound 
function [3], [4], in order to determine the demand on the 
processor within a fixed interval. It calculates the maximum 
execution time requirement of all tasks’ jobs which have both 
their arrival times and their deadlines in a contiguous interval of 
length t. Baruah et al. showed that a taskset is schedulable under 
EDF iff ttht  )(,0 . We use a modified equation for h(t) 
from [14]  which includes jt ,  to represent the CRPD caused by 
task τj that may affect any job of a task with both its release times 
and absolute deadlines within an interval of length t. 
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In order to determine the schedulability of a taskset in a 
hierarchical system, we must account for the limited access to the 
processor. The supply bound function [16], or specifically the 
inverse of it, can be used to determine the maximum amount of 
time needed by a specific server to supply some capacity c. We 
define the inverse supply bound function, isbf, for component G as 

Gisbf  [15]: 
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4. NEW CRPD ANALYSIS 
In [13] Lunniss et al. presented a number of approaches for 

calculating CRPD in hierarchical systems when using a local FP 
scheduler. We now describe how CRPD analysis can be adapted 
for use with a local EDF scheduler. This analysis assumes a non-
pre-emptive global scheduler (i.e. the capacity of a server is 
supplied without pre-emption, but may be supplied starting at any 
time during the server’s period).  

The analysis must account for the cost of reloading any UCBs into 
cache that may be evicted by tasks running in the other 
components, which we call component level CRPD. To account 
for the component level CRPD, we define a new term

G
t  that 

represents the CRPD incurred by tasks in component G due to 
tasks in the other components running while the server (SG) for 
component G is suspended. Combining (1), with Gisbf , (2), and 

G
t , we get the following expression for determining the 

processor demand within an interval of length t. 
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In the computation of 
G
t , we use a number of terms, described 

below. We use )(tE j  to denote the maximum number of jobs of 
task τj that can have both their release times and their deadlines in 
an interval of length t, which we calculate as follows: 
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We use )(tEG
 to denote the maximum number of times server SG 

can be both suspended and resumed during t. Note that (5) can be 
used with t=Dj to calculate the maximum number of times server 
SG can be suspended and resumed during a single job of task τj. 
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We use the term disruptive execution to describe an execution of 
server SZ while server SG is suspended that results in tasks from 
component Z evicting cache blocks that tasks in component G 
might have loaded and may need to reload in an interval of length 
t. Note that if server SZ runs more than once while server SG is 
suspended, its tasks cannot evict the same blocks twice and as 
such, the number of disruptive executions is bounded by the 
number of times that server SG can be both suspended and 
resumed. Specifically, we are interested in how many disruptive 
executions a server can have during an interval of length t. We use 
XZ to denote the maximum number of such disruptive executions.  
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4.1 Component level CRPD 
We first calculate an upper bound on the UCBs that if evicted by 
tasks in the other components may need to be reloaded. We do 
this by forming a multiset that contains the UCBs of task τk 
repeated    tEDE kk

G
 times for each task in 

G
k  . This 

multiset reflects the fact that server SG can be suspended and 
resumed at most  k

G DE  times during a single job of task τk and 
there can be at most  tEk  jobs of task τk that have their release 
times and absolute deadlines within the interval of length t. 

   
 

G
kk

Gk tEDE

k
ucb

tGM















 UCB,

 

The second step is to determine which ECBs of the tasks in the 
other components could evict the UCBs in (7), for which we 
present three different approaches. 

4.1.1 UCB-ECB-Multiset-All 
The first option is to assume that every time server SG is 
suspended, all of the other servers run and their tasks evict all the 
cache blocks that they use. We therefore take the union of all 
ECBs belonging to the other components to get the set of blocks 
that could be evicted. We form a second multiset that contains 

)(tEG
 copies of the ECBs of all of the other components in the 

system. This multiset reflects the fact that the other servers’ tasks 
can evict blocks (that need to be reloaded) at most )(tEG

 times 
within an interval of length t. 

(1) 

(3) 

 

(5) 

(7) 

(6) 

(4) 

(2) 
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The total CRPD incurred by tasks in component G due to the 
other components in the system is then given by the size of the 
multiset intersection of 

ucb
tGM , (7) and 

Aecb
tGM 
, (8).  

Aecb
tG

ucb
tG

G
t MM  ,,BRT  

4.1.2 UCB-ECB-Multiset-Counted 
The above approach works well when the global scheduler uses a 
TDM schedule such that each server has the same period and/or 
components share a large number of ECBs. If some servers run 
less frequently than server SG, then the number of times that their 
ECBs can evict blocks may be over counted. One solution to this 
problem is to consider each component separately by calculating 
the number of disruptive executions, 







 tSX GZ , , that server SZ 
can have on tasks in component G during t. We form a second 
multiset that contains 







 tSX GZ , copies of ECBZ for each of the 
other components Z in the system. This multiset reflects the fact 
that the tasks of each component Z can evict blocks at most 








 tSX GZ ,  times within an interval of length t. 
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The total CRPD incurred by task τi, in component G due to the 
other components in the system is then given by the size of the 
multiset intersection of 

ucb
tGM ,  (7) and 

Cecb
tGM 
, (10). 

Cecb
tG

ucb
tG

G
t MM  ,,BRT  

4.1.3 UCB-ECB-Multiset-Open 
In open hierarchical systems, the other components may not be 
known a priori as they can be introduced into a system 
dynamically. Additionally, even in closed systems, full 
information about the other components in the system may not be 
available until the final stages of system integration. However, as 
the cache utilisation of the other components can often be greater 
than the size of the cache, the precise set of ECBs does not matter. 
We form a second multiset that contains )(tEG

 copies of all 
cache blocks. This multiset reflects the fact that server SG can be 
both suspended and then resumed, after the entire contents of the 
cache have been evicted at most )(tEG

 times within an interval 
of length t. 
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Where N is the number of cache sets. 

The total CRPD incurred by tasks in component G due to the 
other unknown components in the system is then given by the size 
of the multiset intersection of 

ucb
tGM ,  (7) and 

Oecb
tGM 
, (12). 

Oecb
tG

ucb
tG

G
t MM  ,,BRT  

For all approaches, we calculated the limit (largest value of t that 
needs to be checked in (1)) using an inflated utilisation in a 
similar way to that described in section V. D of [14]. 

5. EVALUATION 
In this section we compare the different approaches for 
calculating CRPD in hierarchical scheduling using synthetically 
generated tasksets. The evaluation was setup to model an ARM 
processor clocked at 100MHz with a 2KB direct-mapped 

instruction cache. The cache was setup with a line size of 8 Bytes, 
giving 256 cache sets, 4 Byte instructions, and a BRT of 8μs. To 
generate the components and tasksets, we generated n (default of 
24) tasks using the UUnifast algorithm [6] to calculate the 
utilisation, Ui of each task so that the utilisations added up to the 
desired utilisation level. Periods Ti, were generated at random 
between 10ms and 1000ms according to a log-uniform 
distribution. Ci was then calculated via Ci = Ui Ti. We assigned 
implicit deadlines, i.e. Di = Ti. We used the UUnifast algorithm to 
obtain the number of ECBs for each task so that the ECBs added 
up to the desired cache utilisation (default of 10). Here, cache 
utilisation describes the ratio of the total size of the tasks to the 
size of the cache. A cache utilisation of 1 means that the tasks fit 
exactly in the cache, whereas a cache utilisation of 10 means the 
total size of the tasks is 10 times the size of the cache. The 
number of UCBs was chosen at random between 0 and 30% of the 
number of ECBs on a per task basis, and the UCBs were placed in 
a single group at a random location in each task.  We then split the 
tasks at random into 3 components with equal numbers of tasks in 
each and set the period of each component’s server to 5ms. We 
generated 1000 systems using this technique. 

For each system, the total task utilization across all tasks not 
including pre-emption cost was varied from 0.025 to 1 in steps of 
0.025. For each utilization value, we initialised each servers’ 
capacity to the minimum possible value, (i.e. the utilisation of all 
of its tasks). We then performed a binary search between this 
minimum and the maximum, (i.e. 1 minus the minimum 
utilisation of all of the other components) until we found the 
server capacity required to make the component schedulable. As 
the servers all had equal periods, provided all components were 
schedulable and the total capacity required by all servers was       
≤ 100%, then the system was deemed schedulable at that specific 
utilisation level. For every approach, the intra-component CRPD 
(between tasks in the same component) was calculated using the 
Combined Multiset approach given by Lunniss et al. [14]. 

 
Figure 1. Percentage of systems deemed schedulable 

Figure 1 shows that the UCB-ECB-Multiset-All and UCB-ECB-
Multiset-Open approaches deem the same number of tasksets 
schedulable. This is due to the cache utilisation of the other 
components being greater than the size of the cache, which causes 
the set of ECBs to be equal, i.e. contain all cache blocks. The 
UCB-ECB-Multiset-Counted approach deems a lower number of 
tasksets schedulable because it considers the effects of the other 
components individually. As the components have equal server 
periods, each time a component is suspended, it is assumed that 
each other component will evict it’s set of ECBs, when in fact 

(10) 

(12) 

(11) 

(9) 

(8) 

(13) 
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they may only be evicted once per suspension. We note that the 
results show that the analysis is somewhat pessimistic, as there is 
a large difference between the No-Component-Pre-emption-Cost 
case, and the approaches that consider component pre-emption 
costs. Examining equation (7), we note that    tEDE kk

G
 is based 

on the deadline of a task and as such, the analysis effectively 
assumes the UCBs of all tasks in component G could be in use 
each time the server for component G is suspended. 

The server period is a critical parameter when composing a 
hierarchical system. The results for varying the server period from 
1ms to 20ms, with a fixed range of task periods from 10 to 
1000ms are shown in Figure 2 using the weighted schedulability 
measure [5]. When the component pre-emption costs are ignored, 
having a small server period ensures that short deadline tasks meet 
their time constraints. However, switching between components 
clearly has a cost associated with it making it desirable to switch 
as infrequently as possible. As the server period increases, 
schedulability increases due to a smaller number of server context 
switches, and hence component CRPD, up until around 7-8ms for 

the best performance. At this point, although the component 
CRPD continues to decrease, short deadline tasks start to miss 
their deadlines due to the delay in server capacity being supplied 
unless server capacities are greatly inflated, and hence the overall 
schedulability of the system decreases. 

 
Figure 2. Weighted measure of the schedulability when 

varying the server period from 1 to 20ms 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented some initial analysis for 
bounding CRPD under hierarchical scheduling when using a local 
EDF scheduler. This analysis builds on existing work for 
determining CRPD under single-level EDF scheduling [14], and 
hierarchical scheduling with a local FP scheduler [13]. We also 
showed that when taking inter-component CRPD into account, 
minimising server periods does not maximise schedulability. 
Instead, the server period must be carefully selected to minimise 
inter-component CRPD while still ensuring short deadline tasks 
meet their time constraints. We note that the analysis is somewhat 
pessimistic due to the use of a tasks’ deadline for determining 
how many times its component could be suspended and resumed 
during its execution. In future work we would like to investigate 
ways to resolve this. Furthermore, we believe that the analysis 
could be optimised when using harmonic server periods, which 
could lead to an improvement in the UCB-ECB-Multiset-Counted 
approach. Finally, we would like to extend the analysis for use 
with a pre-emptive global scheduler. 
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ABSTRACT
Modern computer architectures use features which often com-
plicate the WCET analysis of real-time software. Alterna-
tive time-predictable designs, and in particular caches, thus
are gaining more and more interest. A recently proposed
stack cache, for instance, avoids the need for the analysis of
complex cache states. Instead, only the occupancy level of
the cache has to be determined.

The memory transfers generated by the standard stack
cache are not generally aligned. These unaligned accesses
risk to introduce complexity to the otherwise simple WCET
analysis. In this work, we investigate three different ap-
proaches to handle the alignment problem in the stack cache:
(1) unaligned transfers, (2) alignment through compiler-gen-
erated padding, (3) a novel hardware extension ensuring
the alignment of all transfers. Simulation results show that
our hardware extension offers a good compromise between
average-case performance and analysis complexity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-Based Systems]:
Real-time and embedded systems; B.3.2 [Memory Struc-
tures]: Design Styles—Cache memories

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance

Keywords
Block-Aligned Stack Cache, Alignment, Real-Time Systems

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to meet the timing constraints in systems with

hard deadlines, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of
real-time software needs to be bounded. Many features of
modern processor architectures, such as caches and branch
predictors, improve the average performance, but have an
adverse effect on WCET analysis. Time-predictable com-
puter architectures thus propose alternative designs that are
easier to analyze, focusing in particular on analyzable cache
and memory designs [13, 8]. One such alternative cache de-
sign is the stack cache [5, 9], i.e., a cache dedicated to stack
data. The stack cache is a complement to a regular data
cache and thus reduces the number of accesses through the
data cache. This promises improved analysis precision, since
unknown access addresses can no longer interfere with stack
accesses (and vice versa). Secondly, the stack cache design

is simple and thus easy to analyze [5]. The WCET anal-
ysis of traditional caches requires precise knowledge about
the addresses of accesses [13] and has to take the complex
replacement policy into account. The analysis of the stack
cache on the other hand is much easier and amounts to a
simple analysis of the cache’s fill level (occupancy) [5].

The original stack cache proposes three instructions to re-
serve space on the stack (sres), free space (sfree), and to
ensure the availability of stack data in the cache (sens). The
reserve and ensure instructions may cause memory transfers
between the stack cache and main memory and thus are rel-
evant for WCET analysis. Since these stack cache control
instructions operate on words, the start addresses of mem-
ory transfers are not guaranteed to be aligned to the memory
controller’s burst size. Therefore, unaligned transfers incur
a performance penalty that needs to be analyzed. This is in
contrast to traditional caches where the cache line size is typ-
ically aligned with the burst size. This risks anew to intro-
duce complexity to the otherwise simple WCET analysis of
the stack cache. We thus compare three approaches to han-
dle this alignment problem for the stack cache: (1) a stack
cache initiating unaligned transfer, (2) compiler-generated
padding to align all stack cache allocations (and thus all
transfers), and (3) a novel hardware extension that guaran-
tees that all stack cache transfers are block-aligned.

For our hardware extension a burst-sized block of the stack
cache is used as an alignment buffer, which can be used to
perform block-aligned memory transfers. The downside of
this approach is that the effective stack cache size is reduced
by one block. On the other hand, the block-aligned trans-
fers simplify WCET analysis. In addition, this allows us to
perform allocations at word granularity, which improves the
cache’s utilization. The hardware overhead of our approach
is minimal: the implementation of sres and sens is sim-
plified, while sfree requires some minor extensions. The
free instructions may need to initiate memory transfers to
preserve the alignment of the stack cache content.

Section 2 introduces the stack cache, followed by a dis-
cussion of related work. In Section 4, we explain the block-
aligned stack cache and its impact on static analysis. We
finally present the results from our experiments in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND
The original stack cache [1] is an on-chip memory imple-

mented as a special ring buffer utilizing two pointers: stack
top (ST) and memory top (MT). The ST points to the stack
data either stored in the cache or main memory. The MT

points to the stack data in main memory. The difference
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MT − ST represents the occupied space in the stack cache.
Since this value cannot exceed the total size of the stack
cache (|SC|), 0 ≤ MT− ST ≤ |SC| always holds.

Three control instructions manipulate the cache (more de-
tails are available elsewhere [1]):

sres x: Subtract x from ST. If this violates the equa-
tion from above, i.e., the stack cache size is ex-
ceeded, a spill is initiated, which lowers MT until
the invariant is satisfied again.

sens x: Ensure that the occupancy is larger than x. If
this is not the case, a fill is initiated, which
increments MT accordingly so that MT− ST ≥ x.

sfree x: Add x to ST. If this results in a violation of the
invariant, MT is incremented accordingly. Mem-
ory is not accessed.

The analysis of the stack cache [5] is based on the obser-
vation that the concrete values of ST and MT are not relevant
for the worst-case behavior. Instead the focus is on deter-
mining the occupancy, i.e., the value MT − ST. The impact
of function calls is taken to account by the function’s dis-
placement, i.e. the number of cache blocks spilled to main
memory during the function call. The analysis then con-
sists of the following phases: (1) an analysis of the mini-
mum/maximum displacement for call sites on the call graph,
(2) a context-independent, function-local data-flow analysis
bounding the filling at ensure instructions, (3) a context-
independent, function-local data-flow analysis bounding the
worst-case occupancy for call sites, and (4) a fully context-
sensitive analysis bounding the worst-case spilling of reserves.

The spilling and filling bounds at the stack control instruc-
tions can then be taken into account during WCET analysis
to compute a final timing bound. Note that the alignment
is not considered here and thus handled conservatively.

3. RELATED WORK
Static analysis [12, 3] of caches typically proceeds in two

phases: (1) potential addresses of memory accesses are de-
termined, (2) the potential cache content for every program
point is computed. The alignment usually is not an issue,
as the size can be aligned with the main memory’s burst
size. Through its simpler analysis model, the stack cache
does not require the precise knowledge of addresses, thus
eliminating a source of complexity and imprecision. It has
been previously shown that the stack cache serves up to 75%
of the dynamic memory accesses [1]. An extension to avoid
spilling data that is coherent between the stack cache and
main memory [9] was presented.

Our approach to compute the worst-case behavior of the
stack cache has some similarity to techniques used to stati-
cally analyze the maximum stack depth [2]. Also related to
the concept of the stack cache, is the register-window mech-
anism of the SPARC architecture, for which limited WCET
analysis support exists in Tidorum Ltd.’s Bound-T tool [11].

Alternative caching mechanisms for program data exist
with the Stack Value File [6] and several solutions based
on Scratchpad Memory (SPM) (e.g. [7]), which manage the
stack in either hardware or software.

4. BLOCK-ALIGNED STACK CACHE
As explained above, the original stack cache operates on

words and thus does not automatically align transfers ac-
cording to the main memory’s requirements. With regard

to average performance, this is less of an issue and may only
lead to a less optimal utilization of the main memory’s band-
width. For the WCET analysis the issue is more problem-
atic. The alignment of the stack cache content needs to be
known or otherwise all access have to be assumed unaligned.
This information, however, is highly dependent on execution
history and thus inevitably increases analysis complexity.

4.1 Hardware Modifications
This work proposes a hardware extension that guarantees

that the stack cache initiates aligned memory transfers only,
i.e., the start address as well as the length of the memory
transfer are multiples of the memory’s alignment require-
ment, i.e. the burst size. This avoids the need to track the
alignment of the stack cache content during the WCET anal-
ysis, while allowing us to perform all stack cache operations
at word granularity, which improves the cache’s utilization.

The stack cache is organized in blocks matching the burst
size. Moreover, we logically reserve a block in the stack cache
as an alignment buffer. Note that this reserved block is not
fixed, instead the last block pointed to by MT dynamically
serves as this alignment buffer. This block is not accessible,
for instance, to the compiler, and thus reduces the effective
size of the stack cache by one block. The buffer allows us
to align all the memory transfers to the desired block size.
With regard to the original stack cache (see Section 2), this
corresponds to an additional invariant that needs to be re-
spected by the stack cache hardware given a block size BS:

MT mod BS = 0. (1)

In order to respect this new invariant the stack control
instructions have to be adapted as follows:

sres x: Subtract x from ST. If the occupancy exceeds
the stack cache size, a spill is initiated, which
lowers MT by multiples of BS until the occupancy
is smaller than |SC|.

sens x: If the occupancy is not larger than x, a fill is
initiated, which increments MT by multiples of
BS so that MT− ST ≥ x.

sfree x: Add x to ST. If MT < ST, set MT to the smallest
multiple of BS larger than ST and fill a single
block from main memory.

It is easy to see that the modifications to sres and sens

are minimal. Clearly, when Eq. 1 holds, spilling and filling
in multiples of BS ensures that the equation also holds after
these instructions. The reserved block serving as an align-
ment buffer, in addition guarantees that sufficient space is
available during filling to receive data and sufficient data is
available during spilling to transmit data.

The situation is more complex for sfree. Whenever a
number of sfree instructions are executed in a sequence
such that the occupancy becomes zero, the MT pointer needs
to be updated. In order to satisfy Eq. 1, two options exist:
(a) set MT to the largest multiple of BS smaller than ST or
(b) set MT to the smallest multiple of BS larger that ST. The
former option would mean that the cache’s occupancy be-
comes negative, which would entail non-trivial modifications
to the other stack control instructions. The second option,
which represents a non-negative occupancy, thus is prefer-
able. However, in order to guarantee that the content of the
stack cache reflects the occupancy (MT − ST) a single block
has to be filled from main memory.
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4.2 Static Analysis
The static analysis proposed for the standard stack cache [5]

is in large parts applicable to the new block-aligned stack
cache proposed as well. The main difference is that the tim-
ing of sfree instructions also has to be analyzed.

An sfree is required to perform a fill, iff, the minimal oc-
cupancy before the instruction is smaller than the instruc-
tion’s argument x. The analysis problem for free instructions
is thus identical to the analysis of ensure instructions [5].

In addition, the displacement of function calls has to be
refined to account for data of the caller that is reloaded
to the cache by an sfree before returning from the call.
This is particularly important for the minimum displace-
ment, needed for the analysis of sens-instructions, as the
original displacement analysis is not safe anymore, unless
lazy spilling [9] is used. This information can easily be de-
rived and propagated on the program’s call graph.

5. EXPERIMENTS
For our experiments we extended the hardware implemen-

tation of the stack cache available with the Patmos proces-
sor [10] as well as the cycle-accurate simulation infrastruc-
ture and the accompanying LLVM compiler (version 3.4).
The average case performance was measured for all bench-
marks of the MiBench benchmark suite [4]. The benchmaks
were compiled, with optimizations (-O2) and stack cache
support enabled, and then executed on the Patmos simu-
lator to collect runtime statistics. The simulator was con-
figured to simulate a 2 KB data cache (32 B blocks, 4 way
set-associative, LRU replacement policy, and write-through
strategy), a 2 KB method cache (32 B blocks, associativ-
ity 8), and a 128 B stack cache (with varying configurations).
All caches are connected to a shared main memory, which
transfers data in 32 B bursts. A moderate access latency of
14 cycles for reads and 12 cycles for writes is assumed.

The benchmarks were tested under three different scenar-
ios: (1) the stack cache performs unaligned memory trans-
fers (unaligned), (2) the compiler generates suitable padding
to align all stack allocations and consequently all memory
transfers (padding), and (3) the stack cache employs the
block-aligned strategy from Section 4 (block-aligned).
Stack data is usually aligned at word boundaries for Pat-
mos, which applies to the unaligned and block-aligned

configurations. The padding configuration, however, aligns
all data with the burst size (32 B).
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Figure 1: Total execution cycles normalized to the
block-aligned configuration (lower is better).
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Figure 2: Total number of stall cycles induced by the
stack cache normalized to the block-aligned config-
uration (lower is better).

The runtime impact of the various strategies to handle the
alignment of memory transfers between the stack cache and
the main memory is summarized in Figure 1. Overall, the
unaligned and block-aligned configurations are very close
with respect to runtime, while the padding configuration
performs the least. In particular, the bitcnts, basicmath-
tiny, fft-tiny, and ifft-tiny benchmarks here show run-
time increases of 1.5% and more.

Note that the runtime contribution of the stack cache is
relatively small, which in general precludes very large vari-
ations in the total runtime due to the stack cache. The
simulator thus was extended to collect detailed statistics on
the number of stall cycles induced by the stack cache as well
as the spilling and filling performed. Figure 2 shows the
total number of stall cycles induced by the stack cache, nor-
malized to the block-aligned configuration. The padding

configuration increases the number of stall cycles in all cases
in relation to our block-aligned strategy (up to a factor
of more than 4). The padding introduced by the compiler
generally increases the stack cache’s occupancy and conse-
quently leads to additional memory transfers. Also for the
unaligned configuration the number of stall cycles is larger
than our new strategy, since the small unaligned memory
transfers performed by this configuration induce some over-
head. For two benchmarks, cjpeg-small and erijndael,
the number of stall cycles is considerably smaller in this
configuration. Our block-aligned stack cache here suffers
additional filling and spilling due to its reduced effective size,
as shown in the following Table.

The impact of the various configurations on the amount
of data spilled and filled from/to the stack cache is shown
in Table 1. As noted above the padding configuration per-
forms additional memory transfers (spills and fills) due to
the padding introduced by the compiler to ensure alignment.
The unaligned configuration on the other hand requires the
least filling and spilling as it transfers the precise amount
of data needed. In addition, the reduced stack cache size
available for the block-aligned strategy (recall that one
block is reserved as an alignment buffer) plays in favor of
the unaligned configuration.

To summarize, compiler generated padding is a simple so-
lution to the alignment problem for the stack cache, which
is easy to analyze and generally performs reasonably well,
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Block-Aligned Padding Unaligned
Benchmark Spill Fill Spill rel. Fill rel. Spill rel. Fill rel.

basicmath-tiny 791 288 968 544 1 696 832 2.14 1 981 192 2.05 1 026 895 1.30 1 165 108 1.20
bitcnts 1 201 992 1 202 720 3 603 152 3.00 3 604 328 3.00 826 933 0.69 827 437 0.69

cjpeg-small 96 840 123 048 113 512 1.17 155 672 1.27 12 821 0.13 24 500 0.20
crc-32 2 984 3 312 11 256 3.77 38 688 11.68 2 961 0.99 3 114 0.94

csusan-small 9 184 10 000 32 136 3.50 35 936 3.59 13 403 1.46 13 619 1.36
dbf 11 984 78 136 22 456 1.87 124 672 1.60 10 395 0.87 66 056 0.85

dijkstra-small 98 056 99 520 472 944 4.82 478 152 4.80 49 047 0.50 50 518 0.51
djpeg-small 28 032 29 112 33 688 1.20 36 336 1.25 14 688 0.52 15 369 0.53

drijndael 168 584 212 800 329 600 1.96 373 952 1.76 29 693 0.18 49 823 0.23
ebf 37 536 103 624 65 040 1.73 243 872 2.35 30 618 0.82 114 959 1.11

erijndael 196 240 240 520 366 280 1.87 410 696 1.71 34 258 0.17 54 502 0.23
esusan-small 18 952 19 912 57 896 3.05 61 912 3.11 30 528 1.61 30 852 1.55

fft-tiny 215 936 217 712 448 480 2.08 470 464 2.16 277 788 1.29 279 011 1.28
ifft-tiny 206 464 207 952 425 440 2.06 446 864 2.15 264 063 1.28 264 994 1.27
patricia 3 883 936 4 590 920 6 638 160 1.71 8 089 800 1.76 3 740 659 0.96 4 514 761 0.98

qsort-small 643 296 1 283 680 1 126 664 1.75 2 411 584 1.88 772 978 1.20 1 493 122 1.16
say-tiny 261 016 358 976 303 296 1.16 460 560 1.28 98 239 0.38 118 011 0.33

search-large 216 632 322 344 323 680 1.49 534 824 1.66 207 978 0.96 366 106 1.14
search-small 8 528 14 816 12 688 1.49 24 984 1.69 7 963 0.93 16 214 1.09

sha 5 448 30 248 8 656 1.59 33 608 1.11 1 935 0.36 2 007 0.07
ssusan-small 18 280 19 096 66 736 3.65 71 336 3.74 16 247 0.89 16 463 0.86

Table 1: Words spilled and filled by the stack cache configurations block-aligned, padding, and unaligned (lower
is better, rel. indicates the normalized value in comparison to the block-aligned configuration).

but may suffer from bad outliers. It generally leads to in-
creased spilling and filling as well as a reduced utilization
of the stack cache. Generating unaligned memory transfers
naturally performs well for the average case. but, compli-
cates WCET analysis since the alignment of the stack data
is highly context dependent. The new solution proposed in
this work, the block-aligned stack cache, offers a reasonable
trade-off, which combines moderate hardware overhead with
good average-case performance and simple WCET analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis aims to
statically and safely bound the longest execution path of a
program. It is also desirable for the computed bound to be
as close as possible to the actual WCET, thus making the
result of a WCET analysis tight. In this paper we propose
a methodology for the WCET analysis using an abstract
program (with special program variables called counters),
in order to better exploit the underlying program seman-
tics (via abstract interpretation) and to produce potentially
tighter WCET bounds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—complexity mea-
sures, performance measures

Keywords
WCET Analysis, abstract interpretation, semantic analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of hard real-time systems with their exter-

nal environment is governed by a set of timing constraints.
In order to solve these constraints, it is necessary to esti-
mate the worst-case execution time (WCET) of the system
components. A WCET analysis computes for a given task
or program, a WCET bound which should be safe and tight
(close to the actual WCET).

The WCET analysis is performed at the binary level, with
knowledge about the underlying architecture. First, the typ-
ical WCET analysis workflow as standardized in [18], ex-
tracts the control-flow graph (CFG) from the binary code.
Subsequently, this CFG is the working structure for both
flow- and architecture-related analyses. Their result, which
is an annotated CFG, is used to compute the WCET bound
in a final phase, called path analysis. In order to achieve
tight bounds, a WCET analysis relies on a number of spe-
cific analyses, from flow analysis (e.g. detection of loop
bounds and infeasible paths) to architecture analysis (e.g.
of caches).

In this work, we address the flow analysis from the follow-
ing angle: how to extract more accurate semantic properties
which can help the WCET analysis by removing some infea-
sible paths. We denote an analysis which extracts semantic
properties, invariants on program executions, as a semantic
analysis. More specifically, in our context a semantic analy-
sis targets invariants which are directly translated into inte-

x = 0; i = 0; s = 0; // α = 0; β = 0; γ = 0;
while (i < N) { // α++;

if(x < 10){
s += 3; // β++;

}
if(s < N){

s += 2; x ++; // γ++;
}
i ++;

}

Figure 1: Our example program instrumented with
counters α, β, γ

ger linear programming (ILP) constraints, as emphasised by
the implicit path enumeration technique (IPET) [17]. Our
work uses a program analyzer called Pagai [11], at the LLVM
Intermediate Representation level, over the LLVM compiler
infrastructure [15]. The key element of our approach is the
extraction of invariants from an abstract representation of
the input program, as an instrumented code with counters.
A counter is a special program variable which is attached
to a program part (e.g. a basic block) and incremented ev-
ery time the control flows through that part. We propose
the following workflow: after an automated instrumentation
of LLVM-IR code, the semantic analysis is performed using
Pagai (with a linear arithmetic abstract domain [6]). The
invariants, as relations between counters, are transferred to
binary code (actually to the path analysis formulation of
Otawa [4]), using a block-level traceability tool. We mea-
sure the improvements on the WCET bounds on a set of
syntactic and standard benchmarks.

We use the program described in Figure 1 to advocate on
how the WCET analysis can benefit from a counter-based
approach. The counters are α, β, γ, and N is a loop bound.

The following relations can be derived on those counters,
which are satisfied at the end of the program:

β + γ ≤ α+ 10 (1)

It shows that the blocks 4 and 6 of the control flow graph
of this program, in Figure 2, are both executed in the same
iteration of the while loop at most 10 times. Therefore, this
information is interesting for us since it leads to refinements
in the WCET of the whole program.

Outline. In Section 2 we overview the existing methods
on extraction of semantic properties for the WCET analysis.
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Figure 2: The control flow graph corresponding to
this example.

In Section 3 we elaborate on how our system is designed,
implemented and experimented with. We draw conclusions
and discuss about directions of future work in Section 4.

2. RELATED WORK
The WCET analysis requires knowledge about loop bounds

and infeasible paths in order to compute tight WCET bounds.
The existing support for automatic extraction of semantic
properties like the aforementioned ones is usually coming
in two flavours: as a result of abstract interpretation or of
symbolic execution. More recent approaches also use state
of the art satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) solving to ad-
dress parts of the WCET analysis.

Abstract interpretation, introduced in [5] is one of the
major program reasoning techniques. It relies on abstract
domains, like linear arithmetic [6] and fixpoint computation
to generate invariants at the program points of interest. In
the context of WCET analysis, abstract interpretation plays
a key role [19] in both control-flow (e.g. in value analysis)
or processor behaviour analyses (e.g. in cache analyses).

Symbolic execution [13] is a technique which uses arbi-
trary values as program inputs and allows program reason-
ing at the level of execution paths. Symbolic execution has
drawn interest from the WCET analysis community [9, 14],
but while it is potentially very precise, it suffers from scala-
bility issues when it is applied on large programs. As a con-
sequence, symbolic execution in WCET analysis is coupled
with search space reduction [9] techniques or it is applied on
code fragments [14].

Recent works [14, 10] rely on SMT-solving techniques
to compute WCET bounds. For example, WCET squeez-
ing [14] employs a form of symbolic execution on paths
returned by an external WCET analyzer. This technique
embeds the path analysis into a CEGAR loop, allowing an
incremental strengthening of the WCET bound. The ap-
proach in [10] computes WCET bounds as solutions of op-
timisation modulo theory problems (i.e. extensions of the

SMT to maximisation problem). The program semantics
are encoded as an SMT formula. To maintain the scalabil-
ity of the analysis, the original SMT formula is augmented
with additional constraints called ”cuts”, which express sum-
maries of portions of code.

Using counters to extract semantic properties is not new,
existing counter-based approaches have been proposed, for
example in [8] using a single counter and in [12] with multi-
ple counters. The former considers one counter which repre-
sents time and accumulates the program semantics into it.
The later overcome the issue with the single-counter annota-
tions to work with complex invariant generation tools, CFG
graph transformation and generation of progress invariants,
it computes loop bounds and infeasiblilty relations.

The existing WCET analyzers span from industrial strength
platforms, like aiT [1] to academic tools like Otawa [4],
SWEET [2] and Chronos [16]. The oRange tool [7] comple-
ments the Otawa timing analyzer by computing loop bounds
using static analysis with abstract interpretation [5, 3] on
C programs. The SWEET tool supports an implementa-
tion of the abstract execution over the domain of intervals.
The Chronos timing analyzer integrates a pattern-based se-
mantic analysis which keeps track, for a particular branch,
of which assignments or other branches may influence it.
The industrial timing analyzer aiT uses a similar pattern-
driven analysis to identify code portions (e.g. loop or branch
shapes) and apply the appropriate analysis. While we con-
ducted limited experiments on SWEET, Chronos and aiT,
these tools seem capable to detect certain types of bounds
and infeasibility relations: for SWEET - up to the strengths
of the abstract domain and for Chronos and aiT - up to
the code structure which exhibits certain syntactic patterns.
However, using a specialised static analyzer to compute se-
mantic properties and to transfer these properties seems to
offer power (through various abstract domains) as well as
flexibility (i.e. driven by the strengths of the static ana-
lyzer).

3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTA-
TION

3.1 General System
In the most general context, a counter-based methodology

for WCET analysis is driven by two elements: a compilation
toolchain (which also fixes the input language) and a WCET
analyzer (which includes the necessary processor behaviour
analyses). Next in Figure 3 we describe an implementation
of this methodology over the LLVM infrastructure and the
Otawa timing analyzer.

The standard WCET analysis workflow, in Figure 3 (left)
computes the WCET bound of the binary code (in our case it
is ARM code) generated from LLVM-IR code. The Otawa
timing analyzer relies on an ILP formulation of the path
analysis and embeds an ILP solver to compute the result
(i.e. the WCET bound). Our counter-based analysis work-
flow, in Figure 3 (right) could be seen as a plugin for the
WCET analysis. For the purpose of semantics extraction,
the Pagai static analyzer uses the initial LLVM-IR code,
instrumented with counters. Pagai computes invariants on
the counters, at the LLVM-IR level, using either abstract
interpretation or its combination with SMT solving. The
invariants are directly translated into ILP constraints. Fi-
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Figure 3: General workflow for Counter-based
WCET Analysis

nally, a traceability tool maps the LLVM-IR blocks to ARM
basic blocks and facilitates the transfer of Pagai invariants
on counters at the binary level. These properties are inte-
grated into the path analysis of Otawa and solved in order to
obtain the WCET bound. The WCET analysis is performed
over the initial program, the instrumented code is used only
to extract invariants w.r.t. program semantics. Moreover,
our workflow does not consider code optimisations between
the LLVM-IR and ARM levels, however the code could and
should be optimized from C (i.e. not represented in the
workflow) and LLVM-IR levels. Our counter-based method-
ology works when replacing Otawa with the aiT, SWEET or
Chronos timing analyzers (all using IPET), up to some sup-
ported architectures. The counters approach can be used in
difference scenarios: to find or refine loop bounds or infeasi-
ble paths, particularly those created by mutually exclusive
conditions.

By processing the example of Figure 1 through the PA-
GAI static analyzer, we automatically obtain the following
constraint between the counters α, β and γ:

10 + α− β − γ ≥ 0 (2)

as well as −α+ 3β + 2γ ≥ 0, α− β ≥ 0 and α− γ ≥ 0.
This relation shows what we have derived by hand for

our example: the then-parts of the two conditions in the
while loop are both executed in the same iteration at most
ten times. Therefore, the counters approach with a static
analyzer is able to automatically find a non-trivial case of
infeasible path: the path containing the blocks b4, b5, b6,
b7 is executed at most ten times.

We can also use the counters approach to find or refine a
loop bound where other tools like oRange cannot find one.
In our example in Figure 1, if the condition of the while loop
i < N is replaced by x < 10 and the second condition s < N

by s < 150, the PAGAI static analyzer outputs the relation
−10 + α = 10 which enables us to show that the while loop
is executed at most 10 times in that case.

3.2 Experiments
Our set of benchmark programs covers a wide range of ap-

plications (though of small size - column LOC in Figure 4).
We include automatically generated code from high-level de-
signs - (e.g. a snapshot called selector and avionics-specific
controllers in roll-control and cruise-control) as well as
several syntactic programs with complicated infeasible paths
(e.g. sou, even, break, and rate_limiter). In order to ex-
tract semantic properties using the Pagai static analyzer, we
automatically instrument the LLVM IR code (the working
level for Pagai) with a number of counter variables (in col-
umn #Cntrs) and a set of invariants (in column #Inv)
which are fed into the ILP representation of path analysis.
In this paper, we use the processor behavior analysis as pro-
vided by Otawa, our main concern being the program-level
semantic analysis.

The set of invariants covers relations between basic blocks
(represented by their respective counter variable) of several
forms. First, there are the loop bounds types of relations,
like for the benchmarks break and selector. Second, the
path infeasibility relations are expressed either as invariants
on two counter variables (in the case of pairwise exclusive
branches) - for the benchmark programs sou and even - or
as a counter value which is equal to zero (i.e. the paths going
through the particular basic block are infeasible) - for the
benchmark rate_limiter. Moreover, for some benchmarks
like selector, the infeasibility relations are more expressive
as an invariant on three counter variables than the pairwise
relations. Third, the set of invariants also includes relations
which do not contribute to a reduction of the WCET bound.
Overall, the experiments show promising results because, in
general it is difficult to obtain improvements of more than
several percents (indeed, the code size is rather small).

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we addressed the problem on how to tune

the WCET analysis so as to produce tighter WCET bounds.
As such, we proposed a methodology to extract semantic in-
formation via special program variables called counters. We
used a program analyzer, called Pagai, to compute flow re-
lations (as relations between these counters). Finally, we
transferred these relations into an IPET formulation of the
path analysis and observed encouraging results with im-
provements over 20% on certain benchmarks. The method-
ology is still under development as we would like to investi-
gate how our counter-based WCET analysis compares with
and could complement existing WCET analyzers using au-
tomated extraction of semantic properties.
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ABSTRACT
Mixed-criticality scheduling provides a method to better al-
locate CPU resources between tasks, whose criticalities, e.g.
importance, are not the same for the well functioning of the
overall system. Considering that tasks have different CPU
consumption modes, the core idea is to accept that when
tasks enter higher CPU consumption modes then lesser crit-
icality tasks may no longer be scheduled. Hence, it allows
deploying more tasks on fewer processors accepting that in
the worst mode only most critical tasks will respect their
deadlines.

This paper presents a method to adapt RUN, an optimal
scheduling algorithm for multicore processor, to cope with
mixed-criticality task sets. The RUN approach deeply relies
on a data structure called reduction tree computed off-line
to elect tasks [6]. We adapt this tree to define a scheduler
compatible with mixed-criticality requirements. We briefly
present how these modifications impact the on-line part of
the original RUN algorithm. Even if optimality is lost, pre-
liminary experiments are encouraging, even with task sets
identified as difficult for our proposal.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
Mixed-Criticality, Multiprocessor, Global Scheduling

1. INTRODUCTION
Automotive industry is currently undergoing a major evo-

lution, as the number of embedded software applications in
cars is skyrocketing. This is due to the multiplication of Ad-
vanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) and telecommu-
nication capabilities. With current architecture, integrating
these new functionalities will become more and more com-
plex as each one of them would require the integration of
its own execution platform. Therefore, a new architecture
has to be found, so that this integration becomes practicable
and tractable. The current trend leads to the use of multi-
core platforms, as uni-processors are less and less produced
by hardware manufacturers. These platforms are associated
with virtualization layers for the re-usability of previously

developed applications. Such a context offers the opportu-
nity to consider new scheduling problems. Indeed, this ar-
chitecture will result in the execution of hard real-time and
multimedia applications on the same platform while abiding
by stringent safety standards.

Scheduling theory has become mature on problems re-
lated to multicore scheduling. Partitioned scheduling has
often been preferred to global scheduling as its low utiliza-
tion bound is counterbalanced by the high overheads, due to
migrations or preemptions, induced by most global schedul-
ing algorithms. However, recent papers have proposed very
interesting global algorithms which, apart from being opti-
mal, also limit the number of preemptions and of migrations.
One of those algorithms is the algorithm RUN [6].

The completion of critical tasks is absolutely required for
the safety of a system. To ensure this, safety requirements
tend to impose highly conservative hypotheses when deriv-
ing their WCETs. The use of these hypotheses leads to
very pessimistic WCETs, which results in under-utilization
of hardware platforms in average case. Mixed-Criticality
scheduling aims at reducing this under-utilization as much
as possible. This field of research is pretty active [2], yet mul-
ticore scheduling remains an issue. We propose a method to
adapt RUN algorithm to Mixed-Criticality systems (further
denoted MC).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
gives a brief overview of how the scheduling algorithm RUN
works and recalls MC objectives. Section 3 briefly presents
our method. Finally, section 4 discusses preliminary results.

2. PRINCIPLES OF RUN AND MIXED CRIT-
ICALITY

This section presents a brief overview of RUN algorithm,
and some background on MC knowledge.

2.1 RUN scheduling
RUN is a global scheduling algorithm that is optimal. It

means that whenever a task set is schedulable by any method
on a given set of processors, then RUN proposes a schedule
relying on less or the same number of processors. Besides
that, RUN is known to entail few context switches and mi-
grations which are usually the curse of global scheduling
algorithms [1].

We consider a set of tasks denoted T complying with the
Periodic Task model with implicit deadlines, similar to [5].
T contains tasks τ1, ..., τn with the following parameters de-
fined for each task τi:
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• A period Pi which is the time between each activa-
tion of the task. ”Implicit deadlines” means that a
task must have completed its execution before its next
activation.

• An execution time budget Ci, corresponding to the
Worst Case Execution Time of the task.

Tasks are first activated synchronously when the system
starts. U(τi) is the utilization of a task τi:

U(τi)
∆
= Ci

Pi

This definition can be extended to task sets T considering
U(T ) =

∑
τ∈T U(τ ). RUN ensures that the number of pro-

cessors required for scheduling a task set T is the smallest
integer greater than U(T ), denoted ⌈U(T )⌉.

RUN scheduler relies on a hierarchy of scheduling servers
to decide which tasks should actually be running. This hi-
erarchy is organized as a tree, called ”Reduction” tree, and
is computed off-line. The root of this tree is a server and its
leaves are servers comprising only one task of T . Each server
S is characterized by activation times and a list of servers
to schedule, referred as ”children”, and a constant rate r(S).
Activation times of a server is the union of activation times
of its children (and thus may not be simply periodic). On
each time interval I between two activations of a server S
such that the duration of I is Di, server S time budget is
defined as r(S) ∗ Di. Yet, there are two kinds of servers,
each with a specific behavior.

The first kind of servers ensures that if the server is exe-
cuted then one of its children is selected for execution until
the server depletes his or its executed children budget, or
is preempted. This server is called primal server as it cor-
responds to usual definition of scheduling servers. Primal
server rate is defined as the sum of its children rates (or
utilization if its children are tasks). For this reason, we use
for both servers and tasks U() to either denotes server rates
or task utilizations. The root of the tree is a primal server.
In the remainder, EDF is used to schedule primal server
children considering activation time as deadlines.

The other kind of server has a single child and is seen
as the dual of its child as the child is executed only when
its parent is not (detailed mathematical justifications are
detailed in the seminal paper). A dual server utilization
equals 1 minus its child utilization (always positive if its
child utilization is lower than 1). The dual server of a server
S is noted S∗.

During execution, the scheduler is called each time a task
or a server is activated, a task completes its execution, or a
server exhausts its time budget. The root server is executed
as long as its budget is not depleted. All scheduling decisions
made by servers end up by the correct scheduling of tasks
thanks to the way the Reduction tree is built.

RUN proposes a method for building the Reduction tree,
and typing servers so the scheduler is optimal, i.e. schedules
T with ⌈U(T )⌉ processors. More formally, two operations
are defined: pack and dual. They are applied on sets of
servers and produce sets of servers Γ. The result of the first
function, pack(Γ), is a set of primal servers that enforces
three properties. All servers in Γ are the child of exactly one
element of pack(Γ). Any server in pack(Γ) has an utilization
lower than 1. For any two servers in pack(Γ) their total
utilization is greater than 1. The second function creates for

Root 

S1* S2* S3*

S1 S2 S3

τ
1

τ
2

τ
3

Name Period(s) U(-)
Root 2,6,12 1
S1∗ 2 0.23
S2∗ 6 0.29
S3∗ 12 0.48

S1 ≡ τ1 2 0.77
S2 ≡ τ2 6 0.71
S3 ≡ τ3 12 0.52

Figure 1: Example of a Reduction tree

each server S in Γ a dual server S∗, such that S∗ schedule S
with same activation times, and U(S∗) = 1− U(S).

A Reduction tree is computed applying the composition
of dual and pack, dual ◦ pack, on a set of servers until the
result is a singleton. The initial set of servers is denoted as
pack(T ). The server in the resulting singleton will be the
root server. An example of such tree is detailed in figure 1.
This task set will be reused and extended to illustrate mixed
criticality concepts and our approach. Due to lack of space,
we only present this simple Reduction tree with each task
having its own server. It also requires only one application
of the composition of dual and pack operations.

Next subsection introduces some definitions on Mixed-
Criticality systems.

2.2 Background in Mixed-Criticality Concepts
We presented and motivated the use of MC systems in

the introduction, and we now give an overview of its the-
ory. MC scheduling algorithms often use several modes of
operation and by changing mode when necessary. One mode
in which critical tasks consume few CPU resources and an-
other one in which they are considered to consume their
pessimistic and safe WCETs. A mode change with respect
to a scheduler consists in a modification of task attributes
while they are scheduled. It consists in leaving a mode in
which critical tasks consume few CPU resources to another
one in which they are considered consuming their pessimistic
and safe WCETs. The gain of such an approach lies in the
fact that the first mode would be more likely, and allows
scheduling additional non critical tasks, e.g. tasks that can
be stopped without causing harm, when the second mode is
detected.

First formalization of this principle has been proposed as
an extension of a Periodic Task model [8]. Each task τi is
extended as follows:

• Each task has a criticality level χi in the ordered set
{Low,Hi} such that Low < Hi.

• Each timing attribute (Pi, Ci, and U(τi)) becomes a
function depending on the criticality level: any at-
tribute A turns in A(L), L being a criticality level.

Usually only WCETs, and consequently utilizations, vary
according to the criticality that is why we limit ourselves
to this case, leading to constant period attributes. Hence,
Ci is a function that always verifies Ci(Low) ≤ Ci(Hi) and
Ci(Hi) = Ci(χi). Task set presented in figure 1 can be ex-
tended by two tasks of Low criticality, considering τ1, τ2, τ3
from figure 2 of criticality Hi.

At run time, the scheduler that provides a correct schedule
for T has to cope with the following constraints:
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Period χi U(τi)(Low) U(τi)(Hi)
τ1 2 Hi 0.53 0.77
τ2 6 Hi 0.05 0.71
τ3 12 Hi 0.32 0.52
τ4 4 Low 0.54 0.54
τ5 12 Low 0.56 0.56

Figure 2: Example of a MC task set

• As long as each task τi execution time is smaller than
Ci(Low) then all tasks should meet their deadlines
whatever their criticality level is.

• As soon as one task execution time exceeds its Low
criticality time budget, then only deadlines of Hi crit-
icality tasks should be ensured from this instant.

The time at which one task exceeds its low time bud-
get is called a timing failure event and triggers a mode
change. Hence, even an activated task may have its at-
tributes changed altering the scheduler objectives. It is a
particular case of dynamic scheduling where scheduling ob-
jectives and task attributes are piece-wise constant along
time. Given this setting, MC scheduler behavior is often
described through two operational modes: before and after
the timing failure, said Low and Hi modes. However, mode
changes must be carefully done.

Indeed, if a timing failure event occurs when the system
is in Low mode, a mode change is triggered. Hi tasks can
now use their Hi WCETs. And they should be able to use
it before their deadlines. Thus the mode change should be
performed while Hi tasks have still enough time to execute
up their Hi WCETs diminished by its potential execution
time done while in Low mode. Therefore, the scheduling
performed in the Low and Hi modes are not independent.
Next section details how we developed this idea, creating
RUN schedules for Hi and Low modes compatibles with this
constraint.

3. ADAPTING RUN
This section details how RUN is adapted to support modes,

and how to use them to implement MC. Finally preliminary
results are discussed.

Designing a MC scheduler is easier to handle if each time
the timing failure occurs all Hi tasks have either completed
their execution or have not even started to be executed. A
solution to ensure this property is to transform tasks as it has
been done in [7]. Each Hi task τi ∈ T is decomposed in two

tasks τ s
i and τ f

i , called start and finish tasks respectively.

Attributes of these tasks are defined as P s
i = P f

i = Pi,

Cs
i (Hi) = Cs

i (Low) = Ci(Low), and Cf
i (Hi) = Ci(Hi) −

Ci(Low) and Cf
i (Low) = 0. Low criticality tasks remain

unchanged. This task set will be referred as split(T ). As
long as start and finish tasks of same index are not scheduled
simultaneously and τ s

i is executed before τ f
i , scheduling this

task set is equivalent to schedule T .
We propose to compute a Reduction tree, denotedHiLowTree,

to schedule start and finish tasks with Hi attributes respect-
ing the exclusion condition. To do so, we first compute a Re-
duction tree of Hi tasks of T denoted HiOnlyTree. Then
we replace each task τi by its corresponding pair of start
and finish tasks in HiOnlyTree. These tasks pairs will be

scheduled by the same primal server and thus cannot be si-
multaneously executed. Besides, when replacing the original
Hi task, the start task is executed first. Thus, we respect
the two conditions previously exposed.

Then, we enhance the RUN approach by introducing a
new kind of server: modal server. Such a server is used as a
replacement for finish tasks in the Reduction treeHiLowTree.
Its activation time and rate equals the finish task Hi at-
tributes. Besides, a modal server has two sets of tasks to
schedule depending of the mode in which the system is. In
Hi mode, it schedules the finish task it has replaced. But,
in Low mode, a modal server schedules a set of Low tasks
whose utilisations and periods respect some conditions.

With our method, a MC system is designed by following
these steps off-line :

1. Replace each finish task in the Reduction treeHiLowTree
by its corresponding modal server with an empty set
of Low tasks, noted MSi.

2. Determine subsets LTi of Low tasks of split(T ) that
MSi would be able to schedule LTi with its budget.

3. Build another Reduction tree, denoted LowOnlyTree,

for Low tasks not in
⋃

i|χi=Hi

LTi.

Then the scheduling is executed on-line as follows:

1. At run-time in Low mode, schedule LowOnlyTree ac-
cording to original RUN rules, and HiLowTree with
modal servers in Low mode. Both trees are configured
on a distinct set of processors.

2. At run-time in Hi mode, stop executing LowOnlyTree
and executeHiLowTreewith its modal servers in High
mode.

Due to point 2 and 3 all Low tasks will meet their deadline
in Low mode. Deadlines of Hi tasks are ensured in Low mode
due to use of HiLowTree that generates a correct schedule
of start tasks. Hi mode scheduling is correct as the scheduler
behaves just as if it would have used HiOnlyTree. In the
next section, we present the first evaluations of our method.

4. EVALUATION
In this section we describe how we evaluate the perfor-

mances of our method and describe the first results of our
experiments.

4.1 Evaluation
We first need criteria to compare our results with. These

criteria could be the number of processors that are neces-
sary to schedule a task set T by other algorithms. In our
case, we compare with unmodified RUN. For example, if we
consider the task set described in figure 2, a RUN scheduler
requires up to 4 processors to schedule all tasks according to
Hi values for WCETs. Scheduling only Hi tasks takes only
2 processors. From these observations, we introduce three
constants computed from MC task set attributes to assess
the performances of a MC scheduler:

• UHi+Low: task set utilization for all tasks of T con-
sidering most pessimistic WCETs (notice that for Low
task Ci(Hi) = Ci(Low)).
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• UHi: task set utilization restricted to tasks of Hi crit-
icality in T .

• ULow: task set utilization restricted to Low criticality
tasks in T .

As RUN is optimal, we know that all tasks could be sched-
uled in their worst case with ⌈UHi+Low⌉ processors. More-
over, any optimal MC scheduler should handle a timing fail-
ure occurring at time 0, and need at least ⌈UHi⌉ processors.

Now, let us denote ⌈Ubundled⌉ the amount of processors
required by our method. First, a sanity check consists in
comparing the behavior of the approach in the worst case:
no Low tasks are integrated to modal servers. It leads to
⌈Ubundled⌉ = ⌈UHi⌉+ ⌈Ulow⌉ ≤ ⌈UHi+Low⌉ + 1. This upper
bound is not as bad as it seems as we observed that being
able to schedule Hi and Low tasks on ⌈UHi+Low⌉+1 proces-
sors offers better performances than other MC schedulers.
The interest of this approach lies in the fact that we do not
only compare to other MC schedulers but also to classical
ones (and especially RUN) using most pessimistic scenarios.
Thus, it enables us to judge if the use of a MC scheduling al-
gorithm is opportune or not. In the next section we present
the results of our method.

4.2 First Experiments
Due to space limitation, we only present the results of

the method on the task set introduced in figure 2. The
application of our method resulted in the allocation of task
τ5 in the modal server of task τ2. However, the task τ4 can
not be executed in any modal server. Finally, we have the
resulting modal servers described in figure 3.

Hi Primal Servers Hi Tasks Modal Server
S1 τ1 ∅
S2 τ2 τ5
S3 τ3 ∅

Figure 3: Created Modal Servers

Thanks to our method, we can save up to a processor
to execute this system, compared with the four processors
needed in Hi+Low mode as can be seen in figure 4.

Task Set Utilization Number of
processors required

Hi+Low 3.1 4
Bundled 3 3

Low Task 6∈ modal server 0.54 1
in Bundled task set

Figure 4: Results of our method

More experiments are under processed, but until now our
method has never required more processors than the Hi+Low
mode. For these experiments, values used for utilization
were drawn from applying the uunifast algorithm adapted
to multi-core platforms [3]. Besides, generation of periods
has been bone by using an algorithm described in [4].

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we find a way to adapt the algorithm RUN

to the scheduling of MC systems. This has been achieved by

enabling the use of modes by RUN. First experiments pro-
vided some promising results, even in the case of unfavorable
task sets.

Further work will be to enhance our method by deriving a
more sophisticated assignment policy of the Low tasks into
modal servers.
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ABSTRACT
Over the last years, extensive research has been carried out,
to study data processing in wireless sensor networks (WSN).
Real-time aspect is an important factor for sensor applica-
tions in order for the data to reflect the current state of the
environment. Several research efforts have focused on effec-
tive query processing in WSN and others are focused on the
use of abstract database technology (Cougar, TinyDB,...) to
manage data efficiently in sensor networks. However, there
is some work dealing with the temporal constraints when
managing sensor data.

In this paper, we study some temporal constraint parame-
ters like response time, period and computing time through
two data processing techniques for WSN. The first is based
on a warehousing approach, in which data are collected and
stored on remote database. The second is based on query
processing using an abstract database like TinyDB. This
study has allowed us to identify the factors which enhance
the respect of temporal constraints.

Keywords
wireless sensor network, data collection, query processing,
sensors database, time constraints.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be considered as a

type of ad hoc wireless networks. They are composed of
small wireless nodes which are manually or randomly de-
ployed in a region of interest to sense different physical char-
acteristics of the environment like temperature, humidity,
pressure, light, etc. The nodes transmit the sensed data to
a sink node referred to as a Base Station. This process is
called data collection, it must be able to meet certain dead-
lines and the timely data delivery, to reflect the current state
of the environment.

Actually, the sensor networks are deployed without con-
sidering the transmission delays of data or their deadlines.
Generally, researchers are interested in data processing tech-
niques to reduce the number of data transmissions and to
offer an efficient solution to increase the lifetime of the net-
work. They have proposed news methods for data processing
like data aggregation techniques, efficient transmission con-
trol protocols and query processing systems such as Cougar
[4] and TinyDB [6], to simplify the extraction and manage-
ment of data. Sensor network loses its intended function

(consistency) if data is delivered late. Many WSN applica-
tions like industrial process control and monitoring, can be
considered time critical. They require a strict deadline for
data delivery to the sink.

The idea in this paper is to study temporal constraints and
data arrival times from sensors to users/actuators and the
factors that may influence this time using two approaches:
abstract database and periodic data collection.

Data collection and query processing are two different
technologies which are two popular techniques used for data
processing in WSN. The first present a traditional technique
used in many applications where all sensors send data peri-
odically to the sink at predetermined times. The second is a
recent technique for data processing in WSN based on SQL-
like query language, where queries are issued to the sensors
to get the required information which has been redefined in
the query. Many research are interested in this technology,
because it has shown good results so far.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work. In Section 3, we describe the
two approaches cited previously. In Section 4, we give sim-
ulation results and we discuss them. Finally, in Section 5,
we conclude the paper by showing how to effectively exploit
the two techniques in WSN and we give some perspectives
to this work.

2. RELATED WORK
In literature, many research works have been interested to

improve the time of data management in WSN. Kshama et
al. [7] suppose that the freshness of data is maintained as
the process of data collection is as much faster as possible.
In their paper, they discuss different methods of data collec-
tion in WSN like the methods for fair data collection and a
various TDMA scheduling schemes. Choi et al. [3] propose
a new data aggregation algorithm in WSN with time con-
straint. Their goal is to provide data while respecting their
constraint time and to limit the number of transmissions
which reduce the energy consumption in WSN. In [8], au-
thors have used the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
schedule to reduce the latency of data collection and to con-
serve energy at sensor nodes. They have divided the time
into slots and the duration of a time slot allows a sensor
node to transmit one packet.

Data query processing using an abstract database has
been cited for the first time by Bonnet et al. in their pa-
per [2]. They present a declarative approach to facilitate
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the description and processing of queries in the WSN. The
data required by the base station form a virtual table, in
which columns represent the data requested by the user.
TinyDB and Cougar represent the first generation of query
processing systems in wireless sensor networks. Corona [5]
is a distributed query processor. It makes the WSN like a
table in a relational database and it uses SQL-style syntax
to formulate a queries.

3. NETWORK MODEL
The basic model is composed of three parts: (i) sensor

nodes, randomly deployed over an area. They can retrieve
data like humidity, temperature and light and send values
to a base station, (ii) the base station periodically collects
data from sensor nodes and inserts them into a database, (iii)
users can connect to the database to get information about
WSN. We have update the model in the second scenario
and we have added an abstract database for WSN named
TinyDB, which allows the user to send queries to the base
station and to get responses. Our goal is to compare the
timing properties using a static database versus an abstract
in-network database abstraction.

3.1 First scenario: data collection with remote
database

In this scenario, sensors send data periodically to the base
station. The data collected by WSN are streamed to a re-
mote database, where can be stored. Next, user can query
stored data at any time.

Sensor network

1

User 3

Database server

Queries

3

Base Station
Data collection

2

User 1

Data logging

User 2

response

Figure 1: Data collection with remote database

3.2 Second scenario: query processing with
WSN abstract database

This scenario is based on a query processing technique, in
which we use an abstract database system named TinyDB
connected to the base station of WSN. Users specify the data
they want to collect through SQL-like declarative queries, to
send them to the base station via the the abstract database
interface. The base station will broadcast these queries over
the network. Each sensor that receives a query, responds
with the values requested for a duration fixed in the query
by the user. Finally, the base station send the responses
back to the user via the abstract database system, which
can be stored also in a remote database.

Sensor network

1

User 3

Database server

Queries

3

Base Station

Data collection

2

User 1 User 2

4
Queries

Queries
Abstract database

TinyDB

Data logging

response

response
response

Figure 2: Query processing with WSN abstract
database

In the next section, we implement the two scenarios de-
scribed above and we discuss some time parameters such as
network convergence time and data collection time. We an-
alyze also the impacts of network topologies and the impact
of choosing the database on average response time.

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For the first scenario, we have used COOJA network simu-

lator for Contiki [9] to create the WSN simulation. We have
created one sink node and a set of Sky Motes sensors. The
nodes are randomly distributed in a area within 80m*80m
and the sink is placed at the center of the deployment area.
The number of sensors vary from 10 to 100 with step of
10. Each node sends temperature and humidity to the base
station (sink node) every 60 seconds. We have used RPL
routing protocol [11] to provide the communication between
sensor nodes and the base station. RPL is more efficient
for data delivery time than other existing known protocols
such as LOAD (LOAD is derived from AODV), DSR and
DSDV [10, 1]. RPL provides efficient routing paths guaran-
teeing data delivery before deadline in WSN. It is based on
a Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG)
anchored at one or more nodes (DAG root(s)). Each node
computes its rank in the RPL tree and maintains a routing
table to reach all nodes in this sub-DODAG1.

The second scenario is based on Mica2 sensors randomly
scattered in the field. We have varied the number of sensors
from 10 to 100 by step of 10. We use the UDP2 to make
communication between sensors and the base station. We
have used TinyDB system using Tossim the simulator of
TinyOS. TinyDB assumes a fixed tree-based topology, where
all nodes try to form a tree to the root node based upon the
link quality information between the node and its neighbors.

4.1 Impact of number of nodes on network
convergence time

Network convergence is defined as the time needed to start
the different devices, to make connection between sensors
and base station and to build routing tables of nodes. This

1The sub-DODAG of a node is the set of other nodes whose
paths to the DODAG root pass through that node.
2User Datagram Protocol
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step comes just before the process of data collection. It can
affect the arrival time of data. The shorter the convergence
time, the quicker the availability of the data.

Figure 3: Network convergence time for data collec-
tion

In Figure 3, the network convergence time increases when
the number of nodes increases. Usually, network conver-
gence time depends on the DODAG building process, which
begins at the root (base station). The root starts the dis-
semination of information about the structure using DIO
(DODAG Information Object) message. The nodes not con-
nected to the tree (without communication with the root)
receive the message DIO and process it. Then they decide
to join or not the structure. Once the node has joined the
structure, it has a route to the root of the DODAG struc-
ture. Building the final routing table depends on the number
of nodes and the path cost between nodes.

Figure 4: Network convergence time for TinyDB

We note also that the convergence time for TinyDB is less
than that of data collection (cf. Figure 4). TinyDB consti-
tutes a routing tree or Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with
all sensors in which the root is the sink (gateway). TinyDB
uses a selecting multi-hop tree based on efficiency of routing
which depends on energy consumption. Sensors make intel-
ligent routing decisions, where every node selects a parent
based on link quality to the base station. The nodes keep
both a short list of neighbors which have a recently heard
transmit, and some routing information about the connec-
tivity of those neighbors to the rest of the network.

4.2 Impact of number of nodes on data collec-
tion time

Data collection time present the time taken to get the re-
sponses from all sensors connected to the base station. It
can affects the data validity time and not reflect the current
state of the environment. The time required to send the
data from sensor to the base station depends on the sensors
capacity, its position and the path quality which can be the
number of hops to the base station. Generally, the sender
uses multi-hop paths to send its data when the base station
is far located which leads to transmission delay and they
can cause a failure to respect the data validity time. Figure

Figure 5: Completed Cycle Time

5 shows the time spent by the nodes to complete the send-
ing of their data, using data collection technique and query
processing technique. We observe that the curve increases
when the number of sensors increases for the two techniques.
The time required to send the data depends of the number
of hops and the availability of parent nodes to send data
received from children. Their availability is not guaranteed
all time because the choice of parent node depends on the
node decision to join or not the structure.

We also notice in Figure 5 that the time required to obtain
results from all sensors by using the technique of processing
request is less than that of data collection. With TinyDB,
the data is regularly reported and aggregated by a tree or
a directed acyclic graph from the nodes to an access point
network. It includes aggregation and filtering operations in-
side the sensor network to maintain all routing information.
The parent nodes near the root put agreements with their
children on a time interval for the data listened to them.
The whole process is repeated for each period and query.

4.3 Impact of choosing the database on aver-
age response time

We use in this test three DBMS3: PostgreSQL, MySQL,
SQLite, to evaluate queries response time.

Table 1: Average response time (ms)

100 insertion queries from
base station to database

9.397 48.626 72.788

100 random select queries
from users to database

0.992 0.690 0.225

3DataBase Management System
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Table 1 shows that SQLite database gives the best av-
erage response time for the SELECT queries, next we find
MySQL and finally PostgreSQL. For the INSERT queries,
PostgreSQL database has the less average response time
compared with MySQL and SQLite. SQLite takes a lot
of time to insert data, because it does not have a central
server to coordinate accesses. It must close and reopen
the database file, and invalidate its cache, for each trans-
action. It does not allow multiple concurrent writes in the
same time. PostgreSQL allows multiple transactions to pro-
ceed with inserts, concurrently. MySQL is better than Post-
greSQL for reading tables because it has a ”Query Cache”
to make queries faster. SQLite is faster than MySQL be-
cause it uses a disk access to read and write directly from
the database files on disk.

4.4 Impact of network topologies on data col-
lection time

We have tested 15 sender nodes and one sink node with
four network topologies. The table below shows the time
spent to collect data from all sensors during a complet cycle
of data collection for the two technologies.

Table 2: Complet cycle time (ms)

Topologies Data collection Query processing

Star 62312 1832

Mesh 56002 1362

Grid 54121 2163

Tree 53515 2143

We note that the tree network topology for data collection
technology is more faster versus the other topologies. In fact,
RPL forms a tree-like topology rooted at the sink, reflecting
the above results. Star, mesh and grid topologies have not
shown good results. RPL takes a time to to define DODAG
networks and to build path to the root. It can not fully ex-
ploit, which affects the quality of paths. For the query pro-
cessing technology, the mesh topology gives the best complet
cycle time versus the other topologies. In mesh topology, all
nodes cooperate in the distribution of data in the network.
The same technology is used by TinyDB. The nodes make
an intelligent routing decisions, where every node selects a
parent based on link quality to the base station.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we study and we compare the timing prop-

erties of the data collection from a sensor network using a
static database versus an abstract in-network database ab-
straction, named TinyDB. We evaluate temporal constraints
such as data collection time, database response time, and
network convergence time in both approaches. We have
found according to the tests performed that many factors
can affect the temporal constraints in a WSN. We have de-
termined that the network topology and the routing proto-
col, together may play an important role on data collection
time. The convergence time also has an impact on the pro-
cess of data collection. We have shown clearly the timing-
response advantage of using a TinyDB approach compared
to accessing the data stored in an external database. So we
can conclude that the great choice of the network topologie

and the routing protocol with the right approach can im-
proves the temporal constraints in WSN. We plan to work
in this direction in a future works and we plan to take data
temporal consistency.
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ABSTRACT
As software system and its complexity are fast growing,
software correctness becomes more and more a crucial is-
sue. We address the problem of verifying functional prop-
erties of real-time operating system (microkernel) imple-
mented with C. We present a work-in-progress approach for
formally specifying and verifying concurrent C programs di-
rectly based on the semantics of C. The basis of this ap-
proach is to automatically translate a C code into a TLA+
specification which can be checked by the TLC model checker.
We define a set of translation rules and implement it in a
tool (C2TLA+) that automatically translates C code into
a TLA+ specification. Generated specifications can be in-
tegrated with manually written specifications that provide
primitives that cannot be expressed in C, or that provide
abstract versions of the generated specifications to address
the state-explosion problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Formal software verification has become a more and more

important issue for ensuring the correctness of a software
system implementation. The verification of such system is
challenging: system software is typically written in a low-
level programming language with pointers and pointer arith-
metic, and is also concurrent using synchronization mecha-
nisms to control access to shared memory locations. We
address these issues in the context of formal verification of
operating systems microkernels written in C programming
language. We note that we are interested to check functional
properties of the microkernel and not timed properties.

In this paper we present a work-in-progress approach for
formally specifying and verifying C concurrent programs us-
ing TLA+ [11] as formal framework. The proposed approach
is based on the translation from C code to a TLA+ speci-
fication. We propose a translator called C2TLA+ that can
automatically translate from a given C code an operational
specification on which back-end model checking techniques
are applied to perform verification. The generated speci-
fication can be used to find runtime errors in the C code.
In addition, they can be completed with manually written
specifications to check the C code against safety or liveness
properties and to provide concurrency primitives or model
hardware that cannot be expressed in C. The manually writ-
ten specifications can also provide abstract versions of trans-
lated C code to address the state space explosion problem.

Why TLA+?.
The choice of TLA+ is motivated by several reasons. TLA+

is sufficiently expressive to specify the semantics of a pro-
gramming language as well as safety and liveness properties
of concurrent systems [10]. Its associated model checker,

TLC, is used to validate the specifications developed and
is also supported by the TLAPS prover. TLA+ provides a
mechanism for structuring large specifications using differ-
ent levels of abstraction and it also allows an incremental
process of specification refinement. So we can focus on rele-
vant details of the system by abstracting away the irrelevant
ones.

Outline.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We dis-

cuss related work in Section 2. We give an overview of the
formal language that we used (TLA+) in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 presents the global approach and our current work.
Section 5 concludes and presents future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK
There exist a wealth of work on automated techniques

for formal software verification. The seL4 [9] is the first OS
kernel that is fully formally verified. The verification of seL4
has required around 25 person-years of research devoted to
developing their proofs and more than 150,000 lines of proof
scripts. Deductive techniques are rigorous but require labor-
intensive as well as considerable skill in formal logic. We
focus here on more closely related work based on the model
checking technique.

SLAM [2] and BLAST [6] are both software verification
tools that implement the counter-example-guided predicate
abstraction refinement (CEGAR) approach [5]. They use an
automatic technique to incrementally construct abstractions
i.e. abstract models cannot be chosen by user. But, SLAM
cannot deal with concurrency and BLAST cannot handle
recursion.

Another approach consists to transform the C code into
the input language of a model checker. Modex [8] can auto-
matically extract a Promela model from a C code implemen-
tation. The generated Promela model can then be checked
with SPIN [7] model checker. As Promela does not handle
pointer and has no procedure calls, Modex handles these
missing features by including embedded code inside Promela
specifications. On the other hand, the embedded code frag-
ments cannot be checked by SPIN and might contain a di-
vision by zero error or null pointer dereference, Modex in-
struments additional checks by using assertions. But, not all
errors can be anticipated and the model checker can crash
[8]. CBMC [3] is a bounded model checker for ANSI C pro-
grams. It translates a C code into a formula (in Static Single
Assignment form) which is then fed to a SAT or SMT solver
to check its satisfiability. It can only check safety properties.
CBMC explores program behavior exhaustively but only up
to a given depth, i.e. it is restricted to programs without
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deep loops [4].
In this work, we propose a methodology to specify and

verify C software systems using TLA+ as formal frame-
work. With TLA+, we can express safety and liveness prop-
erties unlike SLAM, BLAST and CBMC which have limited
support for concurrent properties as they only check safety
properties. Our approach uses abstraction and refinement
in order to structure specifications and mitigate the state
explosion problem for modular reasoning which is not the
case of Spin and CBMC.

3. AN OVERVIEW OF TLA+
TLA+ is a formal specification language based on the

Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [10] for the description of
reactive and distributed systems. TLA combines two logics:
a logic of actions and a temporal logic. To specify a system
in TLA, one describes its allowed behaviors. A behavior is
an infinite sequence of states that represents a conceivable
execution of the system. A state is an assignment of val-
ues to variables. A state predicate or a predicate for short
is a boolean expression built from variables and constant
symbols. An action is an expression formed from unprimed
variables, primed variables and constant symbols. It repre-
sents a relation between old states and new states, where
the unprimed variables refer to the old state and the primed
variables refer to the new state. For example, x = y ′ + 2 is
an action asserting that the value of x in the old state is two
greater that the value of y in the new state.

Formulas in TLA are build from actions using boolean
connectives, TLA quantification and temporal operators 2

(always). The expression [A]vars where A is an action and
vars the tuple of all system variables, is defined as A ∨
vars ′ = vars. It states that either A holds between the
current and the next state or the values of vars remain un-
changed when passing to the next state.

A TLA+ specification consists on a single mathematical
formula Spec defined by:

Spec , Init ∧ 2[Next ]vars ∧ Fairness (1)

where

• Init is the predicate describing all legal initial states,
• Next is the next-state action defining all possible steps

of the system,
• Fairness is a temporal formula that specifies fairness

assumptions about the execution of actions.

The formula Spec is true of a behavior iff Init is true of the
first state and every state that satisfies Next or a “stuttering
step” that leaves all variables vars unchanged.

To show that a property holds for a program, we must
check that the program implements the property φ, which
is formalized as Spec ⇒ φ. This formula is said to be valid
iff every behavior that satisfies Spec also satisfies φ.

Moreover, TLA+ has a model checker (TLC) that allows
to check if a given model satisfies a given TLA formula. TLC
can handle a subclass of TLA+ specifications that we believe
includes most specification that describe our systems.

4. SPECIFICATION AND VERIFICATION
APPROACH

The specification and verification approach is illustrated
in Figure 1. The first step of the approach is to automat-
ically translate a C code implementation to a TLA+ spec-
ification using the translator that we developed C2TLA+.

Figure 1: Specification and verification approach

C2TLA+ uses CIL [13] to transform intricate constructs of
C into simpler ones. After obtaining the Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) of the normalized C code, C2TLA+ generates
a TLA+ specification according to a set of translation rules
that we define in Subsection 4.2. The generated specifica-
tions can be checked by TLC without any user interaction
for potential C errors.

TLA+ specifications are organized into modules that can
be reused independently. The methodology provides for the
user the possibility to connect generated modules to other
manually specified modules. These latter can model syn-
chronization primitives like “compare-and-swap” and “test-
and-set” instructions, model hardware like interruptions, or
provide an abstract model of a specification. All modules
are integrated together to form the whole system to verify.
The user defines a set of safety and liveness properties ex-
pressed in TLA and TLC explores all reachable states in the
model, looking for one in which (a) an invariant is violated,
(b) deadlock occurs (there is no possible state), (c) the type
declaration is violated. When a property is violated, TLC
produces the minimal length trace that leads from the initial
state to the bad state. To improve usability, we reimplement
this trace in the C code. In addition, TLC also collects cov-
erage information by reporting the number of times each
action of a specification was “executed” to construct a new
state. This information is used to generate the C code cover-
age of an implementation, which may be helpful for finding
untested parts of the C code.

4.1 Considered features
We handle a subset of C according to simplifications done

by CIL. The C aspects that we consider include basic data-
types (int, struct, enum), arrays, pointers, pointer arith-
metic, all kinds of control flow statements, function calls,
recursion and concurrency. We do not yet consider floating
point operations, non-portable conversions between objects
of different types, dynamic allocation, function calls through
pointers, and assignment of structs. We note that these fea-
tures are not needed by the system that we aim to check.

4.2 Translation from C to TLA+

4.2.1 Concurrency and memory layout
A concurrent program consists in many interleaved se-

quences of operations called processes, corresponding to
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threads in C. C2TLA+ assigns to each process a unique
identifier id .

The memory of a concurrent C program is divided by
C2TLA+ into four regions:

• A region that indicates for each process where is in its
program sequence. This region is modeled by a TLA+
variable stack regs, associating to each process a stack
of records. Each record contains two fields:

– pc, the program counter, points to the current
statement of the function being executed, repre-
sented by a tuple 〈function name, label〉;

– fp, the frame pointer, contains the base offset of
the current stack frame.

The top of each stack register (Head(stack regs[id]))
indicates the registers of the function being currently
executed.
• A region that contains global (and static) variables and

called mem. It is modeled by an array and it is shared
by all processes.
• A region called stack data and contains stack frames.

Each process has its own stack which contains the pa-
rameters of a function and its local variables. Stack
frames are pushed when calling a function and popped
when returning.
• A region that contains values to be returned by pro-

cesses and it is modeled by an array indexed by the
process identifier, called ret.

Figure 2 gives an example of a C code in which one process
(with id equals “p1”) executes p1() function and the second
one (with id equals “p2” ) executes p2() function. C2TLA+
assigns to each C variable a unique constant that we called
“address”. This latter specifies the memory region where
data is stored (local or global) and the offset of the data
in the memory region. For example, the TLA+ expression
[loc 7→ ”mem”, o�s 7→ 0] denotes the record Addr count
such that Addr count.loc equals ”mem” and Addr count.offs
equals 0.

Figure 2: Example of a C code and its memory rep-
resentation in TLA+

4.2.2 Loading and assignment
Variable names, fields data structure and arrays in C

are lvalues. C2TLA+ translates an lvalue into an ad-
dress. Loading an lvalue is performed by the TLA+ operator
load(). An assignment of an lvalue is translated by C2TLA+
using the store() operator which saves the value of the right-
hand operand into the memory location of the lvalue. The
definition of load() and store() are given in Figure 3. For

example, accessing to the value of count is expressed by the
TLA+ expression load(id,Addr count).

load(id, ptr)
∆
=

if ptr .loc =“mem”then mem[ptr .o�s]
else stack data[id][Head(stack regs[id]).fp + ptr .o�s]

store(id, ptr , value)
∆
=

∨ ∧ ptr .loc =“mem”
∧mem′ = [mem except ! [ptr .o�s] = value]
∧ unchanged stack data

∨ ∧ ptr .loc =“stack data”
∧ stack data′ = [stack data except

! [id][Head(stack regs[id]).fp + ptr .o�s] = value]
∧ unchanged mem

Figure 3: Definition of load() and store() operators

4.2.3 Function definition
A C function definition is translated into an operator with

the process identifier id as argument. Translating the func-
tion body consists of the disjunction of translating each
statement that contains. C2LTA+ uses label values given by
CIL to identify statements and each C statement is trans-
lated into an atomic action defined as a conjunction of sub-
actions. At a given state one and only one action is eval-
uated to true. Each action updates the stack regs variable
by modifying its head by the label value of the action done
once the call has finished.

4.2.4 Function call
Each function call results in a creation of a stack frame

onto the local memory stack regs[id] of the process id . The
stack frame contains local variables and formal parameters
which are initialized with the values with which the func-
tion was called. Then, the program counter is updated by
changing its head to a record whose pc field points to the
action done once the call has finished (the instruction fol-
lowing the function call). At the top of the stack register is
pushed a record whose pc field points to the first statement
of the called function, and fp field points to the base address
of the new stack frame.

4.2.5 Return statement
Once the function returns, the returned value is stored on

value returning memory ret. Its stack frame and the top
of the stack register are popped and the program control is
returned to the statement immediately following the call.

4.3 Checking the specification
C2TLA+ generates the main specification Spec that de-

scribes the execution of the C program.

• The Init predicate which specifies the initial values of
all variables.
• The tuple of all variables vars

∆
=

〈mem, stack data, stack regs, ret〉.
• The predicate process(id) defines the next-state
action of the process id . It asserts that one of the
functions is being executed until its stack register
becomes empty. For the example of Figure 2, the
process() predicate is defined as:

process(id)
∆
= ∧ stack regs[id] 6= 〈〉

∧( add(id) ∨ p1(id) ∨ p2(id) )

• The Next action states that one process is non-
deterministically selected among those which can
take an execution step or that leaves all vari-
ables unchanged when all processes terminate.
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Next
∆
=

∨ ∃ id ∈ ProcSet : process(id)
∨(∀ id ∈ ProcSet : (stack regs[id] = 〈〉)∧ (unchanged vars))

• The main specification is defined by Spec
∆
=

Init ∧ 2[Next ]vars ∧WFvars(Next). To check liveness
properties in the system, we must consider fairness as-
sumptions.

The generated specification can be directly checked by
TLC. In that case, errors reported by TLC correspond to
runtime errors in the C code, e.g. dereferencing null-pointer,
uninitialized data access and division by zero.

4.4 Integrating abstract models
When checking whether a concurrent program satisfies a

given properties, the size of the state space of the program
limits the application of the model checking. A way to tackle
the state space explosion problem is abstraction. A program
usually have internal actions which need not to be considered
in the verification process. Ignoring such actions reduces the
state space of the program and makes the model checking
feasible. With TLA+, it is possible to define different levels
of abstraction and model check the existence of refinement
relationship between two specifications. A specification R
is a refinement of an abstract specification S iff R ⇒ S .
This is true iff there exists a refinement mapping between
the two specifications R and S . The refinement mapping [1]
maps states of the concrete specification with states of ab-
stract specification. From a generated TLA+ specification
by C2TLA+, TLC can check if this specification refines an
abstract model w.r.t. a refinement relation which preserves
the properties of the abstract system.

4.5 Results and current work
Currently, we developed the translator C2TLA+ which

automatically generates a TLA+ specification from C code.
The translator is based on the semantics of C. We assume
that generated specification behaves exactly as the C pro-
gram. We tried many academic examples of C code that we
checked using C2TLA+ and TLC. Actually, we are applying
the methodology on a critical part of the microkernel of the
PharOS [12] real-time operating system (RTOS). This part
consists of a distributed version of the scheduling algorithm
of the RTOS tasks. Examples of properties that we aim to
check include safety properties e.g. that all spinlocks pro-
tect the critical sections, at any instant of time, the system
schedules the (ready) task having earliest deadline, and also
liveness properties e.g. if a thread entered its critical section,
it will eventually leave it.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an approach for specifying and verify-

ing concurrent C programs based on an automated trans-
lation from C to TLA+. The goal of the approach is to
make concrete and abstract specifications interact. Abstract
models can define aspects not expressed in C code like con-
currency primitives, or define an abstract specification of a
concrete one. Using model checking technique, we can check
the refinement relations between two specifications and the
correctness properties of the whole system.

We aim to extend this work along several directions. We
plan to further study the use of TLA+ modules with differ-
ent levels of refinement. We also plan to check equivalence
between a C code and another simplified C code. The sim-
plified code contains less steps which would reduce the state
space of the system to verify. Another avenue of future work

include updating the translator to support missing features.
It would be interesting to profit from data analysis in C in
order to generate TLA+ code with less interleaving between
the processes. Finally, we plan to use the TLA+ proof sys-
tem to prove properties on an abstract TLA+ specification
and prove that a generated specification by C2TLA+ is a
refinement of this abstract specification.

We must remind that we are reporting the current state of
a work in progress and we shall further improvement in the
approach process and making it applicable on a considerable
case study.
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ABSTRACT
The rapid evolution of commercial multicore platforms has
raised the industry interest in developing and running ap-
plications independently on the same platform. However, in
realistic industrial settings, tasks belonging to different ap-
plications share resources that are not limited to the CPUs.
Applications share hardware components (e.g. co-processors
and actuators), and need to access portions of code that may
be protected by semaphores or mutexes.

In this paper we address the important challenge of re-
source sharing on multicore platforms through the use of
servers, i.e, through a hierarchical scheduling approach, which
is an effective technique to ensure the integration of indepen-
dently developed applications on the same computing plat-
form as well as the isolation of tasks. To solve that problem
we adapt and extend the MrsP [6] resource sharing protocol
and further combine it with the NPS-F scheduling algorithm
[5], which employs a server-base approach. A schedulability
analysis is then provided for the resulting framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
The interest of industry in real-time embedded applica-

tions has recently gained strength. This has been mainly
driven by the important need of taking as much benefit as
possible of the processing power offered by multicore plat-
forms, which can now be easily found in products ranging
from portable cell phones and smartphones to large com-
puter servers. Additionally, current software development
processes often involve more than one independent devel-
opment team (e.g. subcontractors) that produce software
components, which are further integrated to form a final
product.

In order to reach that goal, server-based techniques emerged
as an intuitive solution to effectively ensure the temporal
isolation and protection, while respecting all real-time con-
straints of the applications. Servers allow for the reservation
of a portion of the embedded system capacity for a specific
application. Therefore, it allows applications to run inde-
pendently through time partitioning.

The research on real-time systems for uniprocessor (sin-
gle core) is well established and consolidated, and there are
multiple works extending the uniprocessor scheduling algo-
rithms to multicore [7]. However, in practice, several chal-
lenges emerge when considering all the resources that must
be accessed by tasks running in a multicore environment.

In a realistic industrial application, the resources shared
by different tasks are not limited to the CPUs. Applications
share hardware components and need to access data or exe-

cute portions of code that may be protected by semaphores
or mutexes. This adds an additional layer of complexity
to the scheduling problem and requires the introduction of
Resource Sharing Protocols.

The objective of this work is to set the basis for the design
of a framework that is able to effectively handle the hierar-
chical scheduling of tasks on multicore platforms whilst tak-
ing the shared logical resources into consideration. Hence,
we adapt and combine the MrsP [6] resource sharing proto-
col with the NPS-F [5] scheduling algorithm.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the general sporadic task model, where each

task τi in a system τ is characterized by its minimum inter-
arrival time Ti, relative deadline Di, and worst-case compu-
tation time, Ci. That is, each task τi can generate a poten-
tially infinite number of jobs at least Ti time units apart,
and each job must execute for at most Ci time units before
its deadline occurring Di time units after its release. Arbi-
trary deadlines are assumed, but jobs from the same task
can never execute in parallel. The utilization ui of a task τi
is defined as ui = Ci/Ti and the system utilization, U(τ), is
defined as U(τ) =

∑n
i=1 ui.

The execution platform is composed of m identical phys-
ical processors, uniquely numbered P1 . . . Pm. We also con-
sider a set of k servers, uniquely numbered S1 . . . Sk. The
tasks are first mapped to a server, which are then allocated
to the processors. The server utilization U(Sq) is defined as:

U(Sq) =
∑

τi∈τ(Sq)

ui (1)

where τ(Sq) is the set of tasks assigned to Sq. We assume
that the utilization of a server never exceeds 1 and that it
never executes on more than one processor at a time.

Shared Resources (denoted as rj) are defined as the data
structures that are shared between tasks. They are divided
in two types; those that are shared by tasks mapped to
the same server, called local resources, and those that are
shared between tasks mapped to different servers, which are
called global resources. The code associated with a resource
is called a critical section and must be accessed under mu-
tual exclusion. The blocking time experienced by a task τi
when accessing a locked local resource is defined as the local
blocking time. Similarly, the blocking time experienced by
τi when it tries to access a locked global resource is defined
as the global blocking time.

The relation between tasks and resources is given by two
functions: F (τi) and G(rj). F (τi) returns the set of re-
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sources used by task τi and G(rj) returns the set of tasks
that use resource rj . The parameter cj is used to denote the
worst case execution time of the resource rj when accessed
by any task.

3. RELATED WORK
This section provides an overview of the MrsP protocol [6]

and the NPS-F scheduling algorithm [5], which constitute
the basis for the present work.

3.1 Review of MrsP
One of the most recent resource sharing protocols for mul-

ticore platforms is MrsP [6]. MrsP is restricted to fully par-
titioned systems where tasks are scheduled using fixed prior-
ities. The general sporadic task model is employed and each
processor Pk implements a local extension of the Stack Re-
source Policy (SRP) applied to the Priority Ceiling Protocol
(PCP) [11] (denoted as PCP/SRP), where all resources rj

are assigned a set of ceiling priorities, one for each processor
Pk. The ceilings are defined as the maximum priority of all
tasks allocated to Pk that use rj . Whenever a task τi at-
tempts to access rj , its priority is raised to the local ceiling
of rj . For local resources, MrsP behaves as an implementa-
tion of the uniprocessor PCP/SRP. For global resources, the
access to a resource is granted through a FIFO queue. While
waiting to gain access to resource rj that is already locked
by another task τk, τi remains active, i.e., it busy-waits for
the lock to become available (spin-based locking).

The characteristics of MrsP reviewed so far are similar to
MSRP [9], of which it is a variant. Its main difference is
that tasks busy-waiting may use their “spin” time to under-
take the execution of other waiting tasks. This means that
although MrsP is defined for partitioned systems, the tasks
still have the ability to migrate from one processor to an-
other at run-time. If a task τi is preempted whilst accessing
a resource ri, then τi can migrate to any processor on which
a task is waiting to gain access to ri. The authors claim that
this property effectively leads to a schedulability analysis
that presents an identical form to the response-time analysis
for uniprocessor, thus providing several desirable properties
of the single processor PCP/SRP [11][2]. Therefore, under
MrsP, tasks can execute requests from other tasks, thus pre-
venting a degradation of the system performance that would
result from a preemption of the task holding the resource.

It was proved in [6] that the MrsP resource sharing pro-
tocol can be incorporated in the Response-Time Analysis
(RTA)[1] in the following way:

Ri = Ci + max{ê, b̂}+
∑

τj∈hpl(i)

⌈
Ri
Tj

⌉
× Cj (2)

where hpl(i) is the set of local tasks with priority greater
than τi. The parameter ê is the maximum execution time of
a resource used by a local task with priority less than that of
τi and a local task with an equal or higher priority than τi.
The parameter b̂ is the maximum non-preemptive execution
time induced by the Real-Time Operating System (RTOS).

The Ci parameter for each task is given by:

Ci = WCETi +
∑

rj∈F (τi)

ni × ej (3)

where WCETi is the worst-case execution time of the task,
ignoring the time it takes to access resources (but including

all time spend in the RTOS). The second term of Equation
3 accounts for the increased cost of the potential parallel ac-
cess to resource rj due to tasks running on different proces-
sors. ni is the number of times τi uses rj and parameter ej

is the maximum amount of time τi might need to execute rj ,
including its spinning time, given by: ej = |map(G(rj))|×cj ,
where function |map(G(rj))| returns the number of proces-
sors onto which tasks that use resource rj can execute.

3.2 Review of NPS-F
NPS-F is a semi-partitioned scheduling algorithm [5]. The

semi-partitioned approach allows the development of algo-
rithms with a higher utilization bound than the partitioned
approach (better work balance between processors) and also
reduces the number of migrating tasks by avoiding the use
of global shared queues for scheduling tasks to processors,
when compared to the global scheduling approaches.

This algorithm employs a server-based approach, consid-
ering a set of k servers. In the so-called flat-mapping, the
tasks are assigned to the servers and each server is then as-
signed to one or two processors at most. A server has a
utilization upper-bounded by 1 and can never execute on
more than one processor at a time. Hence, each sever Sq is
equivalent to a unicore processor with a computing capacity
U(Sq). Each server serves one or more tasks using EDF as
the internal scheduling policy.

The NPS-F algorithm is composed of 4 steps. The first
step is the assignment of tasks to the servers, based on the
task’s utilization (ui). The second step is the computa-
tion of the capacity of each server Sq. NPS-F ensures the
schedulability of all tasks allocated to Sq, even under the
most unfavorable arrival phasings, i.e. when there are ready
tasks, but their associated servers are not executing. This is
achieved by inflating the utilization of the server, given by
Equation (1) (see [5][13] for more details). The third step of
the off-line procedure is the allocation of the servers to the
processors, following a semi-partitioned approach. Servers
that are assigned to only one processor are called non-split
servers, whereas servers that are assigned to two proces-
sors each are called split servers. Note that the servers that
serve the spli-tasks must be carefully positioned within the
time slots in order to avoid their overlapping in time. The
last step of the algorithm is performed at run-time, when
the dispatching inside each server is performed under EDF
policy.

Under NPS-F, it is the execution time of the servers which
is split - not directly that of the underlying tasks served. In
principle, this allows an improved efficiency in the utiliza-
tion of a multiprocessor system. NPS-F has a utilization
bound of 75% configurable up to 100% at the cost of more
preemptions and migrations.

Recently, a new schedulability test for mapping tasks to
servers for NPS-F has been proposed in [13]. But since we
aim at defining a hierarchical scheduling framework that al-
lows resource sharing between tasks, we first present some
useful concepts defined in [12]. The Resource Demand of
a task set τ(Sq) represents the collective workload resource
requirements that the tasks in τ(Sq) request within a cer-
tain interval of time t. The Demand Bound Function(DBF)
[4] of τ(Sq) calculates the maximum possible resource de-
mands required to satisfy its timing requirements within a
time interval of length t. The Resources Supply represents
the amount of time the system can provide for τ(Sq)’s execu-
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tion, which is in fact the execution time provided by a server
Sq, onto which τ(Sq) has been assigned. The Supply Bound
Function (SBF) calculates the minimum possible resources
supplies provided by a server Sq during a time interval of
length t. A server Sq is said to satisfy τ(Sq)’s execution
demand if:

DBF(Sq, t) ≤ SBF(Sq, t),∀t > 0 (4)

Inequality (4) is then used as the new NPS-F schedula-
bility test, meaning that the execution demand by all jobs
assigned to a server (computed using the DBF) cannot ex-
ceed the amount of time supplied by the server for their
execution, for every time interval of length t. Since the test
is based on the concept of the DBF (exact test for unicore
platforms) rather than on the utilization, it allows to over-
come many sources of pessimism that existed in the previous
analysis [5].

Assuming sporadic task sets with arbitrary deadlines and
ignoring all overheads (which can however be easily accounted
for as shown in [13]), the DBF(Sq, t) is given by:

DBF(Sq, t) =
∑

τi∈Sq

max

(
0,

⌊
t−Di
Ti

⌋
+ 1

)
× Ci (5)

To perform the assignment of the tasks to the servers,
NPS-F iterates over the set of all system tasks and attempts
to fit each one of them (according to the bin-packing heuris-
tic used, e.g., Next-Fit (NF) or First-Fit (FF)) in the servers.
Each task τi is provisionally added to the chosen server Sq
and the length of the testing time interval t is calculated.
The schedulability test defined by Equation (5) is then ap-
plied and if successful for some server Si, the task τi is per-
manently mapped to it. Otherwise, a new server is opened
and the task τi is added to it. If the schedulability test
fails for a server with only one task, then the task set is
considered unschedulable.

4. ACCOUNTING FOR SHARED
RESOURCES IN NPS-F

A current limitation of NPS-F is that it does not con-
sider the interaction between tasks (i.e. the access to shared
resources). The solution we propose in this paper comple-
ments NPS-F in that sense. It is based on an extension and
further adaptation of the MrsP [6] resource sharing proto-
col that takes the particularities of NPS-F into account. In
Section 4.1 we explain how the schedulability test of NPS
can be adapted to introduce MrsP resource sharing proto-
col. Then, the problem of mapping tasks to servers is briefly
addressed in Section 4.2.

We adapt MrsP to work with servers by instantiating the
concept of bandwidth inheritance [8]. With that solution,
one server may undertake the processing of a resource crit-
ical section on behalf of another task assigned to another
server. In order to better visualize the impact of such band-
width inheritance protocol, consider a simple system com-
posed of two servers and four tasks. It is assumed that both
servers are assigned to different physical processors and that
the global resource r1 is shared between the servers. Tasks
τ1 and τ2 are allocated to server S1; task τ1 uses the local
resource r1 and task τ2 does not use any shared resource
(apart from processor). Tasks τ3 and τ4 are allocated to
server S2; task τ3 also uses the global resource r1 and task
τ4 does not use any resource (apart from the processor).
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Figure 1: Example schedule with shared resource.

Two simple example schedules (with and without band-
width inheritance) for the system are provided in Fig.1 to
illustrate the solution. In Fig.1(a), tasks τ1 and τ3 are ex-
ecuting at instant t1. At instant t2 task τ1 locks resource
r1 and execute its critical section, represented by the nota-
tion τ1,r1 . At instant t3, task τ3 tries to access r1 but gets
blocked (represented in gray) because the resource is already
locked by τ1. Even worse, task τ1 is preempted by task τ2 at
t4. Task τ3 will only be able to continue its execution at t7,
after τ2 has finished its execution (t5) and after τ1 releases r1
(t6). The blocking interval of task τ3 is represented by B3.
In Fig.1(b), the notion of bandwidth inheritance is depicted.
The main difference in relation to the previous schedule is
that server S2 is able to undertake the processing of task
τ1 when it is preempted by τ2 at instant t4. Task τ1 then
executes the critical section and releases r1 at t = 5. Task
τ3 is then able to lock r1 much earlier than in the schedule
presented in Fig.1(a) and hence B3 is reduced.

4.1 Adaptation of the NPS-F Schedulability
Analysis

The main adaptation required is related to the restric-
tion adopted in MrsP [6] where tasks are scheduled using
fixed priority. Due to the fact that under NPS-F each server
serves one or more tasks employing an EDF scheduling pol-
icy [10], the scheduling analysis defined by Equation (2)
can no longer be applied. Considering this, a schedulability
analysis that accounts for resources sharing under the EDF
scheduling policy needs to be defined.

Thus we need to investigate how to account for the effects
of (global and local) shared resources into Equation (4). As
shown in [3], EDF-scheduled systems in which accessess to
shared resources are arbitrated by SRP can be integrated
into the analysis using a Blocking Function B(t). This func-
tion provides the longest blocking time a higher priority task
can experience when blocked by a lower priority task. Based
on [3], the Blocking Function B(t) can be approximated by
a function BL(Sq) and incorporated into Equation (4), re-
sulting in the following schedulability test:

∀t : BL(Sq) + DBF(Sq, t) ≤ SBF(Sq, t) (6)
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where BL(Sq) = max{ê, b̂} is the blocking term due to local
resources used by tasks served by Sq. In order to account
for the global resources shared under the MrsP protocol, the
DBF can be expanded as follows:

BL(t)+

n∑

k=1

max

(
0,

⌊
t−Dk
Tk

⌋
+ 1

)
×Ck ≤ SBF(Sq, t) (7)

where Ck is given by:

Ck = WCET (τk) +
∑

rj∈F (τk)

ej (8)

where ej is now given by ej = |mapserv(G(rj))|× cj . Func-
tion mapserv returns the set of servers onto which the tasks
accessing rj are assigned. Therefore, similarly to Equation
(4), the worst-case execution time of a task τi is augmented
by the maximum number of parallel access to each resource
used by τi. Since global accesses are performed in a FIFO
manner and because a priority ceiling protocol is used locally
to each server, there may be at most one parallel access per
server in which the resource is used. The Ci of each task is
therefore influenced by the number of servers accessing the
resource rather than the number of processors as it was the
case in Equation (4).

4.2 Mapping of tasks to servers
Equation (8) shows that the execution time ej of resource

rj depends on the number of servers that have parallel access
to rj . This leads to one of the key challenges foreseen when
applying Inequality (7), i.e. how to perform the mapping
of tasks into servers under NPS-F. This mapping uses the
schedulability test provided by Inequality (7). However, to
perform that schedulability test on a task τi, it is necessary
to know where the tasks accessing the same resources than
τi are assigned (through function mapserv). Therefore, this
leads to a circular dependency between the calculation of
the parallel access time to the resources and the assignment
of tasks to the servers.

One of the possible solutions to overcome this circularity
issue for global resources is to assume a worst case scenario in
terms of parallelism, when computing the schedulability test
of each task τi. This can be achieved by assuming that all
the tasks sharing resources with τi are mapped to different
servers. Under this scenario, two kinds of upper bounds on
the amount of parallelism for the access to the resource can
be considered: (i) the number of tasks that share resources
with τi; (ii) the maximum number of servers onto which the
tasks can be allocated.

The smallest of these two values can then be used as an
upper bound on |mapserv(G(rj))|. In this way the circular-
ity issue is broken. The allocation of the subsequent tasks
can be improved by taking into consideration the mapping
decisions already taken, and not the worst case any more.
However, we still have to consider the worst case scenario for
the tasks that have not been allocated to a server yet, but
that share resources with τi. Note that, through the defi-
nition of the parameter ê, local resources exhibit a similar
circular dependency between the mapping decisions and the
schedulability test. Again, this dependency could be broken
by considering the worst-case value for ê, which can be com-
puted taking the maximum blocking time that τi can suffer
from tasks already assigned to the same server Sq and those
that are not yet assigned to any server.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present a framework for scheduling real-

time tasks in multicore platforms with resources sharing.
The solution was based on an adaptation of MrsP resource
sharing protocol to work with the server-based semi-partitioned
scheduling algorithm NPS-F . The schedulability analysis of
tasks assigned to a server is provided, taking into account
the blocking time due to shared resources. The next foreseen
step is the mapping of the tasks to the servers, which has
circular dependencies with the schedulability test provided.
The method designed for NPS-F could then be extended to
any server based scheduling algorithm for multicore archi-
tectures and hence be used to design assignment techniques
ensuring the isolation of different applications sharing the
same computing platform.
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ABSTRACT
To target a wider spectrum of Time-Triggered(TT) imple-
mentations of hard real-time systems, we consider approaches
for building component-based systems that provide a phys-
ical model from a high-level model of the system and TT
specifications. The obtained physical model is thus suitable
for direct transformation into languages of specific TT plat-
forms. In addition, if these approaches provide correctness-
by-construction, they can help to avoid the monolithic a
posteriori validation.

In this paper, we focus on the TT interface concept of the
TT paradigm. And we present a method that transforms
the interaction in classic BIP (Behavior, Interaction, Prior-
ity) Model into a TT interface by source-to-source transfor-
mations. The method is based on the successive application
of two types of source-to-source transformations; Transfer
functions internalisation and n+ 1-ary connector to TT in-
terface transformation. The first simplifies the connector
transfer functions by modifying components automata. The
second transforms connector with simple transfer function
into TT interfaces.

Keywords
TT paradigm; correctness-by-construction; Source-to-source
transformation; BIP; interaction expressions; connectors;

1. INTRODUCTION
In hard real time computer systems, correctness of a re-

sult depends on both the time and the value domains.
With the increasing complexity of these systems, ensuring
their correctness using a posteriori verification becomes, at
best, a major factor in the development cost and, at worst,
simply impossible. An error in the specifications is not de-
tectable. We must, therefore, define a structured and simpli-
fied design process which allows the development of correct-
by-construction system. Thereby, monolithic a posteriori
verification can be avoided as much as possible.

Two fundamentally different paradigms for the design of
real-time systems are identified; Event-Triggered(ET) and
TT paradigms. In ET paradigm, all communication and
processing activities are initiated whenever a considerable
event, i.e., change of state in the observed variable, is no-
ticed. It doesn’t cope with demands for predictability and
determinism that must be met in hard real-time systems.
Activities in TT paradigm are initiated periodically at pre-
determined points in time. These statically defined activa-
tion instants enforce regularity and make TT systems more
predictable than ET systems. This approach is well-suited
for hard real-time systems.

A system model of this paradigm is essential to speed-up
understanding and smooth design task. It requires explic-
itly manipulating not only the value domain specifications,

but also temporal constraints for which high abstraction
level primitives are not provided. Kopetz [7] presents a TT-
Model of computation, based on essential properties of the
TT paradigm: the global notion of time that must be
established by a periodic clock synchronization in order to
enable a TT communication and computation, the tempo-
ral structure of each task, consisting of predefined start
and worst-case termination instants attributed statically to
each task and TT interfaces which is a memory element
shared between two interfacing subsystems. TT-Model sep-
arates the design of interactions between components from
the design of the components themselves.

To target a wider spectrum of TT implementations, we
consider approaches for building component-based systems
that provide a physical model from a high-level model of
the system and TT specifications. In addition, if these ap-
proaches provide correctness-by-construction, they can avoid
the monolithic a posteriori validation. We focus in particu-
lar on the framework BIP [1]. It is a component framework
for constructing systems by the superposition of three lay-
ers: Behaviour, Interaction, and Priority. The Behaviour
layer consists of a set of atomic components represented by
transition systems. The second layer describes possible in-
teractions between atomic component. Interactions are set
of ports and are specified by a set of connectors. The third
layer includes priorities between interactions using mecha-
nisms for conflict resolution. In this paper, we consider Real-
Time BIP version [2] where atomic components are repre-
sented by timed automata. We limit ourselves to connectors
and leave priorities for future work.

From a high-level BIP system model, a physical model
containing all TT concepts (such as TT interfaces, the global
notion of time and the temporal structure of each task) is
generated using a set of source-to-source transformations.
This physical model (called also BIP-TT model) is then
translated to the programming language specific to the par-
ticular TT platform. The program in this language is then
compiled using the associated compilation chain. Thus, BIP-
TT model is not dedicated to an exemplary architecture.

There have been a number of approaches exposing the rel-
evant features of the underlying architectures at high level
design tool. [8] presents a design framework based on UML
diagrams for applications running on Time Triggered Ar-
chitecture(TTA). This approach doesn’t support earlier ar-
chitectural design phase and needs a backward mechanisms
for the generated code verification. Since BIP design flow is
unique due to its single semantic framework used to support
application modelling and to generate correct-by-construction
code, many approaches tend to use it to translate high level
models into physical models including architectural features.
In [5], a distributed BIP model is generated from a high level
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one. In [4], a method is presented for generating a mixed
hardware/software system model for many-core platforms
from an application software and a mapping. These two ap-
proaches take advantages from BIP framework but they do
not address the TT paradigm. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our approach is the first to address the problem of
generating TT application from BIP high level models.

In this paper we address the issue of source-to-source
transformations that explicit TT communications in the phys-
ical model, in BIP framework. Other TT concepts ( the
global synchronized time and task temporal structure) trans-
formations are beyond the scope of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces BIP framework and explains the relevant
TT concepts. Section 3, presents a method using a set of
source-to-source transformations for generating a BIP model
expliciting TT communication interfaces, from a high level
classic BIP model. In Section 4, we conclude the paper by
discussing advantages and downsides of our method.

2. RELATED CONCEPTS
In this section, we present first the basic semantic model

of BIP, and main TT concepts that must clearly appear in
the final BIP-TT model.

2.1 The BIP component framework
In the BIP framework, for each layer, a concrete model

is provided. Atomic components model the behaviour layer.
The interaction layer is modelled with connectors and finally
Priorities is a mechanism for scheduling interactions.

An atomic component consists of a timed automaton with
local data and an interface consisting of ports. Transitions
in the component automaton are labelled by ports and can
execute C code to transform local data. Let P be a set of
ports. We assume that every port p ∈ P has an associated
data variable xp. This variable is used to exchange data
with other components, when interactions take place.

Definition 1. (atomic component):
An atomic component B is defined by B = (L,P, T,X,
{gτ}τ∈T , {fτ}τ∈T ), where,

• (L,P, T ) is a labelled transition system, that is:

– L is a set of control states
– P is a set of communication ports,
– T ⊆ L× 2P × L is a set of transitions

• X is a set of variables and for each transition τ ∈ T ,
gτ is a guard and fτ is an update function that is state
transformer defined on X.

Interactions which are sets of ports allowing synchroniza-
tions between components, are defined and graphically rep-
resented by connectors. The execution of interactions may
involve transfer of data between the participating compo-
nents. For every interaction, data transfer functions of an
interaction a are specified by an Up and a Down actions.
The action Up is supposed to update the local variables of
the connector, using the values of variables associated with
the ports. Conversely, the action Down is supposed to up-
date the variables associated with the ports, using the values
of the connector variables.

Definition 2. (Connector) A connector γ defines sets of
ports of atomic components Bi which can be involved in an
interaction a. It is formalized by γ = (P, a, q, g, Up,Down)
where:
• P is the support set of synchronized ports of γ with
P = a

• q is its exported port.
• g is the boolean guard expression.
• Up is the upward transfer function of the form xq :=
Up({xp}p∈a),.
• and Down is the downward transfer functions of the

form xp := Downp(xq) for each p ∈ a.

The interaction presented by this connector is of the form:

(q ← a).[g({xp}p∈a) : xq := Up({xp}p∈a)//xp∈a :=
Downdp(xq)]

2.2 TT Paradigm [6, 7]
TT paradigm encompasses these 3 key concepts;

The global synchronized time: It allows definition of in-
stances when communication and computation of tasks
take place in a TT system. It is established by a pe-
riodic clock synchronization from which other clocks
can be derived.

The temporal control structure of the task sequence:
The TT paradigm is based on a set of static schedules.
These schedules have to provide an implicit synchro-
nization of the tasks at run time. This introduces a
fixed task activation rates during system design. Thus
to each task is allocated predefined start instant (Tb)
and the worst-case termination instant (Te). These in-
stants are triggered by the progression of the global
time.

Time-Triggered interface(Firewall): It is a data-sharing
boundary between two communicating subsystems. Ex-
changed messages are state messages, informing about
the state of the relevant variable at a particular point
in time. A new version of a state message overwrites
the previous version. State messages are not consumed
on reading and they are produced periodically at pre-
determined points in real-time. Thus TT interfaces
contain real-time data which is a valid image of the
observed variable.

These three notions should clearly appear in the final BIP-
TT model to facilitate its translation into the programming
language specific to the particular TT platform.

3. TIME-TRIGGERED ARCHITECTURES
IN BIP

The methodology that integrates TT concepts in BIP, is
based on the transformation of an arbitrary BIP model with
additional TT annotations (task, TT interfaces) into more
restricted models called BIP-TT, which are suitable for di-
rect transformation into languages of specific TT platforms.

In order to understand the transformation process of a
BIP model into BIP-TT one, we present first the original
BIP and final BIP-TT models and then we detail the trans-
formation rules that transform the former into the latter.

3.1 The original BIP Model
We assume that the considered original BIP model con-

sists only of atomic components and flat connectors, exam-
ple cf.Figure1. Indeed, these assumptions do not impose
restrictions on the components since we can use the ”compo-
nent flattening” transformation [5] to replace every compos-
ite component by its equivalent set of atomic components.

Figure 1 shows a BIP model, made up of five atomic com-
ponents executing four different tasks. We assume that a
task is a set of elementary actions. Thus two or more com-
ponents can execute separately elementary actions belong-
ing to the same task. Each component is annotated by the
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Figure 1: High level BIP model

task it is executing and the component identifier. Take for
example the first component, annotated by ”T1-CP1”, i.e.,
”CP1” is its identifier and ”T1” is the executed task identi-
fier. Two different components may execute the same task,
e.g components ”CP4” and ”CP5”. The connector relating
such components is shown by dotted lines. To simplify the
presentation of figures’ automata in this paper, the temporal
aspect is not displayed.

3.2 BIP_TT Model
The final BIP-TT Model presents a hand-made transla-

tion of the TT paradigm, introduced by Kopetz, into a BIP
model. It clearly includes TT three main concepts.
Figure 2b shows roughly how should be the BIP-TT model
of the BIP model of Figure 2a. Red components are BIP
components and presents TT concepts.
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Figure 2: Modelling TT paradigm in BIP

As here we settle for studying source-to-source transfor-
mations to obtain TT interfaces from BIP connectors, we
model in Figure 3 the TT interface in BIP. It is an atomic
two-port component which behaviour is modelled by a la-
belled automaton with one state and two transitions, one
for reading action (labelled by the port WITT ) and one for
writing(labelled by the port RITT ).

L
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RITT

TTinterface

WITT
x

RITT
x

Figure 3: BIP model of the TT interface

3.3 Transformations from BIP classic model
to BIP-TT model: from the communica-
tion concept point of view

The high level BIP model refinement process is based on
the operational semantics of BIP [3] which allows to com-
pute the meaning of a BIP model with simple connectors
as a behaviourally equivalent BIP model that contains TT
interfaces cf.Figure 3. The transformation process follows
these two steps: 1) Transfer functions internalisation and
2) n+ 1-ary connector to TT interface transformation Fn.

These two transformations are described in reverse, from
the most specific to the most general N−ary connector case.
We use the high level BIP model in Figure 1 as a running
example throughout the paper to illustrate these transfor-
mation rules.

3.3.1 n + 1-ary connector to TT interface transfor-
mation (Fn)

This transformation is applied only on n+ 1−ary connec-
tor with only one writer, n readers, and with simple assig-

nation transfer functions, i.e., we just copy the value of the
associated variable to the writer port in the local variable
of the connector (the Up function), and copy the latter in
readers’ ports’ variables(Down functions). Note that this
behaviour is similar to the TT interface one which is used to
make and transfer copy from the producer to consumers. We
denote this transformation function by Fn, it transforms an
n+ 1−ary connector C = (PC , aC , qC , gC , UpC , DownC), in
the source model, into the triplet; binary connector C1, TT
interface ITT , and an n−ary connector Cn2 , in the resulting
model. These are defined below in function of the initial
connector C. Let PC be the set of ports of the connector C
such as PC = {pWC , {pRCi}i∈[1..n]}.

Rule 1. C1

C1 is formalized by C1 = (P1, a1, q1, g1, Up1, Down1). The
interaction presented by this connector is then of the form:

(q1 ← a1 = {pWC , pWITT }) . [gC(xpWC
) :

xq1 := Up1(xpWC
) = xpWC

//xp∈a1 := Down1(xq1) = xq1 ]

Rule 2. ITT

The atomic component ITT = (L,P, T,X, {gτ}τ ∈ T, {fτ}τ ∈
T ) where L = {l} , P = {pWITT , pRITT } , T is a set of the
two possible transitions, each labeled by one of the two ports.

Rule 3. Cn
2

Cn2 is formalized by Cn2 = (Pn2 , a2, q2, g2, Up2, Down2).
The interaction presented by this connector is of the form:

(q2 ← a2 = {pRITT , {pRCi}i∈[1..n]}) .
[gC({xpRCi

}i∈[1..n]) : xq2 := Up2(xpRITT
) =

xpRITT
//xp∈a2 := Down2(xq2) = xq2 ]

Example 1. If we suppose that there exists only one writer
among the first three components in the example of Figure
1 ( for example CP1), then this transformation will trans-
form connectors Conn1 (using F2) and Conn2 (using F1)
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Conn1 and Conn2 connectors to TT interfaces
transformation

3.3.2 Transfer functions internalisation

This transformation takes an arbitrary N−ary connector
with transfer functions different from the simple assignation
and produces a connector with simple assignations transfer
functions. Then the transformation function Fn can be ap-
plied on the obtained connector. Up and Down functions
are internalised by modifying components’ automata. In this
transformation readers and writers are detected. Suppose
that there are m writers, m ≥ 1 and n readers, N ≤ n+m,
i.e., a component can be both reader and writer. One com-
ponent writer is randomly chosen to be ”the maestro” (in the
rest of the paper the maestro is the mth writer). It is then
connected to all the rest of writers via m− 1 binary connec-
tors, so that to aggregate all their data, and to readers via
an n−ary connector.

Automata of Writers Wj,j∈[1,m−1] and readers Ri,i∈[1,n],
are modified so that to internalize their concerned Down
functions. The maestro M component and automaton are
modified by adding ports, variables, states and transitions.
We denote their refined models respectively by W r

j,j∈[1,m−1],
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Rri,i∈[1,n]andMr. Thus the initial connector C = (PC , aC , qC ,

gC , UpC , DownC) is split into m− 1 binary connectors
Cbi,i∈[1,m−1] if m > 1, and an n−ary connector Cn.

We denote the sets of ports and interactions of the initial
connector C respectively by PC = {{pWi}i∈[1..m]

⋃{pRj}j∈[1..n]}
and aC . Ports pM and pRi are respectively ports of the mae-
stro and the component Ri involved in the interaction aC .
The derived connectors after transformation and the refined
components are defined below.

Rule 4. Connector Cb
i,i∈[1,m−1]

Cbi is formalized by Cbi = (P bi , a
b
i , q

b
i , g

b
i , Up

b
i , Down

b
i ).

The interaction presented by this connector is then of the
form: (qbi ← abi = {pWi , pMi}) . [gC(xpWi

) :

xqbi
:= Upbi (xpWi

) = xpWi
//xpMi

:= Downbi (xqbi
) = xqbi

]

Cn connector, relating the maestro writer component to
the n reader components is defined below;

Rule 5. Connector Cn

Cn is formalized by Cn = (Pn, an, qn, gn, Upn, Downn),
where:

The interaction presented by this connector is then of the
form: (qn ← an = {pM , {pRj}j∈[1..n]}) . [gC({pRj}j∈[1..n]) :
xqn := Upn(xpM ) = xpM //xpRj

:= Downn(xqn) = xqn ]

We now present how we transform a writer component M
in original BIP model, into a maestro component Mr that is
capable to aggregate all other writers data, to internalize Up
transfer function of the initial connector and then to send
the result of this function to readers. The maestro compo-
nent Mr, has m− 1 ports pMi allowing its connection with
the rest of writers and a port pM relating the maestro to
readers. Old exported variable x is kept as a local variable,
and a new variable z is associated with the port pM . To be
able to internalize the Up function of the initial connector,
m−1 states and transitions are added before each transition
labelled by the port pM . Each new transition is labelled by
a port PMi . Then Up function is executed in the last new
transition. Then, after executing the interaction involving
PM port, we copy z variable to x variable. Figure 5 shows
an example of the maestro transformation, in case of a con-
nector with 2 writers m = 2, and which transfer functions
are Up and Down.

L1start

L2

pM
process(x)

pM

x
L1start

L2’ L2
pM1

z = Up(x,x1)

pM
x = DownpM(z)

process(x)

pMpM1

zx1

x

Figure 5: Example of a writer to a maestro transformation
with m = 2

Example 2. Based on the example model of figure1, we
suppose that the connector Conn1 have the following trans-
fer functions. The transfer functions of the connector C2

are simple assignations; Up : xConn1 = U(xp1) and
Down : xp1 = D1(xConn1), xp2 = D2(xConn1) and xp3 =
D3(xConn1).

By applying the transformation to this connector, we ob-
tain the model of Figure 6. Since the initial model con-
tains just one writer, the connector topology remains in-
tact, only its transfer functions and component behaviours
are modified in that example. Functions U and D1 will
be integrated to CP1 component. D2 (resp. D3) function
will be internalized in CP2 (resp. CP3). In each compo-
nent, we export a new variable z (instead of x) in ports pi,
i ∈ [1, 3]. For down functions ( D1, D2 and D3), we add

a C function in every transition labelled by port pi. This
function is of the form x = Di(z), i ∈ [1, 3]. Concern-
ing Up function, a state and a transition are added before
each transition labelled by the writing port p1 in the com-
ponent T1 − CP1. The new transition executes a C func-
tion of the form z = U(x). The new connector Conn′1 have
the following transfer functions: Up : xConn′

1
= zp1 and

Down : zp1 = zp2 = zp3 = xConn′
1
.

L1
L1’start

p1

z = U(x)

x = D1(z)

L1start

p2x = D2(z) L1start

L2
p3

p4

x = D3(z)

L1start

L2
p6

p5

L1start

L2

p7

T1-CP1 T2-CP2 T3-CP3 T4-CP4 T4-CP5

Conn′1

Conn2 Conn3

p1

zx

p2

zx

p3

zx

p4
x

p5
x

p6
x

p7
x

Figure 6: Conn1 transfer functions internalisation

4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
BIP connectors, can be transformed into TT interfaces

by successive application of two types of source-to-source
transformations; Transfer functions internalisation and
n + 1-ary connector to TT interface transformation.
The first simplifies the connector transfer functions by mod-
ifying components automata while keeping the same general
behaviour of the model. The second transforms connector
with simple transfer functions to TT interfaces.

The major asset of these source-to-source transformations,
is that we don’t add new components requiring adding new
tasks, a part from TT interfaces. These transformations
focus on transforming atomic components by adding new
ports, new variables and extending automata with new states
and transitions. The number of added states strongly de-
pends on the number of writers in the model and the number
of transitions labeled by the port involved in the interaction.

For that we propose in our future work to study differ-
ent cases and to decide whether to modify components au-
tomata or add a task that orchestrates all interactions with-
out altering components’ automata. Then, based on system
constraints, a trade-off can be defined.
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ABSTRACT
Limited-preemptive scheduling has gained popularity due to
its ability to guarantee predictable behaviors with respect to
preemption overheads on uniprocessors, e.g., minimize cache
related preemption delays. However, only few techniques
exist that extend limited-preemptive scheduling to multicore
systems where the challenge of predictably sharing the cache
is further exacerbated.

In this paper, we propose a cache aware partitioning strat-
egy for limited-preemptive real-time tasks. We use the con-
cept of feasibility windows that are specified by a period, rel-
ative offset and deadline, and a processor core, to ensure
the behavior of the schedule that minimizes cache effects, as
well as achieve efficient partitioning. Optimization is used
to derive the feasibility windows for non-preemptive regions
of the tasks. The feasibility windows can be instantiated to
the context of table driven, earliest deadline first or fixed
priority based schedulers.

1. INTRODUCTION
The multicore revolution has lead to a revived interest

in multiprocessor real-time scheduling. The deployment of
multiprocessors in real-time systems is beneficial due to the
increased processing capacity that these platforms provide.
Many multiprocessor scheduling algorithms have been pro-
posed in the literature that can be broadly classified into
global and partitioned multiprocessor scheduling paradigms.
Under the global scheduling paradigm, the real-time tasks
are dispatched from a global queue based on some rule, e.g.,
global preemptive Earliest Deadline First. Under the par-
titioned scheduling paradigm, the real-time tasks are first
partitioned onto the available processors, and each processor
locally schedules the tasks according to some rule, e.g, parti-
tioned EDF. However, both global and partitioned schedul-
ing paradigms have disadvantages that prevent the total
utilization of the processing capacity that multiprocessing
platforms provide. For example, global scheduling suffers
from the Dhall effect [2] in which deadline misses cannot be
avoided even though the taskset utilization is orders of mag-
nitude less than the available processing capacity. Similarly,
under partitioned scheduling on an m-processor platform,
there exist tasksets that can only use half the available pro-
cessing capacity (e.g., m tasks each with utilization over
50%) [3]. Such a problem arises because partitioning (bin
packing) becomes less efficient when there are high utiliza-

∗This work was supported by the Swedish Research Council
project Contesse (2010-4276).

tion tasks. Several semi-partitioned scheduling algorithms
were proposed that build on the best of global and parti-
tioned paradigms by permitting restricted migrations across
the processors. However, many of the associated schedu-
lability analyses assume negligible runtime overheads such
as preemption related delays, or require over-provisioning of
resources.

Multicore processors offer a cheap and flexible multipro-
cessing platform, that reduces the Size, Weight and Power
(SWaP) constraints. The deployment of multicore proces-
sors in real-time applications is complicated by various hard-
ware features whose worst-case performance diverges signifi-
cantly from the average case. For example, the use of shared
caches speed-up data access times and in turn the processing
speed. However it can significantly increase the overhead in
case of a cache miss. Multi-core systems consist of a num-
ber of groups of cores that typically share caches at different
levels.

L2	  cache	  

L1	  cache	  

CPU	  

core 1 

L1	  cache	  

CPU	  

core 2 

Figure 1: Example of a multicore system.

An example of a multicore system is given in Figure 1, in
which cores 1 and 2 share the L2 cache. As a consequence of
such an architecture, the worst-case execution time (WCET)
of a task allocated to a particular core will depend on the
allocation of tasks on the other core. For example, in the
above figure, if a task A is allocated on core 1, since it is
sharing a cache with core 2, task A’s WCET may depend on
the tasks allocated on core 2. This is because the tasks exe-
cuting on core 2 can evict the L2 cache lines used by task A
introducing temporal overheads in the schedule, e.g., Cache
Related Preemption Delays (CRPDs), potentially leading
to deadline misses. Note that in this case, non-preemptively
scheduling task A on any of the core has no particular ben-
efit since a task that is executing in parallel on the other
core can invalidate the L2 cache for task A. One solution
is to ‘schedule’ the cache preemptively or non-preemptively,
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such as done by Ward et al. [13]. Such an approach implies
blocking on some tasks (when using non-preemptive locks on
caches) or increased overheads (when preemptively schedul-
ing caches), which can be avoided by slicing the task into
subtasks. However, this approach requires modification of
the Operating System (OS) to support cache management
techniques. Additionally, since tasks are assumed to be al-
ready partitioned, the method is less flexible with respect
to controlling blocking that occurs when tasks on a partic-
ular core have to wait for tasks on another core to unlock
the shared cache lines. This is because partitioning tasks
makes it difficult to move around the execution windows of
the corresponding jobs to minimize blocking. Another ap-
proach is to partition the cache among the competing tasks
such that each task may use only the cache lines allocated
to it [10]. However, such an approach requires compiler sup-
port which complicates the system development. Finding
alternate methods that do not require extra support, such
as modifications to the OS or specialized tools, to make the
shared caches more predictable is interesting in cases where
the development platforms cannot be modified.

Limited-preemptive scheduling has gained popularity due
to the combined benefit of preemptive and non-preemptive
scheduling offered by such schedulers [5]. Under fixed pre-
emption point scheduling, the preemptions are restricted to
certain locations in the code in order to improve predictabil-
ity with respect to cache behavior. It may be possible to
identify data intensive regions of code that requires the use
of L2 cache by looking at the code characteristics. Whereas,
some regions of code may require only the L1 cache. There-
fore preemption points can be placed at locations where pre-
emption related overheads are negligible, or to demarcate
regions of code accessing the L2 cache (e.g., using meth-
ods similar to [11]) and consequently enable co-scheduling
of non-preemptive regions of all the tasks that access the
L2 cache. If it is not possible to demarcate such regions,
the entire task is tagged as non-preemptive. As noted by
Anderson et al. [1], the overheads due to L1 cache misses
are not significant compared to L2 misses. Scheduling non-
preemptive regions that access L2 cache on the same pro-
cessor can increase efficiency while decreasing preemption
related overheads since they can potentially make use of
the L1 cache instead. If they cannot make use of the L1
cache, temporal partitioning can be enforced so that such
non-preemptive regions do not execute in parallel. To sum-
marize, co-scheduling non-preemptive regions has the ad-
vantage that it can satisfy the following constraints: a) it
can potentially improve allocation and scheduling efficiency
since smaller objects enable efficient bin packing b) temporal
separation can be enforced for the non-preemptable blocks
that access the same L2 cache lines without any modifica-
tions to the OS c) the non-preemptive regions can poten-
tially share the L1 cache instead of the L2 cache minimizing
L2 cache accesses by allocating them to the same processor.
Marinho et al. [9] and Davis et al. [6] proposed schedu-
lability analyses for global limited-preemptive FPS. Later,
we [12] proposed a schedulability analysis for global limited-
preemptive EDF.

In this paper, we propose a methodology to partition non-
preemptive regions of a task onto a multicore platform such
that the effects of the shared cache (L2 in this case) on
the execution times are minimized, thereby making the sys-
tem more predictable. Mathematical optimization is used

to minimize the number of processors required to schedule
the non-preemptive regions.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a set of n periodic real-time

tasks Γ = {τ1, τ2, ...τn} to be scheduled on identical mul-
tiprocessors. Each τi is characterized by an inter-arrival
time Ti, and a relative deadline Di ≤ Ti, and consists of
pi non-preemptive blocks that have to be executed sequen-
tially. The Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of the kth

non-preemptive block of τi, k ∈ [1, pi], is denoted by βi,k,
and

∑pi
k=1 βi,k = Ci. This can be calculated using currently

available uniprocessor WCET tools [8]. The preemption oc-
curring at the end of a non-preemptive block is assumed to
incur negligible preemption overhead or is accounted for in
the WCET of the following block. The notation βi,k also
denotes the kth non-preemptive block of τi. Although the
blocks need to execute sequentially, different blocks may ex-
ecute on different cores. The overhead due to these ”migra-
tions” can be controlled (minimized) by appropriately plac-
ing preemption points (using methods similar to [11]).

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We build on our previous works [7] to derive feasibility

windows for the non-preemptive blocks of every task, that
guarantee a specified behavior of the schedule, e.g., timeli-
ness and temporal separation, to achieve a predictable cache
behavior. We first present the methodology applied at a task
level, and later extend it to job level to finely control parti-
tioning.

Definition 1. The feasibility window of a non-preempt-
ive block βi,k of a task τi is defined by a time period, relative
offset and deadline, and a processor core on which the non-
preemptive block βi,k must execute in order to guarantee a
specified temporal isolation from the non-preemptive blocks
that access the same cache lines scheduled on other cores.

The execution of the non-preemptive blocks within the asso-
ciated feasibility windows guarantees their non-preemptive
execution, efficient partitioning, as well as temporal separa-
tion from non-preemptive blocks that access the same cache
lines, while requiring no modification to the OS. Since fea-
sibility windows are derived per non-preemptive block, the
non-preemptive blocks are converted to artifact tasks. These
artifact tasks have task parameters specified by the associ-
ated feasibility window, and are scheduled just like normal
tasks. The period of an artifact tasks is an integer multi-
ple of the original task.The non-preemptive blocks can be
scheduled using the deadlines that specify the associated
feasibility window, or fixed priorities can be derived using
the method presented in [7].

3.1 Motivating Example
Consider three tasks τ1, τ2 and τ3 as shown in table 1.

In order to partition these tasks on a multicore system, 3
processors are required since all the three tasks have uti-
lization greater than 50%. It is now possible to use cache
management technique proposed earlier e.g., by [13] to tem-
porally separate the executions of those regions of code that
create cache conflicts if executed in parallel. The resulting
schedule is given in Figure 2, in which the regions of code
that generate cache conflicts when executed in parallel are
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Task Ci Di = Ti βi,k
τ1 3 5 β1,1 = 3
τ2 6 10 β1,1 = 3, β1,2 = 3
τ3 6 10 β1,1 = 3, β1,2 = 3

Table 1: Example task set

τ1 

10 5 3 

Processor 1 

τ2 

10 3 

Processor 2 

τ3 

10 3 

Processor 3 

regions of code that does not share cache regions of code that shares cache 

Figure 2: Schedule under Ward et al’s [13] method.

highlighted using the darker color. These regions can be
temporally seperated as shown in the figure e.g., by using
resource sharing protocols [13] or cache partitioning. Such
a methodology requires the OS to have control of the cache
management.

Instead, our methodology exploits real-time scheduling to
guarantee temporal separation by deriving appropriate task
parameters such as priorities, release times and deadlines
such that the regions of code that accesses the same cache
blocks are separated in time.

Consider the partitioning of the example taskset given in
table 1. In this case, τ2 can be split into two artifact tasks
each with a period 10, release times 0 and 6 respectively,
and deadlines 6 and 10 respectively. These artifacts can be
allocated to different processors as shown in Figure 3 The
artifact tasks can now be allocated to 2 different processors,
instead of 3, to achieve an efficient packing. The resulting
tasksets can now be scheduled using standard uniprocessor
scheduling algorithms, e.g., EDF, by converting the feasibil-
ity windows to job level or task level priorities. This method
achieves a predictable cache behavior without the need to
modify the OS, e.g., to incorporate support for cache man-
agement such as done by [13].

3.2 Methodology Overview
In this section, we present the methodology to derive the

feasibility windows for the non-preemptive blocks of every
task. We use mathematical optimization to derive the feasi-
bility windows that guarantees the required execution pat-
tern that minimizes cache effects while achieving efficient
partitioning of the non-preemptive blocks.

Constraints on the feasibility windows: We first present
constraints on the release times and deadlines of βi,k, de-
noted by γi,k and δi,k.

Calculating release times: Every task τi has pi non-preemptive
blocks denoted by βi,k, k ∈ [1, pi]. The latest start-time
(lst) of the last non-preemptive block of τi denoted by βi,pi

τ1 

10 5 3 

Processor 1 

Processor 2 

τ3 

10 3 

τ2 

10 3 

τ2 

10 3 

regions of code that does not share cache regions of code that shares cache 

Feasibility window 

Feasibility window 

Figure 3: Schedule under our methodology.

is given by:

lst(βi,pi) = Di − βi,pi
Only then can the pthi non-preemptive block complete before
the deadline Di— a deadline miss occurs if it starts later.
The pthi block can immediately start its execution once all
the pi − 1 blocks complete their execution, and hence its
earliest start-time (est) is given by,

est(βi,pi) =

pi−1∑

j=1

βi,j

Similarly, the latest start-time and earliest start-time of any
kth such non-preemptive block of τi is given by:

lst(βi,k) = Di −
pi∑

j=k

βi,j

and

est(βi,k) =

k−1∑

j=1

βi,j

Therefore, the actual release time γi,k of βi,k is defined by
the following inequality:

est(βi,k) ≤ γi,k ≤ lst(βi,k) (1)

Calculating deadlines: The kth non-preemptive block of τi
should finish before the release time of the k + 1th block of
τi. Therefore, the deadline δi,k of βi,k is given by:

δi,k ≤ γi,k+1 (2)

In the above equation when k = pi, γi,k+1 = Di to en-
sure that the deadline of the last non-preemptive block is no
greater than the original task τi deadline.

Size of feasibility windows: Additionally the feasibility win-
dow specified by γi,k and δi,k should be large enough to
execute the kth block, i.e.,

δi,k − γi,k ≥ βi,k (3)

Temporal separation guarantees: In order to guarantee tem-
poral separation of blocks βi,k and βj,l, we need to ensure
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Figure 4: An alternate schedule using job level anal-
ysis.

that the release time of either one of the block is later than
the deadline of the other, i.e.,

γi,k ≥ δj,l or γj,l ≥ δi,k (4)

Optimization: We can now use mathematical optimiza-
tion along with the constraints on the feasibility windows
derived above to partition the non-preemptive regions and
derive associated values for all γi,k and δi,k of all the tasks.
In case sufficient computing power is not available, heuristics
can be used to find an appropriate partitioning scheme, and
associated feasibility windows specified by the constraints
presented above. We do not go into the details of the opti-
mization formulation as it can be formulated using existing
techniques (such as done by Baruah and Bini [4]).

3.3 Job level analysis
In this following, we give some insights into adapting the

above method to job level, thereby enabling better control
on the partitioning. For example, if the system designer
wants to avoid splitting of task τ2 in Table 1, an alternative
schedule can be obtained. An example is given in Figure 4
where the jobs of task τ1 is split into two artifact tasks each
with a period 10 and release times 0 and 5 respectively, and
deadlines 5 and 10 respectively. By guiding the optimization
using additional constraints on the different jobs, many such
partitioning schemes can be obtained allowing a system de-
signer to achieve various trade-offs. However, a downside of
using a job level analysis is the increase in complexity due
to the increased number of constraints. For example, the
constraints 1 to 4 should be further broken down into a set
of job level constraints, and additional constraints should be
added to ensure that all non-preemptive blocks of all jobs
of the same task execute on the same processor (e.g., using
binary variables that indicate whether they need to be on
the same processor).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we present a methodology to exploit limited-

preemptive scheduling in multicore systems to achieve pre-
dictable cache behavior while ensuring efficient partitioning
of non-preemptive regions on the cores. Our method can be
adapted to a wide range of contexts by defining suitable con-
straints on the feasibility windows for the non-preemptive re-
gions. Additionally, the task partitioning and scheduling can

be finely controlled by breaking down the task level analysis
into a job level analysis and specifying additional constraints
on the non-preemptive blocks of the different jobs.

The proposed method enables trade-offs between efficiency
and complexity.
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ABSTRACT
Modern embedded hard real-time systems often have to com-
ply with several design constraints. On the one hand, the
system’s execution time has to be provably less than or equal
to a given deadline. On the other hand, further constraints
may be given with regard to maximum code size and en-
ergy consumption due to limited resources. We propose an
idea for a compiler-based approach to automatically opti-
mize embedded hard real-time systems with regard to mul-
tiple optimization criteria.

1. INTRODUCTION
In hard real-time systems, a task’s Worst-Case Execution

Time (WCET) must be lower than or equal to its deadline.
However, many embedded systems have to comply with ad-
ditional requirements. Minimizing energy consumption is
an issue on mobile systems in order to save battery and al-
low for longer operation of devices. Additionally, embedded
devices commonly have to cope with limited memory and
therefore have to adhere to code and data size constraints.

Current optimizing compilers like GCC or LLVM mostly
base their optimization techniques on heuristics. They can-
not guarantee that the compiled and linked binary will ad-
here to all constraints. Therefore, the system developer
manually has to analyze the resulting binary for compliance
with the requirements. If one or more requirements are vi-
olated, the developer manually has to modify the compiler
input and analyze the system’s behaviour iteratively until all
requirements are fulfilled. This may be a tedious approach,
especially in cases with tight requirements on a given hard-
ware architecture.

In order to ease system development, we provide a con-
cept for an automated compiler-based multi-criteria opti-
mization framework. If the compiler is unable to generate a
sufficient solution, it will provide direct feedback, allowing
the developer to remove functionality or upgrade hardware
capabilities.

Although our approach is flexible enough to be adapted to
different constraints, at least those which can be expressed
by linear functions, we currently focus on WCET, code size
and energy consumption, as we have identified them to be
both academically challenging and practically relevant.

The key contributions of this paper are:

• We propose an idea on a compiler-based approach for
a multi-criteria optimization framework.

∗This work was partially supported by Deutsche Forschungs-
gesellschaft (DFG) under grant FA 1017/1-2.

• We illustrate our approach using existing compiler op-
timization techniques.
• We demonstrate its capabilities by applying it to a

synthetic example.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives a brief
overview of related projects. Section 3 explains our underly-
ing approach. Section 4 shows an example to illustrate this
approach. This paper closes with a conclusion and a view
on future challenges.

2. RELATED WORK
An optimization method trying to reduce the execution

time and size of the code generated by a standard compiler
is suggested in [9]: NSGA-II, a genetic algorithm for multi-
criteria optimization, chooses which of GCC’s optimizations
should be enabled. Embedded systems are not targeted, so
energy is not a criterion. The proposed iterative method
needs several compilations; in contrast, non-heuristic algo-
rithms can provide results in one optimization run.

Li and Malik [4] propose an ILP-based method for the
estimation of a program’s WCET. Their implicit path enu-
meration technique (IPET) uses flow constraints to model
the program’s control flow. The ILP objective function is
then set to maximize the execution time while adhering to
the flow constraints. While this approach is able to calcu-
late tight and safe approximations for the WCET, the max-
imization objective prevents it from being used as basis for
optimizations which try to minimize the WCET. Suhendra
et al. [8] have solved this issue by implicitly summing up the
execution times of basic blocks. Branches are modeled us-
ing multiple constraints, and the WCET can be calculated
by trying to minimize one ILP variable which holds the ex-
ecution time of the whole program. This approach will be
further described in section 3.

Many embedded platforms feature a scratchpad memory
(SPM), which is a relatively small but very fast and energy
efficient memory. Steinke et al. [7] show in an example that
with a scratchpad of 128 bytes, the total energy consumption
of a system (CPU, main memory and scratchpad) can be
reduced by two thirds.

Function specialization [6] (also known as function cloning
or procedure cloning), as it is used in this paper, is a common
basic compiler optimization. If a function is called with one
or more known arguments, the compiler can add specialized
versions of this function to the program text and replace the
corresponding calls to them, which usually helps to reduce
the program runtime, because some overhead at call time
and inside the specialized functions can be saved.
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3. APPROACH
Our approach combines and extends WCET-aware func-

tion specialization [5] and SPM allocation [3] to a multi-
criteria optimization which optimizes for WCET, energy
consumption and code size. SPM allocation affects both
energy consumption and WCET with very small influence
on the total code size. Function specialization increases code
size and may decrease the WCET, but has a negligible effect
on energy consumption. These properties are taken into ac-
count by the integer linear programming formulas described
in the following sections. The ILP program decides which
functions should be specialized and which ones are to be put
into SPM in order to

• meet the system’s timing deadline,
• fit the program into the available memory, and
• minimize the average-case energy consumption of the

program.

At the current stage of our work, we only consider single-
tasking systems running on memory without any caches.
Functions specialized in more than one way are not consid-
ered, although adding support for that case to our formu-
las should be possible by interpreting such specializations
as additional functions. We restrict the SPM allocation to
function level. Therefore, each function may either be com-
pletely located in SPM or in Flash.

Prior to performing our optimization, safe approximations
for WCET and average-case energy consumption have to be
obtained for each function, both specialized and not, and
whether it is located in SPM or in Flash memory. Ad-
ditionally, the code size must be determined for both the
specialized and the original version of each function. This
analysis may be performed using tools like AbsInt aiT [1]
for the system’s WCET or by measurements for the energy
consumption. The analysis itself is not part of our approach
and will not be discussed any further.

An integer linear programming (ILP) problem is used to
model the challenge and calculate an ideal solution. Energy
consumption is usually a soft constraint, because hard upper
bounds on a system’s operational time cannot be easily pre-
dicted, so minimization of the average energy consumption
is usually chosen as the multi-criteria optimization goal.

Throughout this paper, we use the notational conventions
shown in table 1. Capital letters are used for constants in
the ILP formulas, while small letters depict ILP variables.

3.1 ILP Description of the System
Suhendra et al. [8] introduce an ILP-based method for

optimizing hard real-time systems. In order to model a pro-
gram’s control flow as set of integer linear constraints, the
task is split into its basic blocks. A basic block is defined
as a set of instructions that must be traversed from top to
bottom without any jumps or branches. The control flow is
then modeled by calculating the accumulated WCET wB of
a basic block B as the sum of the net execution time cB of
B and the accumulated execution time of its successor. This
implicit summation stops at function borders. Therefore, for
a block B that calls a function, wB = cB +wU +wT (U being
the succeeding block within B’s surrounding function and T
being the called function’s entry block). Multiple successors
can be modeled by using multiple constraints. The ILP’s ob-
jective function is then defined to minimize the accumulated
execution time of the task’s entry basic block.

F set of all functions in the program after function
specialization (F of course always includes the
entry point, function main),

f a function,
f0 a specialized form of function f ,

Nf,g number of times function f calls function g,
Sf code size of function f ,

sFlash amount of non-SPM main memory (like flash
EEPROM) needed by the program code,

sSPM amount of SPM needed by the program code,
Ef energy consumption of function f ,
D deadline of the task,

Wf accumulated WCET of function f ,
rf binary decision variable for SPM usage of f ,
pf binary decision variable for specialization of f .

Table 1: Notational conventions

For an illustration of how the control flow graph is trans-
formed to enable this ILP-based analysis of the WCET, re-
fer to our bench example program in section 4: the original
control flow graph is shown in figure 1. Figure 2 depicts the
final step of the graph transformation. The resulting graph
is of course no longer suitable for generation of the program
binary, it is solely used for WCET analysis.

3.2 WCET Optimization
ILP-based optimizations like [3] assign individual basic

blocks to the SPM. Due to the linearity inherent to ILP and
to reduce overall complexity, effects of platform-dependent
details like timing costs for jump instructions to and from
blocks on the SPM are highly overapproximated. The opti-
mizations usually aim at leading the ILP solver in the right
direction to minimize the overall WCET, but due to the
overestimated timing penalties, the ILP program’s estima-
tion of the system’s WCET will be a huge overapproxima-
tion. When optimizing for one single criterion, this problem
is easily handled by trying to minimize the WCET, and af-
terwards performing a static WCET analysis to calculate
tight WCET estimates. With multi-criteria optimizations,
however, we may be using the WCET as a design constraint,
and not as the primary optimization goal. As stated above,
our approach focuses on minimizing the average-case energy
consumption, while still meeting the system’s timing con-
straints. Therefore, instead of minimizing for the WCET,
we add an additional constraint to the ILP rules to define
an upper bound for the system’s maximum execution time:

w∗main ≤ D (1)

w∗main denotes the system’s accumulated WCET in the ILP
formulation, D is defined as the system’s deadline. To avoid
the aforementioned overestimation of the system’s WCET,
we limit the SPM optimization to whole functions. We de-
fine a binary decision variable rf which is set to 1 if function
f is located on SPM, and 0 else. We use aiT to calculate
each function’s WCET Wf,SPM if the function is located in
SPM, and Wf,Flash if the function is located in flash mem-
ory. These costs contain the execution time of the function
f without the costs of any functions which are called by f .
This way, we mostly avoid overestimations of the WCET
in the ILP formulations and are not bound to the WCET
minimization as the ILP’s objective function.
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Function specialization is handled by introducing another
binary decision variable into the ILP problem. We define pf
to be 1 if the function is to be specialized, and 0 else. With
this in mind, the accumulated execution time of function f
may be written as

w∗f ≥Nf,f [Wf,SPM · rf + Wf,Flash · (1− rf )] +
∑

g∈Cf

Nf,g · w∗g (2)

for all calls to the unspecialized, original function f , and as

w∗f0 ≥Nf,f [Wf,SPM · rf (1− pf ) +

Wf,Flash · (1− rf ) (1− pf ) +

Wf0,SPM · rfpf + Wf0,Flash · (1− rf ) pf ] +
∑

g∈Cf

Nf,g · w∗g (3)

for calls to a potentially specialized version f0. In both cases,
Cf is defined as the set of functions which are called by f ,
and is determined by the compiler. If a function g is called
in its unspecialized and in a potentially specialized version,
g and g0 are added to Cf . Nf,f is 1 for non-recursive func-
tions, otherwise it denotes the maximum recursion depth, as
determined by the writer of the task, and e.g. annotated in
the source code. If the control flow of a function is split into
several branches which call different functions, we use several
inequations, one for each possible path. Though equation (3)
seems to be of quadratic complexity, the multiplication of bi-
nary ILP variables equals a logical AND operation and can
easily be linearized, as shown in [2]. w∗main can be used as
safe overapproximation of the WCET of the whole task.

3.3 Energy Optimization
To calculate and minimize the average energy consump-

tion of the system, we need detailed knowledge about the
execution count of each function. These information may be
obtained from simulation or measurements. The maximum
energy savings are not necessarily achieved by optimizing
the functions which need most energy. Instead, the product
of a function’s energy consumption Ef and the function’s
estimated execution count over the operation time of the
system needs to be taken into account.

The energy consumption of a function heavily depends on
whether the function is located in SPM or not. We assume
that energy profiling data is available for both cases. Just
as for the WCET formulation, Ef does not include the en-
ergy consumed by functions which f calls. The total energy
consumption by function f , including all called functions,
is given by a formula along the lines of the one presented
as equation (3). Again, we directly include the distinction
whether a specialized function is called or not.

e∗f ≥Nf,f · Ef

+
∑

g∈F
Nf,g · e∗g

︸ ︷︷ ︸
if the call to g can not use a specialized form

+
∑

g∈F
Nf,g ·

(
e∗g0 · pg + e∗g · (1− pg)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
if the call to g can use the specialized form g0

(4)

With this formula, e∗main is an overapproximation of the sys-
tem’s typical energy consumption.

3.4 Code Size
Choosing to specialize a function increases the overall code

size of the program. For each function, we a priori determine
the effect on the code size if this function is chosen to be
specialized.

In order to make our integer linear program aware of how
much SPM and main memory the code takes, we add ILP
constraints to model the code size:

sFlash ≥
∑

f∈F
Sf · (1− rf ) + Sf0 · pf · (1− rf0) (5)

sSPM ≥
∑

f∈F
Sf · rf + Sf0 · pf · rf0 (6)

Again, linearization of the ILP formulas has to be performed,
cf. equation (3).

Additional constraints can be added to limit the maximum
amount of memory that may be used by the program:

sFlash ≤MFlash (7)

sSPM ≤MSPM (8)

With MFlash and MSPM being the physically available SPM
and Flash memory.

Finally, the ILP’s objective function may be chosen. As
stated above, usually the energy consumption is chosen to
be minimized:

min (e∗main) (9)

4. EXAMPLE
We will illustrate our approach with a hypothetical bench-

mark bench which is to be run on an embedded micropro-
cessor equipped with 200 bytes of scratchpad memory. Ex-
ecution of the bench task starts with function main. This
function either calls function f twice, or function g twice;
which function is actually called depends on some external
data. If functions are specialized, one call of the two calls to
f, or g, respectively, can use the specialized function. Fig-
ure 1 shows the control flow with the basic blocks of the
unmodified function main in the example program.

Analysis of the bench task as described in section 3.2 re-
sults in the data given in table 2 as input for our algorithm.

f main f g f0 g0
S 100 50 100 50 100

For function in main memory:
W 50 50 40 30 9
E 50 50 60 50 50

For function in scratchpad memory:
W 10 10 9 5 5
E 20 20 30 20 20

Table 2: Net WCET and energy values and sizes per
function

We assume that collecting profile data over several thou-
sand executions of the task reveals that the two branches
in function main have very different execution probabilities:
the branch calling f is executed in 10 out of 1010 cases, the
path over the calls to function g is executed 1000 out of 1010
times. The probability distribution non-specialized :speciali-
zed for which form of the function is used is 10:10 for f and
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main:
IF …

B1:
CALL f

B3:
CALL g

B2:
CALL f

B4:
CALL g

B5:
RETURN

Figure 1: Control
flow graph showing
the main function of
the bench task and its
basic blocks.

main:
IF …
RETURN

f
(from B1)

g
(from B3)

f
(from B2)

g
(from B4)

Figure 2: WCET
analysis graph for
main, i.e., the entire
task, generated from
the original CFG.

200:1800 for g. The collected profiling data has no impact
on the WCET of the task, which is 150 cycles if no opti-
mizations are applied.

An optimization which solely targets minimization of the
WCET will specialize g and put main and f, but not g or g0
(the specialized version of function g), into the SPM, which
results in a WCET of 59 cycles.

The best solution when optimizing only for energy is to
specialize g and f and put functions main and g0 into SPM.
The WCET for the example program optimized in this way
is 90 cycles. For comparison, the best WCET we could get
if the system had no SPM at all would be 130 cycles.

When applying our multi-criteria optimization algorithm
explained in section 3 to the example program, we will now
assume the deadline of 70 cycles, until which the task must
have completed its work. Table 3 shows the optimization
results which are achieved by applying single optimizations
or the multi-criteria algorithm with the policy to minimize
overall energy consumption. In the case of more than one
possible solution which is considered equal by the relevant
optimization, the figures in this table have been chosen to
show the solution which is also better in terms of the other
possible optimization criteria.

Target WCET sSPM sFlash Energy

unoptimized 150 0 250 85,750
WCET 59 150 200 61,300
Energy 90 200 200 34,600
Multi-criteria 70 150 100 55,450

Table 3: Results of optimizing the bench program
for different optimization targets (WCET in cycles;
energy consumption averaged over 505 executions)

As can be seen, if the WCET is selected as the only opti-
mization target, optimization will produce a program binary
that satisfies the deadline, but wastes a lot of energy.

If the system’s energy consumption is selected as opti-
mization objective, the execution path which is taken most

of the time is optimized, and code size is increased, but the
compilation result is still worthless, as it cannot be guaran-
teed to adhere to the deadline.

If bench is not optimized for execution time, code size, and
energy consumption at the same time, we get unsatisfying
results. Only a multi-criteria optimization like the algorithm
presented by us above allows us to create a program which
stays within all our optimization constraints.

5. CONCLUSION
We have provided a concept for multi-criteria oriented

compiler optimizations which respect both multiple hard
constraints and an additional optimization target without
any hard upper bound. By means of a synthetical example,
we have illustrated the potential benefits of our concept.

In the future, we are going to implement our approach into
an existing compiler framework and evaluate its capabili-
ties using real-world benchmarks. We aim at constructing a
generic interface for multi-criteria compiler optimizations in
the long run which can make use of arbitrary code optimiza-
tions. A further challenge is the extension of multi-criteria
optimization to multi-tasking systems.
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